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Abstract
In the world of digital communication, data from online sources such as social
networks might provide additional information about changing consumer interest
and significantly improve the accuracy of forecasting models. In this thesis I
investigate whether information from Twitter, Facebook and Google Trends have
the ability to improve daily sales forecasts for companies with respect to the
forecasts from transactional sales data only. My original contribution to this
domain, exposed in the present thesis, consists in the following main steps:
1. Data collection. I collected Twitter, Facebook and Google Trends data for the
period May 2013 May 2015 for 75 brands. Historical transactional sales data
was supplied by Certona Corporation.
2. Sentiment analysis. I introduced a new sentiment classification approach
based on combining the two standard techniques (lexicon-based and machine
learning based). The proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art
approach by 7% in F-score.
3. Identification and classification of events. I proposed a framework for events
detection and a robust method for clustering Twitter events into different
types based on the shape of the Twitter volume and sentiment peaks. This
approach allows to capture the varying dynamics of information propagation
through the social network. I provide empirical evidence that it is possible to
identify types of Twitter events that have significant power to predict spikes
in sales.
4. Forecasting next day sales. I explored linear, non-linear and cointegrating
relationships between sales and social-media variables for 18 brands and
showed that social-media variables can improve daily sales forecasts for the
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majority of brands by capturing factors, such as consumer sentiment and
brand perception. Moreover, I identified that social-media data without sales
information, can be used to predict sales direction with the accuracy of 63%.
The experts from the industry consider the results obtained in this thesis to be
valuable and useful for decision making and for making strategic planning for the
future.
Impact Statement
This thesis is an empirical study investigating the role of social media for sales
forecasting for retail companies. By combining two areas of research, event study
and forecasting, this research expands existing literature on social media analysis
opening up exciting opportunities for academic and industrial enquiry.
The findings of the thesis demonstrated that incorporation of user-generated
data from Twitter, Facebook and Google Trends into forecasting models allows
to increase the accuracy of forecasts for volume and direction of sales, as well
as provides a possibility of predicting spikes in sales. These research outcomes
already started to impact organisations by motivating managers to re-evaluate their
business strategies to capitalise on the findings and gain competitive advantage.
My research has already been recognised by Certona, a leader in the market
in providing recommendation platforms to world’s biggest brands. Certona is in
the process of integrating my findings and developing a new value proposition
to its clients. The findings of my research could therefore help the managers
of many retail brands to make better decisions regarding their marketing
strategies, building customer relationships, planning inventory and performing
sales forecasting making the system more efficient.
I have written four papers related to my work and presented my findings
locally at a number of UCL events, nationally at the CFE-CMStatistics-2015
conference, at Sentiment Analysis Applied to Finance conferences in 2014 and 2015,
as well as internationally at the International Conference on Computational Social
Science 2015 in Helsinki, and at the Future Technologies Conference 2016 in San
Francisco. I also conducted two workshops at Certona, using my research findings
to extend the knowledge of Certona’s data analytics team and demonstrating the
value that social media can provide to the management of the company.
Dedicated to my parents, Natallia and Sergej.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter presents a brief overview of the development of social media and
their implications on today’s business operations. The motivations for this
thesis are discussed and the main objectives are identified. The chapter also
describes the main contributions and the structure of the thesis.
1.1 The Value of Social Media Data for Brands
During the last decade the media has experienced a huge transformation and
extended beyond its original applications. With rapid spread of the Internet,
people are turning away from traditional media, such as newspapers, radio and
TV, and are increasingly using digital social media in search of information, such
as microblogging sites, social networks, forums and virtual worlds (Schivinski
and Dabrowski, 2016). These social media technologies have revolutionized the
role of consumers, changing them from being passive observers and receivers of
information into active participants, who interact, share knowledge and collaborate
with each other. For example, Facebook and Google+ became highly popular
between friends and family, allowing to share information through pictures and
status updates, creating group chats for discussions and organising events. Other
social networks like Tumblr or Twitter were designed for rapid communication and
have become valuable means for spreading breaking news or providing timely and
fine-grained information about important events as they unfold, while reflecting
personal perspectives, emotional reactions, and controversial opinions.
Recent statistics indicates that there are over 2.80 billion global social media
users (WeAreSocial, 2017), with Facebook being the most popular social network,
reaching 2 billion active users in August 2017 (Statista, 2017). The amount of data
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that active users generate is enormous and can be described by a term ”big data”.
It is becoming increasingly evident that by surveying and analysing this abundant
and continual flow of user-generated content (collective intelligence) it is possible
to understand human behaviour and predict different social phenomena, from
unemployment rates (Antenucci et al., 2014) and influenza infection rates (Culotta,
2013, St Louis and Zorlu, 2012, Paul and Dredze, 2011, Aramaki et al., 2011) to
election results (Bermingham and Smeaton, 2011, Tumasjan et al., 2010, Kim and
Hovy, 2007).
One area that has the greatest potential to be dramatically changed by the
technological advancements of social media is the area of business. For example,
the adoption of social networks has replaced many traditional one-to-many
business models with one-to-one approaches (Ngai et al., 2015). Today companies
practice direct communication with its customers to address any issues related
to their products or enumerate its loyal customers with gifts and promotions.
According to Facebook, more than 50 million businesses are using Facebook pages
in order to interact with their fans (Cohen, 2015). Gamboa and Gonalves (2014)
demonstrated that Facebook is instrumental in achieving customer loyalty by
increasing customer satisfaction and perceived value. A survey by Ambassador
(2013) revealed that consumers expect to receive assistance within 5 minutes of
reaching out to a company, and 71% of consumers who had a good social media
interaction with a company are likely to recommend it to their friends and family.
This statistics demonstrates that one-to-one approach is the future of building and
maintaining brand reputation and obtaining new customers.
The way that companies perform marketing and branding is also changing.
Historically, most of the money spent for advertising is wasted, but because user
generated content provides an immediate feedback from people regarding new
product lines, brand policies and actions, today companies can launch a campaign
and measure its effectiveness through Twitter and other social media data almost
in real time. The managers of a company can now incorporate the findings of
the analytics reports to adjust marketing strategies with regards to the brand
perception and consumer needs.
While the processes of branding, marketing, consumer engagement have been
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greatly impacted by social media innovations, the value of user generated data
for businesses can be the most tangible for the purpose of understanding and
predicting sales performance. Today, consumers are used to leaving feedback about
their customer experiences and express views about products on social media
websites, at the same time, people who are interested in purchasing a product
are going online to read reviews before making a decision to buy. The study by
Hudson and Thal (2013) analysed purchase behaviour of nearly 20,000 consumers
across five industries and three continents, and observed that there were four
stages of a consumer journey: (a) stage of consideration; (b) stage of evaluation;
(c) stage of buying; and (d) stage of enjoying, advocating and bonding. The
researchers highlighted that during the ”evaluation” and ”advocating” stages the
impact of social media was extremely important. According to another study of 500
individuals, conducted by Shoutly 1 (Shoutly, 2014), 92% of respondents choose
to read product recommendations before buying. 75% of customers say they use
social media as part of the buying process (Pick, 2015b), while as many as 53% of
Twitter users recommend products or brands themselves, and 48% of people decide
to buy the product following the recommendations (Flannagan, 2014). As numbers
indicate, the decision which product or service to choose is being greatly affected
by other people’s feedback. By expressing their viwes online people set up trends
and sentiments in the market. As Wright (2009) said, ”for many businesses online
opinion has turned into a kind of virtual currency that can make or break a product
in the marketplace”.
As consumers continue to rely on personal recommendations through social
media, it has become essential for companies to start collecting and analysing
online data of reviews, sentiments, comments, post shares and likes in order
to understand customer purchase decisions and sales performance, so that the
management can manage its supply chain more productively (Chong et al., 2017a).
Organisations that succeed in incorporating the vast amount of web generated
information into their models for demand forecasting and inventory management
could gain a strong competitive advantage over their rivals (Chong and Li, 2014).
The purpose of this study is to perform a large empirical investigation of the
1Shoutly is an online social commerce platform: https://shoutly.com
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value of social media for sales forecasting for retail brands. The evidence of
forecasts being improved by social media variables would encourage managers
to change their business strategies and incorporate frameworks for data collection
and analysis in the business pipelines, aiming at incremental benefits as brand
equity, brand awareness and revenue potential.
1.2 Motivation and Objectives of this Thesis
The traditional way of predicting purchase behaviour and building forecasting
models is mainly based on using historical sales data, customer related data from
CRM, marketing and survey data (Berbegal-Mirabent et al., 2016). The decades
of such data makes business managers confident in making predictions, pricing
and taking other decisions regarding the customer base (Bradlow et al., 2017).
However, in the world of social networks, market trends and sentiments change
rapidly, making it questionable whether old historical data remains relevant for
understanding current consumer demand and sales dynamics (Gur Ali and Pinar,
2016). In fact, old historical data that does not contain recent exogenous indicators
of consumer sentiment can be misleading and result in poor decisions.
Differently from traditional approaches, the motivation of this study is to
utilise rich data from online sources in order to capture early signals of changing
consumer demand and, thus, improve the accuracy of forecasting models. When
choosing the types of online data to be used for examining the effect on sales,
most research efforts in recent years have been focused on the anonymous online
reviews. While many studies discovered a positive relationship between reviews
and sales performance (Chong et al., 2017b, Bao and Chang, 2016, Schneider and
Gupta, 2016, Chong et al., 2016, Bao and Chang, 2014, Liu et al., 2010, Chevalier
and Mayzlin, 2006), some researchers found no or limited effect of ratings of
reviews on sales (Davis and Khazanchi, 2008, Wenjing et al., 2008, Amblee and
Bui, 2007, Hu et al., 2006, Chen et al., 2004). These contradictory findings might
be caused by the systematic biases related to the reviewing process: it has been
shown that later reviews are often being influenced by prior reviews (Ma et al.,
2014). Inconsistent results of reviews impact on sales might also be related to the
anonymous nature of online reviews. Mayzlin (2006) showed that many companies
exploit the popularity of Internet and fabricate positive reviews related to their
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brand, pretending to be consumers, and this way they make online reviews less
reliable.
While the number of people who trust opinions of anonymous users is high
(70%), even more consumers trust recommendations from people they know (90%)
(Flannagan, 2014). Social media platforms that require authorisation of users
offer a fundamental advantage over anonymous systems as they present opinions
of friends and family rather than unknown people (Lee et al., 2016). A public
survey by Shoutly (2014) revealed that the most trusted social media platforms
for product recommendations are Facebook (65%), followed by YouTube (36%) and
then Twitter (27%). In this thesis, I used Twitter and Facebook data as sources
of consumers’ opinions, being motivated to avoid biases related to anonymous
reviews. I also analysed Google Trends data that represents the number of
Google searches. Since 89% of customers begin their buying process with a search
engine (Pick, 2015a), Google Trends data may present an indication of consumers’
purchasing intent and can be extremely relevant for future sales prediction.
This thesis sets out to achieve three main objectives:
1. Measure the ability of Twitter events to predict spikes in sales.
The possibility to foresee spikes in sales is a key success factor for any
business as information about changing demand would allow to perform
accurate replenishments and inventory allocation. The first objective of this
thesis is based on the hypothesis that spikes in sales can be predicted by
a sudden change of brand-related sentiment on social media, particularly
Twitter. This hypothesis is inspired by the previous research that showed how
events in Twitter can be used to predict abnormal market returns (Ranco et al.,
2015, Sprenger et al., 2014), riot events (Alsaedi et al., 2017), protests (Kallus,
2014), etc. However, little is known about the ability of social media events to
predict spikes in sales of a company. To my best knowledge, only one study
performed analysis of Twitter events in relation to sales (Dijkman et al., 2015).
Dijkman et al. (2015) showed that spikes in volume of positive tweets were
significantly correlated with sales of the next few weeks. However, the results
of this study are hard to generalise since the analysis was performed only
for 12,780 tweets related to one company. Chapter 5 of this thesis performs
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analysis of sales and Twitter events for 75 brands and aspires to address this
research gap.
2. Evaluate the effects of Twitter, Facebook and Google Trends on short term
sales forecasting.
Many researchers have demonstrated the value of social media for improving
sales forecasts (Liu, 2006, Lassen et al., 2014, Kulkarni et al., 2012, Asur
and Huberman, 2010, Gruhl et al., 2005). However, existing studies
predominantly explored sales for products that receive a lot of social
attention, such as movies, books, iphones. ”General” or ”non-trending”
types of products were studied only by a few researchers (Lee et al., 2016,
Boldt et al., 2016, Du et al., 2015), and their analysis is limited to considering
only quarter or annual sales.
The motivation behind the second objective of this thesis is to evaluate
whether social media data can improve daily, rather than quarter or annual,
sales forecasts for ”general” consumer products. There is a large gap in the
literature related to the scarcity of studies on daily sales forecasting, caused
by a fact that sales data is a very sensitive and protected piece of information
for any company. The only data that is generally available to researchers is
revenues extracted from quarter or annual financial reports. While previous
studies succeeded to demonstrate the impact of social media data on annual
sales, the question regarding the short term value of user-generated content
remains open. The hypothesis of the current research work is that social
media can provide timely information about changing consumer demand.
This information can be extremely valuable for the management, allowing
them to adjust value proposition in respond to changing demand almost in
real time, or evaluate the outcomes of new product releases and marketing
campaigns within hours or days from launching. To test the hypothesis and
address the gap in the literature I collaborated with a company Certona,
which was interested in exploring the role of social media for brands and
provided transactional sales data of its clients.
3. Develop a framework for evaluating the impact of social media on sales
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and generalise the findings across multiple brands and multiple social
media sources.
Previous research on the role of social media has only covered few types of
products and few companies. The third objective of this thesis is to generalise
previous findings by studying 75 brands from the retail sector, including
apparel, footwear, accessories, body care, furnishings, equipment and games.
Furthermore, existing research works on the impact of social media on sales
only considered one social media indicator at a time. This thesis aims to
extend previous works by incorporating multiple types of online data, such
as Twitter, Facebook, and Google Trends. Moreover, the motivation behind
this study is to develop a framework that allows to collect social media data,
automatically detect anomalous events, incorporate different social media
indicators into forecasting techniques, evaluate and select the best performing
models.
1.3 Case Study: Certona
This research was done in collaboration with the company Certona. Certona is
the leader in providing personalized experiences for the world’s most popular
brands, such as Nike, Adidas, Denim, Nikon among many others. Certona’s
personalization platform collects real-time data about the consumers browsing
actions from more than four hundred top e-commerce sites, and uses this data
for real-time behavioural profiling, serving up individualized content, promotional
and product recommendations. The main goal of the company is to personalize
the entire visitor experience for each individual, including web experience, e-mail,
mobile, in-store, call center and social networks, which results in increased
revenues and customer loyalty.
Certona recognizes the growing role of social media for brands. One of the
priorities that Certona has today is to analyse what people say about different
brands, how their sentiment towards a brand is changing and why. Collaboration
with Certona on this thesis allowed to align the research objectives with the real
business needs, perform a real-life quantitative study and receive feedback on the
value of the findings from business leaders.
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1.4 Thesis’ Contributions
This study has made several practical, theoretical and methodological contributions.
Practically:
• This study has practical implications to managers and practitioners: it
demonstrates that user-generated data, such as Twitter messages, Facebook
posts and likes, and Google searches can be used to forecast the volume
and direction of sales for retail brands, and, in some cases, predict spikes
in sales. Following these findings business managers might be motivated
to develop new strategies that incorporate social media data into their
every-day decision making process related to inventory management,
demand forecasting, consumer analysis, and marketing planning.
• The study presents a large-scale analysis of 75 retail brands, allowing to
generalise the findings across multiple sectors: apparel, footwear, accessories,
body care, furnishings, equipment and games.
• Previous research works focused on the analysis of one social media indicator
at a time. This thesis compares performance of Twitter, Facebook and Google
Trends, and shows that Google Trends is the strongest indicator of changing
consumer demand, followed by Facebook and then Twitter.
• The majority of the previous studies analysed quarter or annual sales, leaving
a gap in the literature related to daily sales forecasting. This thesis fills in
the gap by evaluating the value of social media data for predicting next-day
sales. The findings demonstrate that social media data can provide timely
information about changing consumer demand and improve next-day sales
forecasts. This should give managers an incentive to seriously consider social
media sentiment when measuring marketing campaigns and analysing the
performance of new product lines.
• This thesis provides a detailed description of the data retrieval, pre-processing,
storing and forecasting steps that comprise a Social Media Impact Analysis
(’SMIA’) framework. This framework can be directly adopted by industry
leaders within the retail domain or any other sector impacted by social media.
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Theoretically:
• While the previous studies have demonstrated that social media data can be
used to predict different social, political and economic phenomena, such as
riot events, protests, stock markets, elections, very limited research has been
done on analysis of events in social networks for predicting spikes in sales.
This thesis provides a contribution to event study literature by suggesting the
approach for detecting events in Twitter and measuring their ability to predict
spikes in sales.
• The differentiation between social media events in existing studies has
primarily been done based on spacial, textual and temporal information. In
this research work I suggest to cluster Twitter events based on the shape of the
event’s growth and relaxation signatures. I show that this approach captures
different dynamics of information dissemination in Twitter and allows to
identify classes of events that have significant probability to be followed by
spikes in sales.
Methodologically:
• This thesis presents a contribution to the event study field by proposing
a new events clustering method based on slopes of growth and relaxation
signatures.
• The traditional way of defining an event is detecting a peak and selecting an
event window. The process of selecting the optimal event window presents a
challenge. This study contributes to the methodology of event identification
by proposing an approach for automatic detection of the optimal event
window.
• The findings of this thesis also extend the field of sentiment analysis by
suggesting a hybrid method that combines a lexicon-based approach with
a machine learning approach, and leverages the ”social media language”:
emoticons, slang and abbreviations. A proposed method outperformed a
state-of-the-art method by 4%.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the steps performed in this thesis.
• Finally, the analytics framework described in this thesis suggests a
methodological approach for stationarity and cointegration testing, as well as
training and selecting models that are most suitable for the types of variables
under analysis.
1.4.1 Publications
The work presented in this thesis resulted in the following publications:
Kolchyna, O., Souza, T. T. P., Treleaven, P. C., and Aste, T. ”Twitter Sentiment
Analysis: Lexicon Method, Machine Learning Method and Their Combination”, In
Handbook of Sentiment Analysis in Finance, Mitra, G. and Yu, X. (Eds.), chapter 5,
2016
Souza, T. T. P., Kolchyna, O., Treleaven, P. C., and Aste, T. ”Twitter Sentiment
Analysis Applied to Finance: A Case Study in the Retail Industry”, In Handbook
of Sentiment Analysis in Finance, Mitra, G. and Yu, X. (Eds.), chapter 23, 2016
Kolchyna, O., Souza, T. T. P., Treleaven, P. C., and Aste, T. ”A framework for
twitter events detection, differentiation and its application for retail brands.” In
2016 Future Technologies Conference (FTC), IEEE Xplore, pages 323 - 331, 2016
Kolchyna, O., Treleaven, P. C., and Aste, T. (2017). Estimating daily sales for
brands from Twitter messages, Facebook posts and Google Trends. Submitted to
Decision Support Systems Journal.
1.5 Structure of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
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• Chapter 2 presents background information, related works discussion and
review of the most popular techniques for 4 fields of study used in this thesis:
1) sentiment analysis; 2) time series analysis; 3) events study; 4) time series
forecasting. A reader might choose to skip this chapter and refer to specific
methods or literature review when required, while reading the following
chapters of the thesis.
• Chapter 3 is dedicated to the description of the social media data collection
process. In this chapter the basics of Twitter API, Facebook API, Google
trends API are discussed along with data filtering and pre-processing
methods.
• Chapter 4 focuses on the sentiment analysis of the collected Twitter data.
Data pre-processing is covered and two most popular methods for sentiment
analysis: lexicon-based and machine learning approaches. Under the
Lexicon-based approach the process of the lexicon creation and enhancement
is described in detail. Under the Machine Learning approach a few
algorithms are tested: Naive Bayes, Decision Trees and Support Vector
Machines.
• Chapter 5 aims to achieve the first objective of the thesis by evaluating
the relationship between Twitter events and sales events. The chapter
discusses the methods for events detection, proposes a new method for events
clustering, and uses two statistical tests to quantify the probability of having
sales events after Twitter events.
• Chapter 6 aims to achieve the second objective of the thesis by performing
sales forecasting using Twitter, Facebook and Google Trends data. Stationarity
and cointegration tests of time series are performed in this chapter and
different types of forecasting models are tested (multiple linear regression,
artificial neural networks, vector error correction model).
• Chapter 7 contains the conclusions of the work, discusses its limitations, and
suggests the future work that can be done in this area.
• The thesis finishes with the Appendices and a list of references.
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Fig. 1.1 presents a high level of the ’SMIA’ framework used in this thesis.
Every step in the framework corresponds to one of the chapters (3-6) and is
denoted by a color for the ease of identification. Within the chapters more detailed
frameworks are presented, marked by a corresponding color. The combination of
the frameworks from each chapter comprises the ’SMIA’ framework that can be
adopted by academics or practitioners, who would like to measure the impact of
social media and incorporate it into their forecasting models.
Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the key concepts and methods
of sentiment analysis, event detection and time series forecasting, that will
be used in subsequent chapters of this thesis. The chapter also presents the
state-of-the-art literature review for each of the topics.
2.1 Sentiment Analysis
2.1.1 Sentiment Analysis: Related Work
The field of text categorization was initiated long time ago (Salton and McGill,
1983), however categorization based on sentiment analysis was introduced more
recently in Das and Chen (2001), Morinaga et al. (2002), Pang et al. (2002), Tong
(2001), Turney (2002), Wiebe (2000).
Sentiment analysis is a line of research that allows to determine people’s
attitude and opinions in relation to different topics, products, services, people,
events, and their attributes. As Hu and Liu (2004) highlight, in the research
literature it is possible to see many different names, e.g. ”sentiment analysis, opinion
mining, opinion extraction, sentiment mining, subjectivity analysis, affect analysis,
emotion analysis, review mining”, however, all of them have similar purposes and
belong to the subject of sentiment analysis or opinion mining. The term sentiment
analysis is more known in the industry than the term opinion mining.
The standard approach for text representation (Salton and McGill, 1983)
has been the bag-of-words method (BOW). According to the BOW model, the
document is represented as a vector of words in Euclidean space where each word
is independent from others. This bag of individual words is commonly called a
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collection of unigrams. The BOW is easy to understand and allows to achieve
high performance (for example, the best results of multi-lable categorization for the
Reuters-21578 dataset were produced using BOW approach (Dumais et al., 1998,
Weiss et al., 1999)).
The main two methods of sentiment analysis, lexicon-based method (Taboada
et al., 2011, Ding et al., 2008) and machine learning based method (Pak and
Paroubek, 2010), both rely on the BOW. In the machine learning supervised method
the classifiers are using the unigrams or their combinations (n-grams) as features.
In the lexicon-based method the unigrams which are found in the lexicon are
assigned a polarity score, the overall polarity score of the text is then computed
as sum of the polarities of the unigrams.
When deciding which lexicon elements of a message should be considered
for sentiment analysis, different parts-of-speech were analysed (Pak and
Paroubek, 2010, Kouloumpis et al., 2011). Benamara et al. (2007) proposed the
Adverb-Adjective Combinations approach that demonstrates the use of adverbs
and adjectives to detect sentiment polarity. In recent years the role of emoticons
has been investigated (Pozzi et al., 2013, Hogenboom et al., 2013, Liu et al., 2012,
Zhao et al., 2012, Go et al., 2009). Fersini et al. (2015) further explored the use
of (i) adjectives, (ii) emoticons, emphatic and onomatopoeic expressions and (iii)
expressive lengthening as expressive signals in sentiment analysis of microblogs.
They showed that the above signals can enrich the feature space and improve
the quality of sentiment classification. Jurek et al. (2015) suggested to classify
messages not only as positive, negative or neutral, but to include the intensity
of the sentiment by utilising intensifier words, such as “very”, “quite”, “most”,
etc. Muhammad et al. (2016) improved the accuracy of sentiment classification by
accounting for contextual polarities of words and by enhancing a general purpose
lexicon with domain specific knowledge.
Advanced algorithms for sentiment analysis have been developed (Jacobs,
1992, Vapnik, 1998, Basili et al., 2000, Schapire and Singer, 2000) that take into
consideration not only the message itself, but also the context in which the
message is published, who is the author of the message, who are the friends
of the author, what is the underlying structure of the network. For instance,
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Hu et al. (2013) investigated how social relations can help sentiment analysis
by introducing a sociological approach to handling noisy and short texts, Zhu
et al. (2014) showed that the quality of sentiment clustering for Twitter can be
improved by joint clustering of tweets, users, and features, Pozzi et al. (2013) looked
at friendship connections and estimated user polarities about a given topic by
integrating post contents with approval relations, You and Luo (2013) improved
sentiment classification accuracy by adding a visual content in addition to the
textual information, Aisopos et al. (2012) significantly increased the accuracy of
sentiment classification by using content-based features along with context-based
features, Saif et al. (2012) achieved improvements by growing the feature space
with semantics features.
While many research works focused on finding the best features, some
efforts have been made to explore new methods for sentiment classification.
Wang et al. (2014) evaluated the performance of ensemble methods (Bagging,
Boosting, Random Subspace) and empirically proved that ensemble models can
produce better results than the base learners. Fersini et al. (2014) proposed to use
Bayesian Model Averaging ensemble method which outperformed both traditional
classification and ensemble methods. Carvalho et al. (2014) employed genetic
algorithms to find subsets of words from a set of paradigm words that led to
improvement of classification accuracy. Poria et al. (2015), Severyn and Moschitti
(2015), Stojanovski et al. (2015) achieved improved classification accuracies by
implementing deep convolutional networks. Some researchers combined machine
learning techniques with lexicon based methods. For example, Mudinas et al.
(2012) extracted sentiment words and used them as features in machine learning
algorithm. Zhang et al. (2011) used sentiment words extracted with the help
of lexicon approach to discover additional sentiment words by using Chi-square
test. Sentiment polarity of newly discovered words was established through a
classifier, which was trained using initial sentiment words. Appel et al. (2016)
combined semantic rules, fuzzy sets, and enriched sentiment lexicon to create a
hybrid approach that outperformed Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy methods
on a movies reviews dataset.
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2.1.2 Data Pre-processing for Sentiment Analysis
Prior to applying any of the sentiment extraction methods, a common practice is to
perform data pre-processing. Data pre-processing allows to produce higher quality
text classification and reduce the computational complexity. Typical pre-processing
procedure includes the following steps:
Part-of-Speech Tagging (POS). The process of part-of-speech tagging allows
to automatically tag each word of text in terms of which part of speech it belongs
to: noun, pronoun, adverb, adjective, verb, interjection, intensifier, etc. The goal
is to extract patterns in text based on analysis of frequency distributions of these
parts-of-speech. The importance of part-of-speech tagging for correct sentiment
analysis was demonstrated by Manning and Schu¨tze (1999). Statistical properties
of texts, such as adherence to Zipfs law can also be used (Piantadosi, 2014). Pak and
Paroubek (2010) analysed the distribution of POS tagging specifically for Twitter
messages and identified multiple patterns. For instance, they found that subjective
texts (carrying the sentiment) often contain more pronouns, rather than common
and proper nouns; subjective messages often use past simple tense and contain
many verbs in a base form and many modal verbs.
There is no common opinion about whether POS tagging improves the results
of sentiment classification. Barbosa and Feng (2010) reported positive results using
POS tagging, while Kouloumpis et al. (2011) reported a decrease in performance.
Stemming and lemmatisation. Stemming is a procedure of replacing words
with their stems, or roots. The dimensionality of the BOW is reduced when
root-related words, such as “read”, “reader” and “reading” are mapped into
one word “read”. However, one should be careful when applying stemming,
since it might increase bias. For example, the biased effect of stemming appears
when merging distinct words “experiment” and “experience” into one word
“exper”, or when words which ought to be merged together (such as “adhere” and
“adhesion”) remain distinct after stemming. These are examples of over-stemming
and under-stemming errors, respectively. Overstemming lowers precision and
under-stemming lowers recall. The overall impact of stemming depends on the
dataset and stemming algorithm. The most popular stemming algorithm is Porter
stemmer (Porter, 1980).
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Stop-words removal. Stop words are words which carry a connecting function
in the sentence, such as prepositions, articles, etc. (Salton and McGill, 1983). There
is no definite list of stop words, but some of the most common words include “the”,
“is”, “at”, “which” and “on”. These words can be removed from the text before
classification, since they have a high frequency of occurrence in the text, but do not
affect the final sentiment of the sentence.
Negations Handling. Negation refers to the process of conversion of the
sentiment of the text from positive to negative or from negative to positive by
using special words: “no”,“not”,“don’t,” etc. These words are called negations.
Handling negation in the sentiment analysis task is a very important step as the
whole sentiment of the text may be changed by the use of negation (for information
on scope of negation see Councill et al. (2010)). The simplest approach to handle
negation is to revert the polarity of all words that are found between the negation
and the first punctuation mark following it. For instance, in the text “I don’t want
to go to the cinema,” the polarity of the whole phrase “want to got to the cinema”
should be reverted.
Polanyi and Zaenen (2006) introduced the concept of contextual valence
shifter, which consists of negation, intensifier and diminisher. Contextual valence
shifters have an impact of flipping the polarity, increasing or decreasing the degree
to which a sentimental term is positive or negative.
But-clauses. The phrases like “but”, “with the exception of”, “except that”, “except
for” generally change the polarity of the part of the sentence following them. In
order to handle these clauses, the opinion orientation of the text before and after
these phrases should be set opposite to each other. However, there are situations
when reversing the sentiment score of the second half of the sentence would be
incorrect, for example, in the sentence “Not only he is smart, but also very kind,”
the word “but” does not carry contrary meaning. These situations need to be
considered separately.
Tokenisation into n-grams. Tokenisation is a process of creating a BOW
from the text. The incoming string gets broken into comprising words and other
elements, for example URL links. The common separator for identifying individual
words is whitespace, however other symbols can also be used. Tokenisation of
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social-media data is considerably more difficult than tokenisation of the general
text since it contains numerous emoticons, URL links, abbreviations that cannot be
easily separated as whole entities. It is a general practice to combine accompanying
words into phrases or n-grams: unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, etc. Unigrams are
single words, while bigrams are collections of two neighbouring words in a text,
and trigrams are collections of three neighbouring words. n-grams method can
decrease bias, but may increase statistical sparseness. It has been shown that
the use of n-grams can improve the quality of text classification (Raskutti et al.,
2001, Zhang, 2003, Diederich et al., 2003), however there is no unique solution
for the the size of n-gram. Caropreso et al. (2001) conducted an experiment
of text categorization on the Reuters-21578 benchmark dataset. They reported
that in general the use of bigrams helped to produce better results than the use
of unigrams, however while using Rocchio classifier (Rocchio, 1971) the use of
bigrams led to the decrease of classification quality in 28 out of 48 experiments.
Tan et al. (2002) reported that use of bigrams on Yahoo-Science dataset allowed to
improve the performance of text classification using Naive Bayes classifier from
65% to 70% break-even point, however, on Reuters-21578 dataset the increase of
accuracy was not significant. Conversely, trigrams were reported to generate poor
performances (Pak and Paroubek, 2010).
2.1.3 A Lexicon Based Approach
Lexicon-based approach calculates the sentiment of a given text from the polarity
of the words or phrases in that text (Turney, 2002). For this method a lexicon
(a dictionary) of words with assigned to them polarity is required. Examples of
the existing lexicons include: Opinion Lexicon (Hu and Liu, 2004), SentiWordNet
(Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006), AFINN Lexicon (Nielsen, 2011), LoughranMcDonald
Lexicon, NRC-Hashtag (Mohammad et al., 2013), General Inquirer Lexicon1 (Stone
and Hunt, 1963).
The sentiment score of the text can be computed as the average of the polarities
conveyed by each of the words in the text. The methodology for sentiment
calculation can be described with the following steps:
• Pre-processing. The text undergoes pre-processing steps that were described
1http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/˜inquirer/
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in the previous section: POS tagging, stemming, stop-words removal,
negation handling, tokenisations into n-grams. The outcome of the
pre-processing is a set of tokens or a BOW.
• Checking each token for its polarity in the lexicon. Each word from the
BOW is compared against the lexicon. If the word is found in the lexicon,
the polarity wi of that word is added to the sentiment score of the text. If the
word is not found in the lexicon its polarity is considered to be equal to zero.
• Calculating the sentiment score of the text. After assigning polarity scores
to all words comprising the text, the final sentiment score is calculated by









Sentiment score value ranges between -1 and 1, where 1 means a strong
positive sentiment, -1 means a strong negative sentiment and 0 means that
the text is neutral.
The quality of classification highly depends on the quality of the lexicon.
Lexicons can be created using different techniques:
Manually construction of lexicons. The straightforward approach, but also
the most time consuming, is to manually construct a lexicon and tag words in
it as positive or negative. For example, Das and Chen (2001) constructed their
lexicon by reading several thousands of messages and manually selecting words,
that were carrying sentiment. They then used a discriminant function to identify
words from a training dataset, which can be used for sentiment classifier purposes.
The remained words were “expanded” to include all potential forms of each
word into the final lexicon. Another example of hand-tagged lexicon is The
Multi-Perspective-Question-Answering (MPQA) Opinion Corpus2 constructed by
Wiebe et al. (2005). MPQA is publicly available and consists of 8,222 subjective
expressions along with their POS-tags, polarity classes and intensity.
2Available at nrrc.mitre.org/NRRC/publications.htm
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Another resource is The SentiWordNet created by Esuli and Sebastiani (2006).
SentiWordNet extracted words from WordNet3 and gave them the probability of
belonging to positive, negative or neutral classes, and subjectivity score. Ohana
and Tierney demonstrated that SentiWordNet can be used as an important resource
for sentiment calculation Ohana and Tierney (2009).
Constructing a lexicon from trained data. This approach belongs to the
category of supervised methods, because a training dataset of labelled sentences
is needed. With this method the sentences from the training dataset get tokenised
and a BOW is created. The words are then filtered to exclude POS that do not carry
sentiment, for example, prepositions. The prior polarity of words is calculated
according to the occurrence of each word in positive and negative sentences. For
example, if a word “success” is appearing more often in the sentences labelled as
positive in the training dataset, the prior polarity of this word will be assigned a
positive value.
Extending a small lexicon using bootstrapping techniques. Hatzivassiloglou
and McKeown (1997) proposed to extend a small lexicon comprised of adjectives
by adding new adjectives which were conjoined with the words from the original
lexicon. The technique is based on the syntactic relationship between two
adjectives conjoined with “and”. It was established that “and” usually joins
words with the same semantic orientation. Similarly, Hatzivassiloglou and
McKeown (1997) and Kim and Hovy (2004) suggested to expand a small manually
constructed lexicon with synonyms and antonyms obtained from NLP resources
such as WordNet4. Other approaches include extracting polar sentences by using
structural clues from HTML documents Kaji and Kitsuregawa (2007), recognising
opinionated text based on the density of other clues in the text Wiebe and Wilson
(2002). After the application of a bootstrapping technique it is important to conduct
a manual inspection of newly added words to avoid errors.
2.1.4 A Machine Learning Based Approach
A Machine Learning approach for text classification is a supervised algorithm that
analyses texts that were previously labelled as positive, negative or neutral; extracts
features that model the differences between different classes, and infers a function,
3http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
4https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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that can be used for classifying new examples unseen before. In the simplified
form, the text classification task can be described as follows: given a dataset of
labelled data Ttrain = {(t1, l1) , . . . , (tn, ln)} , where each text ti belongs to a dataset
T and the label li is a pre-set class within the group of classes L, the goal is to build
a learning algorithm that will receive as an input the training set Ttrain and will
generate a model that will accurately classify unlabelled texts.
Some researches classified texts only as positive or negative (Pang et al., 2002),
assuming that all the texts carry an opinion. Later, Wilson et al. (2005), Pak and
Paroubek (2010) and Barbosa and Feng (2010) showed that short messages like
tweets and blogs comments often just state facts. Therefore, incorporation of the
neutral class into the classification process is necessary.
The process of machine learning text classification can be broken into the
following steps:
1. Data Pre-processing. Before training the classifiers each text needs to be
pre-processed and presented as an array of tokens. This step is performed
according to the process described in section 2.1.2.
2. Feature generation. Features are text attributes that are useful for capturing
patterns in data. The most popular features used in machine learning
classification are the presence or the frequency of n-grams extracted during
the pre-processing step. In the presence-based representation for each
instance a binary vector is created in which “1” means the presence of a
particular n-gram and “0” indicates its absence. In the frequency-based
representation the number of occurrences of a particular n-gram is used
instead of a binary indication of presence. In cases where text length
varies greatly, it might be important to use term frequency (TF) and inverse
term frequency (IDF) measures (Rajaraman and Ullman, 2011). However,
in short messages like tweets words are unlikely to repeat within one
instance, making the binary measure of presence as informative as the counts
(Ikonomakis et al., 2005).
Apart from the n-grams, additional features can be created to improve the
overall quality of text classification. The most common features that are used
for this purpose include:
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• Number of words with positive/negative sentiment;
• Number of negations;
• Length of a message;
• Number of exclamation marks;
• Number of different parts-of-speech in a text (for example, number of
nouns, adjectives, verbs);
• Number of comparative and superlative adjectives.
3. Feature selection. Since n-grams are the main features used in text
classification, the dimensionality of the feature space grows proportionally to
the size of the dataset. This dramatical growth of the feature space makes it, in
most cases, computationally infeasible to calculate all the features of a sample.
Feature selection is the process of identifying a subset of features that has the
highest predictive power. This step is crucial for the classification process,
since elimination of irrelevant and redundant features allows to reduce
the size of feature space, increasing the speed of the algorithm, avoiding
overfitting, as well as contributing to the improved quality of classification.
There are three basic steps in feature selection process (Dash and Liu, 1997)
(a) Search procedure. A process that generates a subset of features for
evaluation. A procedure can start with no variables and add them one
by one (forward selection) or with all variables and remove one at each
step (backward selection), or features can be selected randomly (random
selection).
(b) Evaluation procedure. A process of calculating a score for a selected
subset of features. The most common metrics for evaluation procedure
are: Chi-squared, Information Gain, Odds Ratio, Probability Ratio,
Document Frequency, Term Frequency. An extensive overview of search
and evaluation methods is presented in (Ladha and Deepa, 2011a,
Forman, 2003).
(c) Stopping criterion. The process of feature selection can be stopped
based on a: i) search procedure, if a predefined number of features
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was selected or predefined number of iterations was performed; ii)
evaluation procedure, if the change of feature space does not produce
a better subset or if optimal subset was found according to the value of
evaluation function.
4. Learning an Algorithm. After feature generation and feature selection steps
the text is represented in a form that can be used to train an algorithm. Even
though many classifiers have been tested for sentiment analysis purposes,
the choice of the best algorithm is still not easy since all methods have their
advantages and disadvantages (see Marsland (2011) for more information on
classifiers). The most popular learning algorithms for text classification are
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995, Vapnik, 1995),
Naive Bayes (Narayanan et al., 2013), Decision Trees (Mitchell, 1996). Barbosa
and Feng (2010) report better results for SVMs, while Pak and Paroubek
(2010) obtained better results for Naive Bayes. In the work by Dumais et al.
(1998) a decision tree classifier was shown to perform nearly as well as an
SVM classifier.
2.1.5 Machine Learning Classifiers
2.1.5.1 Decision trees
Decision tree builds classification model in the form of a tree structure. In the
process of building a tree, a training set gets split into smaller subsets, where each
internal node represents a test on a feature, each branch denotes the outcome of a
test and each leaf node represents a decision (class label). The top node in a tree
which corresponds to the best predictor is called a root node. Fig. 2.1 depicts a
simple tree for making a decision whether to play outside.
The core algorithm for building decision trees is ID3 proposed by Quinlan
(1986). ID3 employs a top-down, greedy search through attributes. To choose the
next attribute (feature) at each step, that splits the set of training instances into
subsets with similar values, it uses Shannon Entropy measure (Shannon, 1948). Let
S denote a set of training instances. Then, the entropy of set S is:
I(S) = − ∑
x∈X
p(x) log2 p(x), (2.2)
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Figure 2.1: A decision tree to decide whether to play outside.
where X is a set of classes in S, p(x) is the proportion of the number of elements
in class x to the number of elements in set S.
The entropy of S conditional on attribute A is:




where Values(A) are the subsets created from splitting set S by the attribute A,
|S| denotes the size of set S, H(Sv) is the entropy of subset v.
Information Gain measures the decrease in entropy when the feature A is
present vs. when it is absent:
G(S, A) = I(S)− I(S|A), (2.4)
Constructing a decision tree is about finding attribute that returns the highest
information gain. This process of choosing the most optimal attribute is repeated
recursively until the stopping criteria is met. Possible stopping criteria are: number
of cases in the node is less than some pre-specified limit, purity of the node is more
than some pre-specified limit, depth of the node is more than some pre-specified
limit, predictor values for all records are identical - in which no rule could be
generated to split them.
Decision trees can be easily adapted to classifying textual data and have a
number of useful qualities: they are relatively transparent, which makes them
simple to understand; they give direct information about which features are
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important in making decisions, which is especially true near the top of the decision
tree. However, decision trees also have a few disadvantages. One problem is that
trees can be easily overfitted. The reason lies in the fact that each branch in the
decision tree splits the training data, thus, the amount of training data available
to train nodes located in the bottom of the tree, decreases. This problem can be
addressed by using the tree pruning. The second weakness of the method is the
fact that decision trees require features to be checked in a specific order. This limits
the ability of an algorithm to exploit features that are relatively independent of one
another.
2.1.5.2 Naive Bayes Classifier
Naive Bayes Classifier is frequently used for sentiment analysis purposes because
of its simplicity and effectiveness. The basic concept of the Naive Bayes classifier
is to determine a class (positive negative, neutral) to which a text belongs using
probability theory. The algorithm uses a well-known Bayes Rule:
P (H | E) = P (H) ∗ P(E|H)
P(E)
(2.5)
Where, P(H|E) – posterior probability of the hypothesis
P(H) - prior probability of hypothesis
P(E) - prior probability of Evidence
P(E|H) conditional probability of Evidence given Hypothesis
In case of the sentiment analysis there will be three hypotheses – one for each
sentiment class, and the one that has the highest probability will be selected as a
class of the text. Following the Bayes rule, to find whether the text is positive, for
example, it is necessary to compute the probability of a text given the positive class
and the prior probability of positive class:
P(pos|E) = P (pos) ∗ P(E|pos)
P(E)
(2.6)
P(pos) and P(E|pos) are obtained using the training set: P(pos) will be
counted as the number of instances labelled as positive divided by the total number
of instances, P(E|pos) can be approximated as a product of the probability of all
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Where wi is the word from a text, and the assumption is made that the
occurence of word wi does not depend on the presence of any other word wj in
the text. The only question is, what is the value of P(E), however, since we are
only interested in comparing the posterior probabilities for each class, denominator
P(E) can be ignored.
The potential problem with this approach appears if some word in the training
set appears only in one class and does not appear in any other classes. In this case
the classifier will always classify the text to that particular class. To avoid this effect
Laplace smoothing technique could be applied.
2.1.5.3 Support Vector Machines Classifier
The Support Vector Machines were developed by Vapnik et al. [48] based on
structural risk minimization principle. For the problem of separating the set of
training vectors belonging to two classes, {(x1,y1), . . . , (xn,yn)}, where yi are either
1 or -1 indicating the class, the SVMs compute the hyperplane with maximum
Euclidian distance to the closest training example. The distance is called margin
and the hyperplane is called the maximum margin hyperplane. Mathematically,
the points of the hyperplane should satisfy wxi + b = 0 where w is a vector of
weights normal to the plane and b is the bias. Classification rule is as follows:
f (x) = sign (wx + b), given that all the instances must satisfy:
 wxi − b ≥ 1, f or yi = +1wxi − b ≤ 1, f or yi = −1 (2.8)
The points that are the most close to the hyperplane are called support vectors
and the margin is defined as twice their distance to the hyperplane 2‖w‖ . In order
to maximize the margin, the ‖w‖ should be minimized. The maximum margin is
depicted in Fig. 2.2.
When the data is non-linearly separable in RN , it may be linearly separable in a
higher-dimensional space RM (where M ¿ N). In this context, a kernel function can
be used to implicitly transform datasets to a higher-dimensional RM space using
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Figure 2.2: Maximum margin hyperplane.
no extra memory and with a minimal effect on computational time.
In a three-class sentiment classification scenario, there will be three pair-wise
classifications: positive-negative, negative-neutral, positive-neutral. The method
has proved to be very successful for the task of text categorization (Joachims, 1999,
Dumais et al., 1998) since it can handle very well large feature spaces, however,
it has low interpretability and is computationally expensive, because it involves
calculations of discretisation, normalization and dot product operations.
2.1.6 Evaluation of Text Categorization
After the model is trained using a classifier it should be validated, typically,
using a cross-validation technique, and tested on a hold-out dataset. There are
several metrics defined in information retrieval for measuring the effectiveness
of classification: accuracy, error rate, precision, recall and F-score. A typical
confusion table for classification problem is given in Table 2.1, where TN means
true negatives, TP means true positives, FP stands for false positives and FN
corresponds to false negatives.
Table 2.1: Confusion Matrix
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• Accuracy. Kotsiantis (2007) defined accuracy as “the fraction of the number
of correct predictions over the total number of predictions”:
Accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN
(2.9)
Accuracy allows to measure the number of correctly predicted instances and
does not give information about the number of incorrect predictions. For this
purposes the Error Rate measure can be used.
• Error rate. Error rate measures the number of incorrectly predicted instances
against the total number of predictions. Computationally, error rate is (1 -
Accuracy) on the training and test examples. The formula for calculating the
error rate is presented in Eq. 2.10.
Error rate =
FP + FN
TP + FP + FN + TN
(2.10)
• Precision. Precision shows the proportion of how many instances the
classifier got right to the total number of true positive and true negative






• Recall. Recall represents the proportion of the number of texts, which were
assigned a positive sentiment score, to the total number of true positives and
false negatives. Recall shows the completeness of the classifier with respect to






There is a discussion about the advantages of using accuracy and error
rate over precision and recall. Manning and Schu¨tze (1999) argue, that for
unbalanced datasets precision and recall can be better metrics for measuring
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classifiers’ performance. There can be the trade-off between precision and
recall, since one can be increased at the expense of the other. For example,
in some extreme cases the recall can be up to 100 %, but precision can be
very low. It would not be possible to correctly evaluate the classifier in this
scenario. In these cases the F1-score metric can be used, which combines the
values of precision and recall.
• F1-score. Rijsbergen (1979) defined the F1-score as the harmonic mean of
precision and recall:
F− Score = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision+ Recall
(2.13)
Depending on the nature of the task, one may use accuracy, precision, recall
or F1-score as a metric or some mixture of them.
2.2 Time Series Analysis
2.2.1 Definition of Time Series
Time Series is a collection of observations of a variable obtained through repeated
measurements at equally spaced time intervals. Time series are important, because
they allow to analyse phenomena that changes over time. The classical examples
of time series are stock prices, meteorological data like temperature or rainfall, the
value of retail sales each month of the year. Time series analysis finds applications
in many areas of science and engineering, for example: economic forecasting,
consumer demand forecasting, inventory study, stock market predictions.
Two main objectives of analysing time series are:
1. Understanding the nature of the phenomena.
2. Developing a quantitative forecasting models that can be used to forecast
future data as a function of past data.
2.2.2 Definition of Stationarity
The important step before doing time series analysis is a stationarity check. Challis
and Kitney (1991) define stationarity as ”a quality of a process in which the
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statistical parameters (mean and standard deviation) of the process do not change
with time”. There are two types of stationarity: strict and weak. As per Tsay (2005):
1. Strictly stationary time series {rt} is the time series for which joint
distribution of (rt1 , . . . , rtk ) is identical to that of (rt1+t , . . . , rtk+t ) for all t,
where k is an arbitrary positive integer and (t1, . . . , tk) is a collection of k
positive integers. In other words, for the strictly stationarity process the joint
distribution of (rt1 , . . . , ttk ) is invariant under time shift.
2. Weakly stationary is the time series {rt} for which both mean of rt and the
covariance between rt and rt−l are time-invariant, where l is an arbitrary
integer. In practice, if one have observed T data points {rt | t = 1, . . . , T } of
the weakly stationary process, the time plot of the data would show that the
T values fluctuate with constant variation around a fixed level.
It is worth mentioning, that stationarity is a relative term. It is difficult to find
a strongly stationary process in real life, it can only be described mathematically.
Sometimes one can find weakly stationary time series and assume that they are
”close enough” to the strongly stationarity processes to be treated as such. When
the process is stationary in real life, in order to be seen as stationary mathematically,
the data should be collected for a very long period of time when compared to the
total length of the data. Taking this into account, if the data for a stationary process
was collected for only a short period of time, then the process will appear to be
non-stationary.
When analysing time series, it is very important to have the property of
stationarity, because it allows making many simplifying assumptions and applying
statistical tools to the data. In contrast, non-stationary data is unpredictable and
cannot be used for forecasting and modeling. For example, if the correlation
is found between two time series which are non-stationary, one may conclude
that there is a relationship between the variables, however, this relationship not
necessarily exists in real life. This phenomena is called ”spurious regression”
and it has been extensively studied by Yule (1926) and Granger and Newbold
(1974) for economic data. For more information on spurious regression, see
Ventosa-Santaularia (2009).
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2.2.3 Detection of Non-Stationarity
In order to make reliable conclusions about time series one should transform
non-stationary data into the stationary data. Before applying the transformation,
however, one should understand which type of non-stationarity he is dealing with:
trend, seasonality or their combination. Any time series can be decomposed into
the three components:
Xt = mt + st + et (2.14)
where mt is a trend component, which changes slowly over time; st is a
seasonal component and can be described mathematically through a function with
a known period; and et is a random noise component.
Figure 2.3: Time series with a trend component (blue line).
Time series which have trends, seasonality or the combination of both are not
stationary. This is because both, trend and seasonality will have an impact on the
values of time series.
In order to identify if a trend is present in the time-series it is often enough to
analyse a simple sequence plot. Fig. 2.3 clearly shows the presence of an upward
trend. Detecting seasonality can be sometimes difficult using just the sequence
plot. One can try using the following techniques: assessment of autocorrelation
function (ACF) (Box and Jenkins, 1976); Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin Test
(Kwiatkowski et al., 1991); Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test (Dickey and Fuller,
1979); Phillips-Perron Test Phillips and Perron (1988).
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Figure 2.4: ACF correlograms for a) non-stationary time-series; b) stationary time series.
2.2.3.1 Evaluation of ACF correlogram.
Autocorrelation plot allows to check the randomness of data by computing
correlations at different time lags. If the data is random, the ACF must drop
to levels below significance with exponential or faster rate, while the ACF of
non-stationary data declines slower than exponentially over a prolonged period of
time. Fig. 2.4 shows examples of a) ACF for non-stationary time-series; b) ACF for
stationary time series.
2.2.3.2 Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test.
A stationary variable tends to return to a fixed mean after being disturbed by a
shock (mean-reverting). This tendency to revert back to the mean is the basis for
the most popular test of stationarity, the Dickey-Fuller test (DF) (Dickey and Fuller,
1979). The test has several variants depending on whether a non-zero constant
and/or a deterministic trend is included. Suppose a variable y is characterised by
the basic AR(1) process (Parker, 2017):
yt = ρyt−1 + ut, (2.15)
where ut is assumed to be stationary. If one subtracts yt−1 from both sides:
∆yt = (ρ− 1)yt−1 + ut = γyt−1 + ut, (2.16)
with γ ≡ ρ − 1. The null hypothesis H0 that variable y is non-stationary is
equivalent to γ = 0 with the alternative γ < 0 (Parker, 2017).
The DF test is valid if ut in Eq. 2.15 is white noise, but in real life the error
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terms in time series are often correlated. Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test (ADF)
allows to eliminate the autocorrelation in u by including lagged values of ∆yt.
Mathematically, the ADF test with a constant (drift), a linear trend and p lags can
be described as follows:
∆yt = α+ βt + γyt−1 + φ1∆yt−1 + . . . + φp∆yt−p + et, (2.17)
where α is a constant, β represents the coefficient of a deterministic trend, et
is en error term ∼iid(0,σe2) by construction, ∆yt denotes lagged first-differenced
series, ∆y = yt − yt−1, and p is the number of lags to include in the regression,
which has a strong impact on the outcome of the unit root tests. Imposing the
constraints α= 0 and β= 0 corresponds to modelling a random walk and using the
constraint β = 0 corresponds to modelling a random walk with a drift.
The role of the ADF hypothesis test is to consider the null hypothesis that γ= 0
(the presence of a unit root), which would indicate that there is no tendency for
high values of y in t− 1 to be reversed in t, thus, the process is not mean-reverting
(is non-stationary). If the calculated ADF test statistic is less than the negative
critical value at our desired level of significance, then one should reject the null
hypothesis and conclude that the series is stationary. If the test statistic is positive
or less negative than the critical value, then one cannot reject the hypothesis that y
is non-stationary. It is important to note that depending on whether a drift and/or
a deterministic trend is present, different sets of critical values should be used for
the test.
2.2.3.3 Phillips-Perron Test.
Phillips-Perron test (Phillips and Perron, 1988) builds on the Dickey-Fuller test and
has the same null hypothesis. However, whilst the augmented Dickey-Fuller test
addresses the issue of higher order of autocorrelation by introducing lags of ∆yt
as regressors in the test equation, the PP test corrects for any serial correlation and
heteroskedasticity in the errors non-parametrically by modifying the Dickey-Fuller
test statistics, so that no additional lags of the dependent variable are needed.
A great advantage of Philips-Perron test is that it assumes no functional form
of the error (non-parametric nature), which makes it applicable to a wide range of
problems. However, the disadvantage of this test is that it is based on asymptotic
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theory and, therefore, it works well only in large samples. It has been demonstrated
that the Phillips-Perron test performs worse in small samples than the augmented
Dickey-Fuller test (Davidson and MacKinnon, 2004).
2.2.3.4 Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin Test.
KPSS test (Kwiatkowski et al., 1991), in which the null hypothesis is that of
stationarity, is intended to complement unit root tests. KPSS test can be described
using the following form :
yt = δt + ςt + et, (2.18)
where δt is a deterministic trend, et is a stationary error and
ςt = ςt−1 + ut,with ut ∼ iid(0,σu2) (2.19)
such that it follows a random walk. A test of σu2 = 0 is a test for stationarity.
See Maddala and Kim (1998), Virmani (2004) for further details.
The authors of KPSS test derived one-sided LM statistics for the test. If the LM
statistic is greater than the critical value, then the null hypothesis is rejected, thus
the series is non-stationary.
Opposite to PP test, KPSS is a more powerful in small samples (Maddala and
Kim, 1998). However, a major disadvantage for the KPSS test is that it has a high
rate of Type I errors (rejecting the null hypothesis too often). It is suggested that in
order to deal with the Type I errors, KPSS tests should be combined with unit root
tests, such as ADF and PP.
2.2.4 Elimination of Non-Stationarity
Transformations such as logarithms can help to stabilise the variance of a time
series. Differencing can help stabilise the mean of a time series by removing
changes in the level of a time series, and so eliminating trend and seasonality.
Differencing is the transformation of the data xt to a new data dt, where the values
dt are the differences between sequential data points of Xt:
d‘t = xt − xt−1 (2.20)
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Sometimes even after the differencing operation the data still remains




t − d‘t−1 = (xt − xt−1)− (xt−1 − xt−2) = xt − 2xt−1 + xt−2 (2.21)
A seasonal difference is the difference between the present time series and the
corresponding values from the previous year. So, if m is the number of seasons:
d‘t = xt − xt−m (2.22)
The resulted time-series are called lag-m differences. If the data after the
seasonal difference operator appears to be white noise, then the appropriate model
for the original data will be:
xt = xt−m + et (2.23)
Sometimes one should apply seasonal difference and first difference in order
to obtain stationary data. In case when strong seasonality is present the seasonal
differencing should be done prior to the first differencing, because the residuals
may become stationary after the first step and there may be no need for the first
differencing.
2.2.5 Definition of Cointegration
As it has been discussed in the previous section, regressing two non-stationary
variables results in spurious regression. One extremely important exception
to this rule is the case of cointegration (first discussed by Granger (1981),
Granger and Weiss (1983), Engle and Granger (1987)). If the series yt and xt are
both non-stationary, but are cointegrated, spurious regression no longer arises.
Cointegration means that there is a linear combination of yt and xt that is stationary
I(0). If two or more I(1) variables are cointegrated, they must obey an equilibrium
relationship in the long-run, although they may diverge substantially from that
equilibrium in the short run.
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2.2.6 Cointegration Testing
To explore whether sales and social-media factors share an underlying cointegrated
relationship, one can use Johansen test (Johansen, 1988, 1991). Johansen test allows
to determine if three or more time series are cointegrated. It starts with the vector
auto-regression (VAR) of order p:
yt = A1yt−1 + . . . + Apyt−p + ut, (2.24)
where yt is an n×1 vector of variables that are integrated of order one I(1),
Ai are the coefficient matrices for each lag and ut is a multivariate Gaussian noise
term with mean zero. After subtracting yt−1 from both sides (differencing) and
















If Π is equal to zero this means that there is no cointegration. If Π has reduced
rank, r < n and is not equal to zero, it is the case of cointegration, in which Π
can be written as Π = αβ′, where α and β are n×r matrices with rank r and α′β
is stationary. r corresponds to the number of cointegrating relationships, α are the
adjustment parameters in the Vector Error Correction model and each column of β
is a cointegrating vector.
Johansen proposed two different likelihood ratio tests to determine the rank r:





ln (1− λˆi) (2.27)
Jmax = −T ln (1− λˆr+1) (2.28)
Where T is the sample size and λˆi is the i:th largest canonical correlation of
∆y. The trace method tests the null hypothesis of r cointegrating vectors against
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the alternative hypothesis of n cointegrating vectors. The maximum eigenvalue
test, on the other hand, tests the null hypothesis of r cointegrating vectors against
the alternative hypothesis of r + 1 cointegrating vectors. For more information on
Johansen test refer to (Hjalmarsson and Osterholm, 2007).
2.3 Events Detection and Clustering
2.3.1 Event Study: Related Work
Event study was introduced for the first time by Dolley (1933), and was used to
measure the effects of economic events on the value of companies. In general,
events can be defined as real-world unique occurrences that unfold over space
at some point in time (Atefeh and Khreich, 2015, Allan et al., 1998). Events
are present in all natural and social systems: diseases and epidemics, economic
draw-downs, financial stock markets crashes, retail sales spikes, political protests,
etc. Identification of precursors and warning signals of such events can have
tremendous social and economic impacts (Piovani et al., 2015), from preventing
the spread of diseases, mitigating riot threats to modifying business strategies and
performing economic structural adjustments.
In the recent years there has been a growing interest in event detection
using publicly available data from online social media sources. People use
blogs, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram to discuss their ideas, express opinions, share
information. Hence, Twitter, for example, became a reliable source for detecting
breaking news (Li et al., 2016, Petrovic et al., 2013, Petrovic´ et al., 2012, Li et al.,
2012, Weng and Lee, 2011, Phuvipadawat and Murata, 2010). Information from
social media can also be extremely helpful for gaining greater insights into crowd
behaviours or collecting relevant information about real-world events as they
unfold. The recent work by Alsaedi et al. (2017) showed that Twitter posts can
be used to detect riot events in real time. The authors demonstrated that their
framework exposed riots faster than information about them was reported to
the London Metropolitan Police Service. Previously, Alsaedi and Burnap (2015)
were able to identify real-world events in Arabic using Twitter. Similarly, Kallus
(2014) accurately predicted significant protests by analysing a massive dataset
from various open-content online sources, such as news, government publications,
blogs, social-media, while Alanyali et al. (2016) used Flickr data to identify protest
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outbreaks. Twitter has also been used to provide timely information about disasters
allowing to speed up emergency response (Yin et al., 2015, Imran et al., 2014, Yin
et al., 2014, Sakaki et al., 2010, Vieweg et al., 2010). Preis and Moat (2014) showed
that search data from Google Trends can help to estimate the current number of
influenza infections; Radinsky and Horvitz (2013) were able to predict cholera
disease outbreaks as the results of natural disasters by analysing news stories.
As demonstrated above, most existing approaches to event detection focus
on global or large-scale event detection (breaking news, massive protests, natural
disasters) (Alsaedi et al., 2017). However, social media information can also be
useful for detecting smaller-scale events. One of the domains that can leverage
information from social media is a business domain. Similarly to how active
protesters use Twitter and other social networks to reinforce their ideas and call
other people to action, people talk about their intent to buy specific products
or share their opinion about already purchased goods, triggering other potential
customers to buy (or not) a specific product. Identifying spikes in online sentiments
about brands and products, as well detecting purchase intentions by text analysis,
might provide an indication of the future customer demand. These social media
signals can be used by business managers to foresee potential spikes in sales,
and to make more informed short-term and long-term decisions. While a lot of
research work has been dedicated to sales forecasting, to my best knowledge,
there are no extensive studies that utilise social media with the goal of predicting
spikes (events) in sales of a company. The only identified research that mentions
evaluation of Twitter events in relation to sales events is the study by Dijkman
et al. (2015). Dijkman et al. (2015) found a significant correlation between spikes in
volume of positive tweets and sales for the next few weeks. However, the findings
are based on a very small Twitter dataset (12,780 tweets) and are limited to one
company, thus, cannot be generalised. The studies (Ranco et al., 2015, Sprenger
et al., 2014) did not analyse companies’ sales, but found correlations between
Twitter events and the abnormal market returns. Sprenger et al. (2014) showed
that different categories of events had a different effect on the market, for example,
events regarding Earnings and Mergers and Acquisitions contained information
that moved the market, while Product Development and Joint Ventures event
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types had no effect on the markets. Ranco et al. (2015) differentiated between
Earnings Announcements(EA) events and non-EA events and showed that while
EA events had a stronger impact on the returns, non-EA events also had a
significant relationship with the market. Both, Sprenger et al. (2014) and Ranco
et al. (2015) provided empirical confirmation that Twitter sentiment is a stronger
signal than Twitter volume.
Processing social media messages in search of relevant information is a
challenge and involves solving multiple tasks, such as data collection, extracting,
filtering, feature generation, feature selection, classification, ranking, aggregation
and summarising. A vast amount of methods can be used to solve these tasks,
including data mining, natural language processing, information retrieval, and
machine learning. A detailed survey of the state of the art methods is presented
in the work by Imran et al. (2015). In section 4 of the paper the authors
cover methods for programmatic extraction of data from social media and its
pre-processing, section 5 describes methods for events detection and section 6
discusses supervised and unsupervised methods for events classification and
existing techniques for information summarisation. The authors also discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of each method. In their recent work Liu et al.
(2016a) reviewed research efforts related to existing studies on event detection in
social multimedia data, which include not only textual information, but also images
and video. An extensive survey of techniques specifically for Twitter, classified by
event type, detection task, and detection method, was carried out by Atefeh and
Khreich (2015). During the recent years many researchers created frameworks for
events detection and clustering utilising the mix of methods (Shao et al., 2017, Yang
et al., 2017, Li et al., 2016, Liu et al., 2016b, Qian et al., 2015, Corley et al., 2013,
Reuter and Cimiano, 2012, Yang et al., 2012).
The analysis of the techniques, described in the surveys mentioned above,
revealed that the differentiation between different types of social media events in
existing literature is based mainly on temporal and textual information (Abdelhaq
et al., 2017, Qian et al., 2015, Thapen et al., 2016, Corley et al., 2013, Yang et al.,
2012, Werner and Murray, 2004), temporal and spacial information (Zhou et al.,
2016, Zhao et al., 2016, Zhang et al., 2016, Krumm and Horvitz, 2015, Schulz et al.,
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2015, Dong et al., 2015), or the combination of temporal, textual and spacial features
(Alsaedi et al., 2017, Cheng and Wicks, 2014, Zhou and Chen, 2014, Kallus, 2014).
While time, location, topic and content of the discussions are, undoubtedly,
important, there is space to explore other factors that might be relevant in the
context of social networks, for example, the dynamic of how information spreads
through the social network. Some research efforts were done in this direction by
including the network structure (Gao et al., 2017, Shao et al., 2017, Wenbin et al.,
2017, Hu et al., 2017, Shao et al., 2017, Prangnawarat et al., 2015, Rozenshtein
et al., 2014). Matsubara et al. (2017), Sano et al. (2013), Yang and Leskovec (2011),
Crane and Sornette (2008), Sornette et al. (2004) studied the growth and relaxation
signatures of spikes in order to understand the process of spikes formation and
dissipation. Crane and Sornette (2008), Sornette et al. (2004) showed that dynamic
responses of a social network to large social events is different depending on
whether the event is endogenous or exogenous. For example, a catastrophic Asian
Tsunami in December 2004 (exogenous nature) caused an immediate response in
social networks, characterised by a sudden peak and relatively quick relaxation.
Differently, spike of search activity related to the release of Hurry porter movie
(endogenous word-of-mouth activity) had a relatively slow growth preceding the
release and an almost symmetric decay of interest (Crane and Sornette, 2008).
Accounting for endogenous/exogenous dynamics can be relevant when
analysing social media activities in relation to brands. Most business today are
subjected to external stimulations, for example, marketing campaigns, promotions,
IPOs. A discussion on Twitter will evolve differently through time depending on
whether it was initiated by the brand through a marketing campaign or became
a result of a word-of-mouth information sharing. A post-event effect on sales
might also be different for the two scenarios. Differentiation between different
events’ dynamics by analysing spikes signatures presents an opportunity and will
be explored in this research work on the case-study of Twitter events related to
brands. To my best knowledge, no research has previously been done in analysing
social media spikes’ shapes for sales prediction.
In the following sections I will describe techniques for events detection and
clustering relevant to this research work. Methods for event detection and
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clustering based on the textual, spacial and graphs information are outside the
scope of this thesis. An interested reader might refer to the surverys by Imran et al.
(2015), Liu et al. (2016a), Atefeh and Khreich (2015) in search of such information.
2.3.2 Event Detection Techniques
Events detection is a challenging task since the signal is often corrupted with noise.
A general approach used in event study field is identifying the spikes (outliers)
in data as single data points (Zhu and Guo, 2017, Liu et al., 2016a, Krumm and
Horvitz, 2015) and defining an event window that will represent the duration of
the event (Konchitchki and OLeary, 2011, Bessembinder et al., 2009, Brown and
Warner, 1985).
An outlier is defined as an observation that is considerably different from the
remainder of the dataset. The most popular outlier detection methods are:
1. Extreme Studentized Deviation (ESD). (Rosner, 1983). For a sample xN =
{xi}Ni=1 ESD classifies any point more than t standard deviations away from
the mean to be an outlier, where the threshold value t is most commonly taken
to be 3. In other words, x is identified as an outlier if:
|x− X| ≥ tσ (2.29)









N − 1 (2.30)
Motivation for the threshold choice t = 3 comes from the fact that for
normally-distributed data, the probability of observing a value more than
three standard deviations from the mean is only about 0.3%.
2. Hampel identifier. Hampel (1971, 1974). For this outlier detection method
the mean is replaced with the median of the residuals and the standard
deviation is replaced with the median absolute deviation estimate (MAD).
MAD is a robust measure of the variability of univariate data. To compute
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MAD, one calculates the median of the absolute deviations of each historical
value from the data’s median.
MAD(X) = median(|X1 −median(X)|, . . . , |XN −median(X)|), (2.31)
where N is the number of observations. x is identified as an outlier if:
|x−median(X)| ≥ g(N,αN)MAD(X) (2.32)
Where g is a function related to the number of data points and a specified
type I error (Liu et al., 2004, Davies and Gather, 1993).
3. Median and InterQuartile Range (IQR). Tukey (1977). For this outlier
detection method, one calculates the 25th percentile and the 75th percentile
of the data. The difference between the 25th and 75th percentile is the
interquartile deviation IQR. The historical value x is classified as an outlier
if it is outside of the closed range:
[Q1 − K ∗ IQR; Q3 + K ∗ IQR] (2.33)
where IQR = Q3 − Q1, Q1 and Q3 are the 25th and the 75th percentiles
respectively, and K is often selected equal to 1.5.
2.3.3 Events Clustering Techniques
The process of events clustering based on their shapes is equivalent to a problem of
time series clustering. Many clustering algorithms have been developed for time
series data which can be grouped into two main categories:
1. Feature-based. These methods summarise or transform raw data into
feature-set by using feature extraction techniques or parametric models. The
selection of the appropriate features is the hardest part of the process. The
typical features used in time series clustering are: time series frequency
components extracted using discrete wavelet decomposition (Mallat, 1989),
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spikes characteristics (mean spike height and width, mean inter-spike
interval, standard deviation of spike heights and width, etc.) (Nowotny et al.,
2013). Constructed features obtained from each individual series are then
used in arbitrary clustering algorithms, including a self-organizing map or
hierarchical clustering algorithm. The feature-based approach significantly
reduces the dimensionality of data, however, it leads to data loss.
2. Distance-based (shape-based, raw-data-based). These methods are applied over
raw time series without any transformation performed on data prior to
clustering. To compare time sequences and find the similarities between
them, the distance between data points of different time series is calculated,
therefore, the outcome of the clustering critically depends on the choice of
a distance/similarity metric. The most common measures are the Euclidean
Distance (ED) and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW).
In this work I focus on the distance-based approach for two reasons: 1) since
events are represented by short sub-sequences of the original time series, data
remained after feature extraction might be not sufficient for accurate clustering
using the feature-based approach; 2) conclusions can be easier generalised for other
applications.
For more information on time series clustering refer to Aghabozorgi et al.
(2015) that provide an extensive decade review of the techniques.
2.3.3.1 Distance Measures
As mentioned in the survey by Wang et al. (2006), in the last decade multiple
similarity metrics have been proposed: autocorrelation (Wang and Wang, 2000),
cepstrum (Kalpakis et al., 2001), piecewise normalization (Indyk et al., 2000),
cosine wavelets (Huhtala et al., 1999), piecewise probabilistic measures (Keogh and
Smyth, 1997). However, when tested on the same datasets, the best performing
metrics are Euclidean Distance (Keogh and Kasetty, 2003) and Dynamic Time
Warping (Berndt and Clifford, 1994, Ratanamahatana and Keogh, 2005) for time
series of varying length. In the current work, I focus on these two general-purpose
popular distances. For more information on other distance metrics for time series
clustering refer to Liao (2005).
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Figure 2.5: Linear mapping between two time series using Euclidean Distance
• Euclidean Distance (ED) ED calculates the similarity between two sequences







(Ti − Si)2, (2.34)
where T and S are time series of length n.
The advantage of this metric is that it can be computed in linear time to the
length of time series O(n). However, there are few limitations of ED: a) it
requires the time series to be of the same length; b) it is sensitive to distortion
in time (distortion in time appears in speech recognition, for example, where
the speed of speech is not constant (Sakoe and Chiba, 1978)).
• Dynamic Time Warping Distance (DTW)
While ED performs a linear map between points (see Fig. 2.5), DTW allows
non-linear mapping (see Fig. 2.6) (Berndt and Clifford, 1994, Keogh and
Ratanamahatana, 2005). It is a more robust measure than ED because it allows
time shifting and thus matches similar shapes even if they are out-of-phase
(Berndt and Clifford, 1994, Ratanamahatana and Keogh, 2005).
Figure 2.6: Non-linear mapping between two time series using Dynamic Time Warping
Given two time series T = {t1, t2, ..., tn} and S = {s1, s2, ..., sm} of length n and
m respectively, a distance matrix n ∗ m is constructed where each element
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ith, jth
)
contains the Euclidean distance d(ti, sj) between the two points ti and
sj. The objective of DTW is to find the warping path W = {w1,w2, ...,wk}








where the kth element of W is defined as wk = (i, j)k.
The main drawback of this measure is that finding the warping path W is
computationally very expensive (complexity is O(n*m)). Knowing that the
minimal path falls around the diagonal of the matrix, some researches tried
to exploit this fact in order to speed up the DTW calculations (Xi et al., 2006).
2.3.3.2 Clustering Algorithms
In this section I review the major and most widely used techniques for shape-based
time series clustering. The two most popular approaches are k-means clustering
and hierarchical clustering.
• K-means clustering
The basic intuition behind k-Means is grouping together similar objects and,
using an iterative refinement technique, minimising the objective function.
The algorithm works as follows (Kotsakos et al., 2013):
1. Decide on the value of k which indicates the number of clusters;
2. Initialise k cluster centres (if necessary, randomly)
3. Assign objects to the most similar clusters using some distance function,
for example, ED or DTW.
4. Recalculate k cluster centres by averaging the objects of each cluster
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the centres of clusters don’t change. The
objective function, which is the sum of squared errors between cluster’
centres and clusters’ objects has been minimised.
The choices of the initial centres are critical to the quality of results as
K-Means is a hill-climbing algorithm and might converge on a local and
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not necessarily global optimum. The main disadvantage of the algorithm
is that it requires to specify the number of clusters k a priori. Nevertheless,
k-means is very poplar for clustering time series objects due to its fast running
time. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(kNrD), where N is the
number of objects, r is the number of iterations until convergence and D is
the dimensionality of data points.
• Hierarchical clustering
Figure 2.7: Hierarchical clustering dendrogram
Hierarchical clustering is one of the most widely used clustering approaches
due to its great visualization power (see Fig. 2.7). The idea behind the
algorithm is to create a nested hierarchy of similar groups of objects in which
clusters in the higher level of hierarchy are created by merging the clusters
from the next lower level (Hastie et al., 2009). In order to decide how the
merging is performed, a (dis)similarity measure between groups should be
specified (for example, single linkage, complete linkage, average linkage), in
addition to the chosen pairwise distance measure (for example, ED or DTW).
There are two types of hierarchical clustering, agglomerative and divisive.
In agglomerative procedures, every data objects is assign to its own cluster
as the start, then objects are grouped together sequentially based on the
similarity measure until the desired number of clusters is reached or until
all objects are contained in a single cluster. Divisive procedure is the inverse
of the agglomerative clustering, where the process starts with all data objects
being in one cluster and continues by dividing them into smaller groups until
each member is in a singleton.
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The big advantage of the hierarchical clustering algorithm is its generality:
the number of clusters k does not need to be specified a priory; also, the
clustering process is deterministic, producing the same result for a chosen
set of (dis)similarity measures. However, the application of hierarchical
clustering is limited to only small datasets, since its time complexity is O(N2),
where N is the total number of objects.
2.4 Time Series Forecasting
2.4.1 Application of Social Media for Forecasting: Related Work
Forecasting future sales is one of the key activities for any business. Indeed,
accurate forecasts can help management to plan activities in marketing, production,
purchasing, finance and accounting (Mentzer and Bienstock, 1998).
The majority of literature on retail sales forecasting is addressing univariate
time series based on trend, seasonality and autocorrelation structures (Chu and
Zhang, 2003, Alon et al., 2001), however, in the world of digital marketing
and social networks, market trends and sentiments change very rapidly, making
it questionable whether historical data remains the sole relevant variable for
predicting current dynamics of consumer demand (Gur Ali and Pinar, 2016).
Today people are used to express their opinions about products and services
online and their decisions about purchasing are being greatly affected by other
people’s feedback. In this context, the number of Facebook likes has become a
social reference system that represents the aggregated opinion of consumers (Lee
et al., 2016), while Twitter has become the key source for posting information
about promotions, and Google Trends became a reliable resource to can quickly
determine what topics are grabbing people’s interest. Utilising data from online
sources might provide additional information about changing consumer interest
and greatly improve the accuracy of forecasting models.
A large amount of studies have demonstrated the role of Twitter, Facebook,
blogs activities, reviews and Google searches for predicting different social
phenomena. For example, Twitter has been shown useful for estimating influenza
rates and alcohol sales volume with high accuracy (Culotta, 2013), for predicting
unemployment rates (Antenucci et al., 2014) and election results (Bermingham and
Smeaton, 2011, Tumasjan et al., 2010, Kim and Hovy, 2007). The study by Dickinson
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and Hu (2015) demonstrated the presence of significant correlations between
Twitter sentiment and stock prices; Souza et al. (2016) similarly to Dickinson and
Hu (2015) showed empirical evidence of Twitter sentiment predicting excess of
log-returns for stocks of the selected retail companies. Google trends search data
has shown to be useful for predicting unemployment claims, auto-mobile sales,
travel destination planning and consumer confidence (Choi and Varian, 2012); for
anticipating stock market moves (Preis and Moat, 2015, Moat et al., 2014, Preis et al.,
2013); for improving nowcasting of suicide rates compared to results produced by
models based on past suicide data alone (Kristoufek et al., 2016);
Previous research has also proven the role of web data for forecasting sales.
For example, Gruhl et al. (2005) used blog data to predict book sales; Asur and
Huberman (2010) predicted opening sales for movies based on Twitter chatter,
while Liu (2006) were able to predict both aggregate and weekly box office revenue
based on chatter from Yahoo Movies Web site; Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006)
demonstrated that there is a strong relationship between consumer reviews and
relative sales of books on Amazon; Kulkarni et al. (2012) demonstrated that online
search data can be used as movies sales forecasting measure.
As it has been demonstrated, a vast amount of literature exists that shows the
value of utilising Twitter, Facebook or Google information for predicting the future.
One limitation of the existing studies is that they mainly focus on predictions
of global events, such as elections, protests, disease outbreaks, or, on forecasting
sales for popular products that naturally cause a lot of discussion, such as movies
and books. The question whether online chatter can be relevant for predicting
demand for general products remains open. Only few studies performed such
analysis. For example, Dijkman et al. (2015) revealed that the relationship between
tweets and sales did not hold for the products that did not receive a lot of social
attention. The authors, nevertheless, were able to find some significant correlations
after performing additional filtering of tweets based on their polarity, type of
user and type of tweets. The impact of Facebook likes on sales was investigated
by Lee et al. (2016): they showed that Facebook likes drive traffic and increase
sales; Boldt et al. (2016) looked at quarter sales and Facebook data for Nike and
found that Facebook data contains information about future sales; Du et al. (2015)
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provided evidence that Facebook is positively associated with companies annual
sales, however the impact of Facebook on sales is quite small; Liu et al. (2010)
analysed online reviews and showed that their sentiment is correlated with the
sales performance of products. While mentioned research works provided some
evidence of the relationship between user-generated data and sales for general
products, these studies have one significant limitation - they use estimated sales
data (through Amazon or Groupon) and primarily analyse quarter or annual sales.
Since the life cycle of retail products is very short and demand is changing within
hours or days, the role of social media promises to be the most beneficial for
short-term predictions, such as next-day or next-week sales. The literature on daily
sales forecasts is almost absent, leaving a large space for further exploration.
Another limitation of the previous works is that the analysis is generally
performed for only one type of online data at a time. To my best knowledge,
only Bughin (2015) combined multiple sources of online data for predicting sales.
Bughin (2015) used Twitter, Facebook, Google trends and blogs data, and explored
the relationships between these social media variables and sales by employing the
Vector Error Correction Model (VECM). The results of the study demonstrated
that including social media variables into the model allowed to improve monthly
telecom sales forecasts. However, the study was limited to the analysis of telecom
industry in one country, thus, it cannot be generalised for other industries and
geographies. The study also does not explore the impact of Google searches on
daily sales. The latest study by Cui et al. (2017) assessed information value of
Facebook, as well as advertising and promotion data for making predictions. Cui
et al. (2017) showed that using social media information yielded improvements
for daily sales forecasts in the out-of-sample accuracy ranging from 13% to 23%.
They also provided evidence that non-linear models outperform linear models.
However, the study was also limited to the analysis of one apparel retailer and
only covered the period of 6 months. Other social media indicators such as Twitter
and Google Searches trends were not included in the models.
In terms of forecasting techniques, the main methods that evolved in the last
decades for modelling seasonal variations include exponential smoothing, time
series regressions, autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), artificial
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neural networks (ANN), and extreme learning machine (ELM) among others.
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) is one of the most commonly applied
forecasting techniques in the retail domain as it allows to consider simultaneously
the impacts of multiple factors (Rogers, 1992). A much cited paper studying
the propensity for social media metrics to predict sales is that of Asur and
Huberman (2010). The authors used linear regression in order to forecast movie
box-office revenues. Twitter metrics included volume of tweets about a movie,
proportion of subjective tweets and whether the majority of tweets had positive
or negative sentiment. Lassen et al. (2014) used multiple linear regression with
twitter data to predict quarterly iPhone sales. Alon et al. (2001) demonstrated that
Winters exponential smoothing and ARIMA models were viable methods in stable
macroeconomic conditions. Ramos et al. (2015) showed that state space models can
be very competitive compared to ARIMA models in producing automatic forecasts
of univariate time series which are often needed in any retail business.
One limitation of the models mentioned above is that they are essentially
linear models. However, the genuine relationship between the variables is often
quite complex and rarely known, as shown by Cui et al. (2017), Souza and Aste
(2016), for example. Thus, it is important to also explore non-linear models. One
nonlinear method that has recently received extensive attention in forecasting is the
artificial neural network (ANN) (Chu and Zhang, 2003). It has been shown that on
average non-linear models in the form of neural networks are able to outperform
traditional linear models in out-of-sample forecasting (Alon et al., 2001, Chu and
Zhang, 2003). Franses and Draisma (1997) proposed to use ANNs when seasonal
patterns change over time. Au et al. (2008) used the optimized ANN for fashion
retail forecasting and showed that it outperforms the traditional SARIMA model.
The interested reader can refer to the good review of the application of ANN for
retail sales forecasting in (Zhang, 2009).
Another major limitation of many existing studies in forecasting is that
they don’t perform stationarity checks for the variables. However, if sales and
exogenous variables are non-stationary, which is often the case, the relationship
between variables might be spurious (as pointed out by Granger and Newbold
(1974), Yule (1926), Ventosa-Santaularia (2009)). To avoid spurious regressions, one
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should difference the data to make it stationary (as described in section 2.2.4).
One important exception to this rule is when there is a cointegration between
the non-stationary variables (section 2.2.5). In cases of cointegration a Vector
Error Correction Model (VECM) can be used on levels of data (Cui et al., 2017).
Bughin (2015) provided the evidence of cointegration between online information
and telecom brands sales and showed that sales predictions based on the Error
Correction Model (ECM) (Cui et al., 2017) were 25% more accurate than a simple
auto-regressive model of sales; Iqbal and Uddin (2013) compared the forecasting
performance of ECM with ARIMA and the VAR techniques and showed that ECM
with macroeconomic data performed better for forecasting the monetary aggregate
M2 for long run horizon; Jansen and Wang (2006) found that the forecasting
performance of the ECM, arising from the cointegration relationship between the
equity yield on the SP500 and the bond yield, was better relative to the univariate
models for ten years forecast horizon.
In the current research work I aim to expand existing line of research
by aggregating multiple sources of online data and comparing their ability to
improve sales forecasts across multiple industries and multiple brands. I perform
out-of-sample forecasting of aggregate retail sales using traditional linear models,
the VECM to account for the long-run dynamic between cointegrated variables
and the ANN to explore the nonlinear relationships between the time series.
2.4.2 Forecasting Techniques
In this section I provide basic information about the main types of forecasting
techniques.
2.4.2.1 Qualitative Methods
Qualitative methods include forecasting approaches based on subjective estimates
from individuals with vast domain knowledge, for example, visionary forecasting,
market research or Delphi method. These methods are useful when no quantitative
data is available. Whilst the extensive knowledge of experts might provide a good
insight into future scenarios, bias in this approach, related to human judgement
is very common (Lovallo and Kahneman, 2003). Qualitative methods, since they
result from lengthy research and substantial time commitment from individuals
with vast domain knowledge, also tend to be extremely expensive. This study will
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not concern itself with such techniques, as such domain expertise is not available,
and furthermore, such forecasts are not replicable in future contexts.
2.4.2.2 Time Series Analysis and Projection Methods
Projection methods are based on using historical time series data, identifying
patterns in it and then extrapolating those patterns forward into the future. This
is an intuitive approach to forecasting which relies on the idea that behaviours in
data have inertia, and are likely to continue repeating themselves. The examples
of projection methods include Naive Method, Exponential Smoothing, Moving
Average.
2.4.2.3 Casual Models
Whilst projection models and time series analysis fundamentally only look
for repeating patterns in the time series, causal models try to identify factors
which cause the changes in order to make predictions. These models are
particularly useful when historical data is present for both, depended and
independent variables. The most popular casual models include Regression
Models, Econometric Models, Leading Indicators and Correlation Methods.
In this thesis I will focus on using casual models since the primary objective
of the research is to analyse the ability of independent variables, such as social
media indicators, to generate accurate forecasts. Following the literature review
presented in the previous section, I will use Multiple Linear Regression as the
benchmark, Artificial Neural Network as the model to account for potential
non-linear relationships between variables and Vector Error Correction Model to
account for cointegration. The description of the models is presented below.
Multiple Linear Regression. The general purpose of multiple linear regression is to
examine how multiple independent variables are related to a dependent variable.
For example, in this thesis the goal is to know how social media information about
the brand (Twitter volume, Twitter sentiment, Facebook likes and posts, Google
searchers) relates to sales of that brand. Mathematically, the dependent variable
can be expresses as a linear combination of the explanatory variables as follows:
y = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + . . . + βkxk + e, (2.36)
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where y is the dependent variable, x1, . . . , xk are the predictive variables, β0 is
a regression constant or intercept, β1, . . . ,βk are regression coefficients (each is the
partial derivative of y with respect to that x), e is an error term under assumption
that it has normal distribution with mean 0 and constant variance.
The estimated OLS used for prediction of y has the form:
yˆ = b0 + b1x1 + b2x2 + . . . + bkxk, (2.37)
where yˆ is the expected value of y for a given set of x values, b1, . . . ,bk are slopes





(y− β0 − β1x1 − β2x2 − . . .− βkxk)2, (2.38)
How well the equation fits the data is expressed by R2, the ”coefficient of
multiple determination.” It ranges from 0 (means there is no relationship between
y and the x variables) to 1 (means there is no difference between the observed and
expected values). For further details on MLR see Wooldridge (2008). In order to
determine whether a particular x-variable is making a useful contribution to the
model, one needs to examine the p-values for all coefficients in the model.
Vector Error Correction Model. One way to deal with non-stationary but
cointegrated time series is to run MLR on differenced data. However, if one
differences I(1) data, the long-run information will be lost. In order to capture
both, short-run and long-run dynamics, one can use an Error Correction Model
(Engle and Granger, 1987) for two variables or Vector Error Correction Model
(Kilian and Ltkepohl, 2017) for more variables. The VECM links the short-run
dynamic between time series with the long-run equilibrium relationship implied
by cointegration. The mathematical representation is constructed based on the
Johansen procedure by implicitly substituting Π in equation 2.25 for the lagged
error correction term αβ′yt−1:




Γi∆yt−i + ut, (2.39)
For further information on VECM refer to Kilian and Ltkepohl (2017).
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Figure 2.8: Graph representation of a feed-forward Artificial Neural Network Model.
Artificial Neural Networks. One of the major limitations of the previous two
methods is that they are essentially liner methods. ANN is an advanced model
which is able to learn complex non-linear relationships between input features
and output variables. It processes information through differing weighted edges
between nodes (artificial neurons), similar to the synaptic connections between
biological neurons in the brain. As described in (Krenker et al., 2011) the
information comes into the body of a neuron through weighted inputs. The body
of an artificial neuron then sums the weighted inputs, bias and processes the sum
with a transfer function before being sent out from the node. Mathematically, the









where xi(k) is input value in discrete time k, Wi(k) is the weight, b is bias, F is
a transfer function and yi(k) is output value in discrete time k.
Fig. 2.8 shows a representation of a simple multi-layer feed-forward ANN.
The input vector consists of three nodes that are mapped to a hidden layer, which
then gives two output values.
As discussed by Zhang (2009), before an ANN can be used for forecasting, it is
important to determine the order of the network and the weights (parameters) of
the model. The estimation of parameters is typically done on the training set using
some candidate models. The model that performs the best on the validation set is
selected. The out-of-sample observations are used to further test the performance
of the selected model to simulate the real forecasting situations. The standard
three-layer feed forward ANN can be used for time series forecasting in general
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and retail sales in particular.
ANN is a powerful model which is applicable to a wide range of problems,
including time series prediction. Chu and Zhang (2003) investigated the power of
ANN in predicting sales and demonstrated that ANN do better than linear models.
Logistic Regression Logistic Regression (LR) is well-suited for binary classification
problems. In this study it is used to predict the direction of next day sales: ”up” or





If t is a simple linear function of explanatory variables x1, . . . , xk then the





where y is the predicted output, β0 is the intercept and β1, . . . ,βk are the
coefficients that can be estimated from the training data using maximum-likelihood
algorithm. For the classification task the probabilities produced by logistic function
can be mapped to a binary class value, using the following rule: 0 if y< 0.5; 1 if y≥
0.5.
2.4.3 Evaluation of Forecasts
2.4.3.1 Cross Validation
In the case when a limited number of observations is available for validating a
model, one can use the time series cross validation technique (as described by
Hyndman (2016)). Cross validation approach uses many different training sets,
each one containing one more observation then the previous one. For one-step
ahead forecasts the schematic representation of the process is presented in Fig. 2.9.
If k observations are used to produce a forecast, then the 1-step-ahead
forecasting works as follows (Hyndman, 2016):
1. Select the observation at time k+ i for the test set, and use the observations at
times 1,2, . . . ,k− 1+ i to estimate the forecasting model. Compute the 1-step
error on the forecast for time k + i.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of iterations for one-step ahead forecasts. Each
training set (red dots) contains one more observation than the previous one,
and each test set (green dots) contains the next observation. The light gray dots
are not used in the forecast.
2. Repeat the above step for i = 1,2, . . . , T − k where T is the total number of
observations.
3. Compute the forecast accuracy measures based on the errors obtained.
In the current thesis k was selected to be equal to 548, thus, the first training
step was performed on the 70% of data.
2.4.3.2 Evaluation Metrics
In this thesis the analysis is performed for multiple brands that might have
sales of varying magnitudes. For this reason, in this thesis I focus on the
forecasting evaluation metrics that are not prone to changes in the magnitude of
time series, thus, allowing to compare models performance across different brands.
One of such metrics is Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). The functional









| ∗ 100 (2.43)
where yi is the observed value, yˆi is the predicted value and n is the number of
points to forecast. When serious outliers are present among the forecast errors, it
is also recommended to report the Median Absolute Percentage Error (MdAPE)
in addition to the MAPE, since medians are less sensitive than mean values to
distortion from outliers.
In order to directly measure the improvement achieved by the proposed
forecast method over the benchmark the Relative Mean Absolute Error (RelMAE)
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where MAE and MAE? are the mean absolute error for the proposed








|yi − yˆi| (2.45)
When RelMAE < 1, the proposed method is better than the benchmark
method, and when RelMAE> 1 the proposed method is worse than the benchmark
method.
A comprehensive survey of a variety of forecasting evaluation techniques can
be found at (R.J. and Koehler, 2006).
To test whether the forecasts from different models are statistically different
from the benchmark model, the Diebold-Mariano test (Diebold and Mariano,
1995) can be used. In case when the goal is to select the best performing model
among multiple algorithms, it is important to perform a joint analysis of the
results achieved by various models in order to control the Family-Wise Error Rate
(FWER). FWER is defined for the multiple hypothesis test as the probability of
making one or more false discoveries among all the hypothesis. In this thesis the
multiple hypothesis test was performed using a Friedman test with post-hoc Holm
correction of the p-value (Derrac et al., 2011, Demsˇar, 2006).
2.5 Chapter Conclusions
During the process of literature review, few gaps in the fields of sentiment analysis,
time series analysis, event detection and demand forecasting were identified that
can be summarised as follows:
• The use of language in social media is constantly changing. There are not
many studies that investigate the role of emoticons, abbreviations and slang
for expressing emotions when communicating online.
• When analysing the role of social media for sales predictions, existing studies
generally discus events or products that receive a lot of social attention, such
as elections, disease outbreaks, protests, or sales for movies and books. Local
events, such as spikes in sales for a company or sales for general products are
not being investigated.
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• A few studies that discuss the impact of social media on sales for ”general”
products are limited to one or two companies only and a few geographies.
This makes it impossible to generalise the findings of these studies across
industries.
• Demand in retail industry is very volatile and the life cycles of products are
short (Sen, 2008), however, the majority of research works in sales forecasting
focus on quarter or annual sales data. The short term value of social media
data, which promises to have the greatest impact, remains unexplored.
• Many social media indicators have been analysed, such as Twitter, Facebook,
blogs, reviews, however, the analysis is generally done for one social media
indicator at a time. There is space to explore the role of different social media
sources and measure the difference in their predictive power.
• Analysis of social media events is predominantly done based on spacial,
temporal and textual information using techniques from natural language
processing. Research works that perform events clustering based on the
nature of information propagation (for example, endogenous vs. exogenous
events) are limited. I believe, the clustering of events using time series
techniques could allow to account for different growth and relaxation
signatures of events and could reveal new information about their internal
dynamics.
• Studies on forecasting are often limited by the set of techniques used in a
particular field, for example:
– Research works that use econometric models such as Error Correction
Models often don’t explore non-linear relationships between the
variables.
– Statistical approaches to the analysis of social media predominantly
focus on the explanatory power of independent variables and
don’t investigate the forecasting abilities of these variables on the
out-of-sample datasets.
– Data scientists use ”black box” models and often don’t perform
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stationarity and cointegration checks of variables, which might result
in identifying spurious relationships.
In this thesis I aim to address the limitations of existing studies described
above by using daily sales data for 75 brands, provided by Certona, and by
developing a framework that allows to perform events study, stationarity and
cointegration checks, and explore linear and non-linear relationships with the
purpose of finding the model that performs best on the out-of-sample dataset.
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Chapter 3
Data Collection and Pre-Processing
This chapter provides information about the types of data that were used for
analysis in this thesis (see Fig. 3.1). The process of data retrieval and data
filtering for each data type is described in detail. The chapter also discusses the
approach for time series creation and time series pre-processing. Additionally,
the chapter describes datasets that were used for sentiment model training and
validation.
Figure 3.1: A framework for data collection.
3.1 Transactional Sales Data
In the research work I used time-stamped transactional sales data for 75 global
brands, supplied by industrial partner Certona, and related to the sectors of
apparel, footwear, body care, furnishings, games and services. For 51 of 75 brands
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the data covered the period of one year, from November 1, 2013, to October 31,
2014. For 24 of 75 brands the sales data covered the period of two years, from
November 1, 2013, to October 31, 2015.
3.2 Twitter Data
3.2.1 Twitter Basics
Twitter 1 was launched on July 13, 2006, and during the following few years became
one of the most popular online micro-blogging services and is now in the top
10 most visited internet sites. According to Statista2 research as of August 2017,
Twitter has over 387 million active users.
Twitter obtained such popularity due to its simplicity and functionality: a
user can very easily and quickly share short messages with the rest of the world
via mobile or PC. Many web pages and applications now have a Twitter button,
which allows to share the content of website with friends simultaneously. The
ease of sharing the information made Twitter an integral part of everyday life for
many millions of people with over 500 million of tweets being posted every day,
containing news, links to videos and articles, but also personal information about
peoples lives, their likes and dislikes.
The information shared on Twitter is public, however, each individual user
only sees the messages posted by his/her friends, or more precisely, people he/she
follows. The messages called tweets, are limited to the length of 140 characters and
have a specific structure. The best way to describe the structure of the tweet is to
look at the example:
Figure 3.2: Sample Tweet
The example on Fig. 3.2 is a good representative of a tweet, because it contains
the most important parts of the tweet:
1https://twitter.com
2https://www.statista.com/
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• Replies to other users or mentioning of other users. This can be achieved
by adding the @ symbol before the user name. In the example above the
author mentions @FutureLearn, @warwickuni, @suzymoat, @t preis. The
user names are strings up to 15 characters in length constructed of letters,
numbers and underscore sign.
• A popular way of sharing useful information on Twitter is to post the message
published by somebody else. This process is called retweeting. The example
message above is a retweet by Tobias Preis of the message by Carlos Pina.
• In order to indicate the keywords in the message users have a tool called
hashtag #. If a user wants his message to appear in the search results for
a particular topic, he should precede the topic words in a message with a
hashtag. For example, the sample message above with the hashtag near
BigData will appear as a result of search for a word BigData.
The application of hashtags became so popular, that people started being
creative in using them. For example, hashtags are being used as a
replacement of emoticons to express feelings and emotions: ”I just broke
your favourite cup! # kidding”.
• Another very common part of a tweet is a link. This way short by its nature
tweets, not only can communicate the message, but provide access to a much
wider range of information through shared links.
Due to its reach to the public Twitter became a new space for promoting
products, advertising deals and promotions. More and more businesses are
creating official Twitter accounts to do marketing and spread information about
sales to their customers.
3.2.2 Twitter API
One way of obtaining Twitter data is to collect it using Twitter Application
Programming Interface (API). Even though there are limits on the amount of data,
which can be collected through API, and the process requires time to accumulate
the data, this approach is the most suitable for the research purposes and has been
used for data acquisition in this research work. Twitter provides three types of API,
which serve different purposes :
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1. REST API. The REST API is a web service implemented using the principles
of REST (Representational State Transfer) that allows developers to interact
with Twitter and use most of its features. The is a limit of a maximum 180
requests to REST API per 15 mins. With the fact that 100 tweets can be
retrieved during each request, the number of tweets which can be obtained
through the REST API can achieve 1728 thousands a day. This number
should be satisfactory for most of the research purposes, however REST API
is not designed to allow extracting tweets based on the specific keywords,
which often is the requirement.
2. SEARCH API. This type of the connection to Twitter allows querying the
data based on the specific keywords. The Search API will return the tweets
which were created during the last 6-9 days. The search is based on relevance
rather than completeness, which means that one cannot rely that absolutely
all tweets on the given subject were returned. If the priority is to search for
completeness, the streaming API should be considered.
3. STREAMING API. Streaming API does not provide access to the past data,
however, it allows accumulating data by sampling the tweets from a stream.
The developers with data intensive needs can establish a persistent HTTP
connection and receive tweets as they are being posted.
Keywords based search is permitted with the restriction of 400 filter words
and/or 5000 user identifiers. The streaming API’s focus is in completeness
of data, therefore one can expect to receive all existing tweets for the selected
topic while the volume of tweets is within the specified limit.
The following types of data streams are accessible from the Streaming API:
(a) ”Sampled streams”: delivers a random sampling of Tweets at a
statistically valid percentage of the full 100% Firehose (full volume of
tweets). The free access level to the sampled stream (”Spritzer”) is set to
approximately 1% of the full 100% Firehose.
(b) ”Filtered streams”: filtered streams deliver all the Tweets that match
a selected filter (e.g. keywords, brands, products or geographical
boundaries). Filtering limits the volume of tweets to 1% of the volume
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of the Firehose. For example, if one will be tracking a term that is not
making up more than 1% of tweets in the public Firehose, he will get
100% of the tweets that match the search terms.
(c) ”Gardenhouse”: is an increased access level, provides up to 10% of the
volume of the Firehose.
All things considered, Streaming API ”Filtered Streams” type of access was
selected for the purpose of this thesis, because it allows obtaining data for an
unlimited period of time and filter the data based on brands’ names.
As it will be described later in more detail, the list of terms which is being
used for streaming Twitter data in this dissertation has been comprised of almost
400 terms related to brands’ names and their variations. It has been measured,
that the average number of tweets received per day for all 400 filter words has
not been exceeding 500,000 tweets. Taking into account the statistics from Statista
research that around 500 million tweets are being posted every day, it is likely that
the amount of data for 400 brands does not exceed the limit of 1% and that all
tweets related to selected brands could be obtained.
3.2.3 Keywords Selection
In order to limit the streaming of data to specific brands of interest, I filtered the list
of clients provided by an industrial partner Certona using the following steps:
• Some brands’ names are represented by commonly used words, for example
Apple, Avenue, Bernards, Aero. Incorporation of these brands’ names into
Twitter filtering list would return a lot of non-relevant tweets. In the current
research work I excluded the brands with such names from the analysis;
• In case when the brand name consisted of two or more words, for example
Calvin Klein, the two variants, with the space between words (Calvin Klein)
and without (CalvinKlein), were included in the terms list.
• Each brand name in the list was searched in Google to identify all the
possible variants of the brand’s name spelling. For example, for Victoria’s
Secret, 3 variants of how the brand’s name could be written by customers,
were identified: Victoria’s secret, Victorias Secret, Victoriassecret. For the
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brand Toys “R” Us the identified variants were: Toys “R” Us, Toys“R”Us,
“Toys“R”Us”, ToysRUs. All the different variants of spellings were included
in the terms list.
The final list of terms was comprised of 389 keywords. The statistical analysis
of the tweets showed, that the terms definition approach described above allowed
to gather more tweets about brands. For example, the term “Victoria’s Secret”
appeared 89,639 times in the tweets on the 20th of May 2013, however the spelling
“Victoriasecret” also appeared that day, and allowed to collect additional 19,280
tweets about the same brand. “Calvin Klein” written with the space between two
words was mentioned 32,117 times, while 4,240 people used spelling “CalvinKlein”
when talking about the same brand.
3.3 Facebook Data
3.3.1 Facebook Basics
Figure 3.3: A screenshot of Adidas UK official Facebook page. Circled in red is the number
of page followers (almost 28 million).
Facebook3 began in February of 2004 as a school-based social network at
Harvard University. Since then, it has become the most popular social network
in the world, increasing the number of daily active users by 18% each year and
reaching over 2 billion active users in 2017 (Welch, 2017).
3https://facebook.com
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Differently from Twitter, Facebook allows users to create a personal page on
the web and use it for writing posts, sharing pictures and links to news or other
interesting content on the Web, playing games, chatting live, and recently, even
streaming live video. The content of each page can be made publicly accessible,
or it can be shared only among a selected group of people (friends, family, fans).
Some interactive Facebook features include the possibilities to commenting on
other people’s posts and pictures, or responding with emoticons, for example, likes.
Users can also create events and invite their friends to participate.
One of the important reasons for Facebook’s success is its attractiveness not
only to people, but also to businesses. It became very popular for brands to have
their official Facebook page and use it for communicating with their customers,
providing content, sharing information about promotions and simply, for analysing
customers opinions and understanding their needs. Fig. 3.3 shows a screen-shot
of the official Adidas UK Facebook page. With the read circle I highlighted the
number of page followers, which reached almost 28 people.
3.3.2 Facebook API and Data Filtering
Similarly to Twitter, Facebook developed an API that provides a possibility of
accessing its historical data, Graph API. I worked in collaboration with a PhD
colleague Giuseppe Pappalarado who developed a java script that allowed to
download historical Facebook data using the Graph API. For the purpose of this
research work, Giuseppe and I aimed to extract all Facebook pages associated
with selected brands along with the number of likes, comments and posts that
were registered for each page per day. Each page retrieved through the API had
a hierarchical structure, as showed in Diagram 3.1.
Search function of the Graph API also provided several information fields for
each page:
• Category: indicates which category the page is related to (i.e. Clothing, Local
Business, Community, etc.);
• is unclaimed: indicates whether the page was auto generated by Facebook
and does not belong to any user, or whether it was generated by a registered
user;






























Diagram 3.1: Structure of the Data retrieved using Facebook Graph API for the entity Page.
• global brand root id: a common id for multiple pages belonging to one
brand;
• name: the main name showed on the page;
• website: the website associated with the page, if available;
• brand: the brand name used in the search;
• global brand parent root: similar to global brand root id, a name of the root
page, common for multiple pages related to one brand;
• is verified: indicates, whether the authenticity of the page owner has been
verified by Facebook.
As the first step, Giuseppe Pappalarado found all Facebook pages that had
“brand” field equivalent to brands’ names of my interest. After examining queries
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results he discovered that each brand was associated with dozens or even hundreds
of pages (see Table 3.1, column “Total Number of Pages”). Since a page on Facebook
can be created by people, businesses or be automatically generated by Facebook for
organisations, not all of the returned pages would be relevant for the task at hand.
Furthermore, there are plenty of “fake” pages that people create in order to gain
traffic/visitors, while pretending to be a popular brand. In order to identify the
“genuine” pages related to brands, as the second step, Giuseppe and I selected
only pages that satisfied the following filtering rules:
• Pages had to mention the official brands’ website in the “website” field;
• Pages had to to share global brand root id or global brand parent root with other
selected pages;
• Pages had to be related to one of the preselected categories (Company,
Shopping/Retail, Clothing, Health/Beauty, Product/Service, etc.). In
order to create a categories list I extracted the unique categories from the
non-filtered list of pages and manually excluded categories that had no
relation to business, such as Lawer, Photographer, Author, etc.
The final number of selected pages for some of the brands are presented in
Table 3.1, column “Filtered Pages”.
3.4 Google Trends Data
3.4.1 Google Trends Basics
Since the Google search engine is dominating the internet search market, statistical
data about search keywords can be very insightful. Google Trends4 is a tool
that allows to obtain the popularity of search terms on Google (see Fig. 3.4 for
visual interface of Google Trends website). Google Trends can be extremely useful
for understanding the hottest search trends of the moment, along with those
developing in popularity over time. It provides a number of features to narrow the
search, such as possibility to specify geographic location, industries category, time
periods of interest, and type of search (for example, image search, or web search).
Google Trends also allows users to compare the volume of searches between two or
4https://trends.google.co.uk/trends
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Table 3.1: Number of Facebook pages for some brands before and after filtering.
Brand Total Number of Pages Filtered Pages
Abercrombie 432 30
Adidas 493 89





















Tommy Hilfiger 411 37
more terms. Depending on the types of searches one performs, he/she can obtain
a good proxy for the public’s interests, concerns or intentions.
3.4.2 Google Trends Data Retrieval
Google Trends tool allows to download weekly data for a certain keyword from
2004 to 2015 as a single .csv file. However, daily data can only be downloaded
in blocks of 90-day periods. This presents a problem, since the number of queries
in each downloaded block is not a raw number of queries, but a rescaled value
between 0 and 100, representing the relative popularity of a keyword over selected
period of time. For consistency, the data from each 90-days period needs to be
rescaled to one scale and then stitched together into one file.
To extract Google Trends searches data related to brands I used a Python script
developed by Clinton (2014). The script allows to retrieve data programmatically
by specifying search terms, granularity and time periods of interest, and it also
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Figure 3.4: Example of Google Trends data visualisation for Adidas search term in the
Shopping category.
automatically rescales and stitches daily data.
It is important to notice that Google search data results are based on a sample,
rather than on the full population of search requests. This should not create a
problem for common search terms, however, searches with a low overall volume
can produce misleading results.
For the purpose of this research work I used the names of brands as the search
terms and extracted daily searches time series for each brand, for the period from
November 1, 2013, to October 31, 2015.
3.5 Time-Series Creation
During the first stage of this research work, sales and social media data was
retrieved as discussed in section 3. During the second step, I performed sentiment
analysis on Twitter data to extract additional information about the valence of
messages (the process of sentiment extraction will be described in section 4). In
order to perform any analysis on the collected data, such as modelling, forecasting,
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events study, it was necessary to accumulate data into time series at a specific
frequency. In this study I used 24-hour aggregation window since I was interested
in identifying large enough social media events that last for at least one day or
more. This duration of social media spikes would have practical implications
for business managers, giving them enough time to react to changing consumers
demand. In this study I did not aim to explore larger aggregation windows such as
1 week, since the response on social network is very dynamic, and it is very likely
that the impact of social media spike would dissipate after 1-2 weeks. It would also
be more difficult to drive conclusions about the true relationship between spikes in
sales and spikes in social media as the time goes by.
Using the data obtained through data collection process and sentiment
analysis, the following time series were created to be used in further analysis:
1. Sales volume time series. The sales transaction dataset contained
accumulation of time-stamped transactional records across multiple products
related to each brand that has been recorded at no particular frequency.
To create sales time series for each brand I aggregated the revenue across
different products within the 24-hour time interval individually for each
brand.
2. Tweets volume time series. To create tweets volume time series for each
brand I calculated the number of tweets that were posted posted on every
day for each brand.
3. Volume of positive tweets time series. Similarly to the volume of tweets, I
calculated the number of positive tweets that were posted posted on every
day for each brand.
4. Volume of negative tweets time series. Represents the number of negative
tweets that were posted posted on every day for each brand.
5. Tweets sentiment time series. This time series represents daily sentiment
score calculated as the ratio of number of positive tweets to a sum of positive






6. Facebook volume of posts Since sales data was aggregated across different
products per brand, I also aggregated Facebook data across different pages.
Facebook volume of posts represents the daily number of posts across all
pages relevant to a specific brand (allows to measure brands’ engagement).
7. Facebook volume of likes. Represents the daily number of likes across all
pages (allows to measure brands’ sentiment).
8. Facebook volume of comments. Represents the daily number of comments
across all pages (allows to measure brands’ awareness).
9. Google Trends search volumes. Represents the daily number of searches for
a brand scaled between 0 and 100.
3.6 Data Pre-Processing
Before time series could be used for analysis it was required to perform some
pre-processing steps as described in the sections below.
3.6.1 Missing Values Imputation
I conducted exploratory analysis of datasets and excluded brands that had more
than 10% of data missing for any of the dependent and independent variables. For
the remaining brands, I performed data imputation for the periods with missing
data. To preserve the weekly variation, I imputed each missing data point with the
weighted average of the previous data points that belonged to the same day of the
week as the missing point. To give more weight to the points that appeared closer














where xt is the value to be imputed, N is the number of points to be taken into
account for imputation (5 in this study), d is the distance operator (in this study it is
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Figure 3.5: a) An example of a brand with periods of missing Twitter volume data; b) An
example of missing Twitter volume data being imputed as a weighted average
of previous values.
a number of days between the known point xt−7i and the unknown point xt), and
p is the power parameter (2 in this study) that controls the influence of the distance
(the higher is p, the greater is the influence of values closest to the interpolated
point).
An example of a brand with missing Twitter volume data and imputed data
can be seen in Fig. 3.5.
3.6.2 Data Transformation
I also performed the log transformation of sales and social media data, as it allowed
to induce comparability in data with values that range over several orders of
magnitude:
x′ = log(x) (3.3)
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where X is mean and σ is standard deviation. As a result, all variables in
the dataset had equal means of 0 and standard deviations of 1 (unit variance).
It is important to notice that mean and standard deviation were calculated only
from the values of the training set. This is to make sure that out-of-sample set
used for training had no ”future information” incorporated in it by standardization
procedure. After the forecasts were produced the data was denormalised and
delogged in order to obtain sales value of true magnitude.
3.7 Other Relevant Datasets
To perform sentiment classification labelled training and test sets are required.
The quality and the size of the dataset have a strong impact on the final quality
of classification. Manual classification of thousands of tweets would be a long a
tedious process. For the purpose of this research I used publicly available datasets
described below.
3.7.1 Movies reviews sentences Dataset
Movies reviews sentences dataset is a corpus based on the dataset introduced by
Pang and Lee (2005) and consists of individual sentences extracted from movies
reviews. The dataset contains 5,331 positive and 5,331 negative snippets. Some
example sentences from the dataset are presented in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Examples of positive and negative reviews from the movies reviews dataset.
Positive Reviews Negative Reviews
“a feel-good picture in the best “stinks from start to finish, like
sense of the term” a wet burlap sack of gloom”
“engagingly captures the “offers absolutely nothing I
maddening and magnetic ebb hadn’t already seen”
and flow of friendship”
3.7.2 Mark Hall’s Dataset
Mark Hall is a core developer of Weka data mining software. He has released a
labelled datasets of tweets Hall (2012). Tweets were classified into two classes
using the variety of different techniques. The dataset is comprised of 42,581
positive tweets and 8,599 negative tweets. The the dataset has the following format:
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[tweetId], [text], [class(pos/neg)]
Examples of tweets:
1229417433, ’your´e so sweet! proving me right again... the Dutch are the Best! ’,
pos
1230820258, ’my neighbors r complaining about my home theater ...so nights i have
to switch off the subwoofer ’, neg
3.7.3 Semeval-2013 data
SemEval (Semantic Evaluation) is an international workshop that focuses on the
evaluation of semantic analysis systems. It was created with the purpose of
encouraging research that helps to understand the dynamic of conveying sentiment
in short messages, in particular tweets and SMSs. My interest lied in Task 2-B:
Sentiment Analysis in Twitter, a message-level classification:“Given a message,
decide whether it is of positive, negative, or neutral sentiment. For messages
conveying both a positive and a negative sentiment, whichever is the stronger one
was to be chosen” (Nakov et al., 2013). The organisers of the workshop (Nakov
et al., 2013) created the SemEval Tweet corpus which is comprised of Twitter
messages annotated with the message-level polarity. The dataset was broken into
Training, Development and Test groups and released to the research community.
The training dataset is comprised of 3,662 positive tweets, 1,466 negative tweets
and 6,600 neutral tweets. The test dataset is comprised of 1,573 positive tweets, 601
negative tweets and 1,640 neutral tweets.
Chapter 4
Twitter Sentiment Analysis
This chapter presents a step-by-step approach for two main methods of
sentiment analysis: lexicon based approach and machine learning approach.
I show that accuracy of the sentiment analysis for Twitter can be improved
by combining the two approaches: during the first stage a lexicon score is
calculated based on the polarity of the words which compose the text, during
the second stage a machine learning model is learnt that uses the lexicon
score as one of the features. The results showed that the combined approach
outperforms the individual approaches. I demonstrate the use of the algorithm
on a combined tweets and movies reviews dataset and on popular dataset from
a Twitter sentiment competition SemEval-2013, task 2-B. Background and
literature review for this chapter are presented in section 2.1
4.1 Introduction
Sentiment analysis is an important part of Twitter analysis as it has been shown
that sentiment might be a strong predictor of future consumer demand (Asur and
Huberman, 2010, Liu et al., 2010, Chevalier and Mayzlin, 2006). The goal is to
understand whether tweets about selected brands are positive, negative or neutral
and find the relationship between tweets sentiment and sales data, as well as to
identify the events which triggered the change of customers’ mood.
4.2 Methodology
The sentiment analysis performed in this study is comprised of two components:
lexicon-based algorithm and machine learning algorithm. In this chapter the
process of implementing both algorithms is presented using the methodology
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described in detail in sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, respectively. The lexicon-based
approach is based on using the dictionaries of words with predefined polarities
and comparing the words in the sentence under analysis against the dictionary.
The main advantages of the lexicon approach are that it is fast, easily interpretable
and does not require a training set with labelled sentences. Also, the outcome
of classification depends only on the lexicon and does not depend on the
words/patterns that have been seen in the training set. This opens a possibility
of extending the lexicons or replacing them with new domain specific lexicons
without the need to retrain the model. The machine learning method is based
on building feature vectors from each sentence and using supervised machine
learning algorithms to train classification models. Machine learning algorithms
allow to include additional features that might have valuable information about
sentiment, such as number of positive/negative words; presence/absence of
emoticons, presence/absence and the number of different parts of speech, among
many others. Machine learning classifiers can identify patterns in the training
data and are often more accurate that the lexicon method, however, the accuracy
depends on the quality of the training set.
In this chapter I propose an algorithm that allows to capture the advantages of
both algorithms by creating a hybrid method. As the first step after pre-processing,
I performed the lexicon-based classification and store the obtained sentiment as the
lexicon score. In the second step, I trained a machine learning model and use the
lexicon score from the previous step as one of the features in the feature space. A
framework for the proposed algorithm is presented in Figure 4.1.
The main advantage of the proposed approach that uses a symbiosis of
lexicon and machine learning algorithms, is the ability to attain the best of both
worlds, interpretability from a carefully designed lexicon, and the improved
accuracy achieved by identifying patterns in data using supervised learning
algorithms. Also, the combination of methods allows to implicitly include
sentiment information about words that are present in the lexicon, but have not
been seen in the training set.
Training and evaluation of sentiment models was performed for 2-classes and
3-classes classification problem using the following datasets:
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Figure 4.1: A framework for the hybrid sentiment analysis algorithm.
1. A combined tweets and movies reviews dataset. In this scenario I used
Tweets dataset collected by Mark Hall (section 3.7.2). 80% of tweets from
this dataset were used for generating a new lexicon in the lexicon approach
or for training a classification model in the machine learning approach. The
remaining 20% were used for testing. In order to have a larger test set I
enhanced the remaining 20% of tweets from Mark’s dataset with a Cornell
movies reviews dataset (section 3.7.1). Since there were more positive than
negative sentences in the dataset, I selected the same number of positive
sentences as there was a number of negative sentences to create balanced
training and test sets. The composition of the final dataset is presented in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: A composition of a combined tweets and movies reviews dataset.
Training set Test set
negative 6879 tweets 1720 tweets + 5331 reviews
positive 6879 tweets 1720 tweets + 5331 reviews
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Figure 4.2: Pre-processing steps for Twitter data.
2. A dataset from SemEval-2013 Competition, Task 2-B. SemEval-2013
dataset Nakov et al. (2013) consists of separate training and test sets that
are comprised of positive, neutral and negative messages. More information
on the dataset can be found in section 3.7.3.
A detailed description of the sentiment analysis and evaluation process is
presented in the following sections.
4.3 Twitter Data Pre-processing
Both, lexicon method and machine learning approach require data preparation
stage or pre-processing. I perform the pre-processing before the actual methods of
sentiment analysis are applied following the steps visualised in Figure 4.2. Detailed
information on each step of pre-processing is provided in section 2.1.2.
Most of the pre-processing steps are performed using the WEKA1 API for Java.
WEKA was developed in the university Wakaito and provides implementations of
many machine learning algorithms. Since it is an open source tool and has an API,
WEKA algorithms can be easily embedded within other applications.
Tokenization. Tokenization is a process of creating a bag-of-words from text.
For this purpose I used a tokenizer from a library called ArkTweetNLP2, which was
1http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
2http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/TweetNLP
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developed by the team of researchers from Carnegie Mellon University and was
specially designed for working with twitter messages. ArkTweetNLP recognizes
specific to Twitter symbols, such as hashtags, at-mentions, retweets, emoticons,
commonly used abbreviations, and treats them as separate tokens Gimpel et al.
(2011). An example of the tokenization process is presented in Table 4.2, where the
first column on the left is a column of tokens obtained by tokenizing the sentence.
Part-of-Speech Tagging (POS). Part-of-speech-tag is a process of tagging
each token in terms of part of speech it belongs to: noun, pronoun, adverb,
adjective, verb, interjection, intensifier among others. As described in section 2.1.2,
POS might be an important feature in machine learning classification used for
uncovering underlying patterns in language structure. In this study I explored
multiple existing Pos-taggers: Stanford Tagger3, Illinois Tagger4, OpenNLP5,
LingPipe POS Tagger6, Unsupos7, ArkTweetNLP8, Berkeley NLP Group Tagger9.
It appears that all of them, apart from ArkTweetNLP, have trained their models on
the news-type of documents. Since the performance of the POS tagger deceases
on the out of domain data, I chosen to use a tagger from ArkTweetNLP Gimpel
et al. (2011), because it is the only tagger from those mentioned above that was
trained on a Twitter dataset. ArkTweetNLP authors developed 25 POS tags, with
some of them specifically designed for Twitter symbols (see Table 4.3 for some tags
examples). An example of how ArkTweetNLP tagger works in practice is presented
in Table 4.2.
Stop-words Removal. During this step, words such as prepositions and
articles were removed, since they don’t carry sentiment. WEKA provides a file
with a list of stop-words that can be adjusted to ones needs. In this study I used an
original WEKA stop-list file without modifications.
Part-of-Speech filtering. Some of the parts-of-speech are irrelevant for
sentiment classification. Examples include proper nouns (America, Mark, HSBC),
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Table 4.2: Example of ArkTweetNLP tokenizer and a POS-tagger in practice (reprinted and
adjusted by permission of the authors (Gimpel et al., 2011)). The first line is a
sentence under analysis, the first column is a column of tokens extracted from a
sentence by a tokenizer, the second column is a column of POS-tags assigned to
tokens by a POS tagger, the third column is tag description and the last column
is the confidence of tags prediction.
“ikr smh he asked fir yo last name so he can add u on fb lololol”
Token Tag Description Confidence
ikr ! interjection 0.8143
smh G abbreviation 0.9406
he O pronoun 0.9963
asked V verb 0.9979
fir P preposition 0.5545
yo D determiner 0.6272
last A adjective 0.9871
name N noun 0.9998
so P preposition 0.9838
he O pronoun 0.9981
can V verb 0.9997
add V verb 0.9997
u O pronoun 0.9978
on P preposition 0.9426
fb ˆ proper noun 0.9453
lololol ! interjection 0.9664
“ikr”
means “I know, right?”, tagged as an
interjection.
“so”
is being used as a subordinating conjunction,
which
coarse tagset denotes P.
“fb”
means “Facebook”, a very common proper
noun (ˆ).
“yo”
is being used as equivalent to “your”; our
coarse tagset has
posessive pronouns as D.
“fir”
is a misspelling or spelling variant of the
preposition for.
Perhaps the only debatable errors in this
example are for ikr
and smh (“shake my head”): should they
be G for miscellaneous acronym, or ! for
interjection?
from the sentiment analysis can provide additional type of filtering. In this
study I only kept the following parts-of-speech: N(common nouns), V(verbs),
A(adjectives), R(adverbs), !(interjectiosn), E(emoticosn), G(abbreviations, foreign
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Table 4.3: Example POS tags developed in ArkTweetNLP (Gimpel et al., 2011).
Tag Description
@ at-mention, identifes another user as recipient of the tweet
U URL or email address
# Hashtag, identifies the topic/category for a tweet
˜ Discourse marker, indicates a continuation of a message across multiple tweets
E Emoticons
G Abbreviations, foreign words, garbage
Table 4.4: A list of negation words used during the negation handling step.
wouldn’t shant didnt lack hasnot neither
wouldnt oughtn’t daren’t isn’t hardly needn’t
won’t oughtnt darent isnt hadn’t neednt
wont n’t can’t isnot hadnt mustn’t
without nowhere cant havn’t nothing mustnt
weren’t don’t cannot havnt not mightn’t
werent dont arn’t haven’t nor mightnt
wasn’t doesn’t arnt havent none lacks
wasnt doesnt aren’t havenot nobody
shouldn’t doesnot arenot hasn’t no
shouldnt didn’t lacking hasnt never
words, possessive endings).
Negations Handling. During this step words that can change sentiment
orientation of the following words were detected. The list of negation words used
in the current study is presented in Table 4.4.
The process of negation handling is slightly different for the lexicon-based and
machine learning approaches. In the lexicon-based pre-processing, the negation
handling is implemented using simple, but effective strategy: if negation word is
found, the sentiment score of every word, appearing between a negation and a
clause-level punctuation mark (.,!?:;), is reversed (Pang et al., 2002). For example,
before negation handling, the scores in the sentence below would be as follows:
“These trousers are not comfortable [+1], but I must admit the color is great [+1] and they
are good [+0.45] value for money.”
After the negation step is performed the scores are modified:
“These trousers are not comfortable [-1], but I must admit the color is great [+1] and they
are good [+0.45] value for money.”
There are, however, some grammatical constructions in which a negation term
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does not have a scope. Some of these situations were implemented in this study as
exceptions:
Exception Situation 1: Whenever a negation term is a part of a phrase that does
not carry negation sense, I considered that the scope for negation was absent and
the polarity of words was not reversed. Examples of these special phrases include
“not only”, “not just”, “no question”, “not to mention” and “no wonder”.
Exception Situation 2: A negation term does not have a scope when it occurs in
a negative rhetorical question. A negative rhetorical question is identified by the
following heuristic: (1) It is a question; and (2) it has a negation term within the
first three words of the question. For example:
“Did not I enjoy it?”
“Wouldn’t you like going to the cinema?”
In the machine learning approach word do not have predefined scores,
therefore, in order to indicate the presence of negation, I modified the words,
appearing between a negation and a clause-level punctuation mark, by adding a
suffix NEG to the end of those words. For example, the sentence from the previous
example was be modified into:
“These trousers are not comfortable NEG, but I must admit the color is great and they are
good value for money.”
This modification is important, since each word in a sentence serves a purpose
of a feature in the machine learning approach. Words with NEG suffixes increase
the dimensionality of the feature space, but allow the classifier to distinguish
between words used in the positive and in the negative context.
Stemming. The overall impact of stemming depends on the dataset and
stemming algorithm. WEKA contains implementation of a SnowballStemmer
Porter (2002) and LovinsStemmer Lovins (1968). After testing both implementations
I discovered that the accuracy of the sentiment classification decreased after
applying both stemming algorithms, therefore, in the final implementation of the
sentiment analysis algorithm stemming operation was excluded.
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4.4 Sentiment Analysis using Lexicon Approach
4.4.1 Lexicons Data
Lexicon-based approach for sentiment analysis requires dictionaries of words
annotated with the word’s semantic polarity. Dictionaries that were used for
sentiment classification in this study are the following:
1. Opinion Lexicon Hu and Liu (2004) (OL). This is a classic sentiment dataset
comprised of 2,006 positive and 4,783 negative English words and compiled
over many years. It is interesting to notice that some of the words in the
dataset are misspelled, which did not happen by mistake. These words were
included deliberately as these misspelled words appear frequently in the
social media content. In order to use in my analysis I assigned a score of ”+1”
to positive words, and a score of ”-1” to negative words. Example words from
the opinion lexicon along with their polarities are presented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Example words from the opinion lexicon Hu and Liu (2004) along with their
polarity.
Positive Words Score Negative Words Score
magic 1 afraid -1
magical 1 aggravate -1
magnanimous 1 aggravating -1
magnanimously 1 aggression -1
magnificence 1 aggressive -1
magnificent 1 aggressiveness -1
magnificently 1 aggressor -1
majestic 1 aggrieve -1
majesty 1 aggrieved -1
manageable 1 aggrivation -1
maneuverable 1 aggravation -1
marvel 1 aghast -1
2. Collection of emoticons, social media slang and abbreviated words (EMO).
Hogenboom et al. (2013) showed that incorporation of the emoticons into
lexicon can greatly improve the accuracy of classification. Apart from
emoticons, new slang words and abbreviations are constantly emerging and
need to be accounted for when performing sentiment analysis. However,
most of the existing public lexicons do not contain emoticons and social
media slang, on the contrary, emoticons and abbreviations are often being
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removed as typographical symbols during the first stages of pre-processing.
As part of sentiment analysis, I aimed to explore the role of emoticons, as
well as the impact of most popular abbreviations and social media slang
words, on opinion expression. I examined online resources for commonly
used emoticons, slang and abbreviations and constructed a lexicon of 242
positive and 162 negative tokens. Example tokens from the constructed EMO
lexicon are presented in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Example tokens from EMO lexicon along with their polarity. Tokens represent
emoticons, abbreviations and slang words that are commonly used in social
media to express emotions.
Positive Token Score Negative Token Score
l-) 1 [-( -1
:-} 1 T T -1
x-d 1 :-(( -1
;;-) 1 :-[ -1
=] 1 :((( -1
lol 1 dbeyr -1
fab 1 iwiam -1
ilum 1 nfs -1
fbow 1 h8ttu -1
iwalu 1 gtfo -1
koc 1 wtf -1
3. A Lexicon Constructed from Trained Data (AUTO). I created a new lexicon
of words with assigned to them polarity, specifically designed for sentiment
analysis of Twitter messages. I used the approach of automatic lexicon
generation from trained data described in section 2.1.3. The goal was to
understand whether automatically generated lexicons could provide enough
accuracy compared to the manually labelled lexicons. I used a dataset of
Twitter messages produced by Hall (2012) that is comprised of labelled 41,403
positive Twitter messages and 8,552 negative Twitter messages. The method
to generate a sentiment lexicon was implemented as follows:
• Pre-processing: creating a bag-of-words by tokenizing the sentences
in the dataset, assigning POS tags to all tokens in the bag-of-words,
filtering irrelevant POS (stop-words, URLs, @-mentions, etc.).
• Calculating the number of occurrences of each word in positive and
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negative sentences.
• Calculating the ”positiveness”, or positive score, of each word by






Similarly, the negative score was calculated by dividing the number of





For example, the word “Pleasant” appeared 122 times in positive
sentences and 44 times in negative sentences. According to Eq. 4.1










The positive score of the word “Pleasant” is higher than its negative score
indicating its overall positive sentiment.
• Mapping the positive score into the range [-1; 1] by using the following
formula:
PolarityScore = 2 ∗ positiveSentScore− 1 (4.3)
Mapping of the score in the range [-1; 1], where ”-1” indicates strong
negative sentiment, ”0” indicates neutrality and ”+1” indicates strong
positive sentiment, makes the words from AUTO lexicon comparable
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with the words from other lexicons.
Table 4.7: Example of sentiment scores of words in the automatically generated lexicon.
Word Positive Score Negative Score Polarity Score
Good 0.675 0.325 0.35
Excellent 0.925 0.075 0.85
Bad 0.213 0.787 -0.574
Like 0.457 0.543 -0.086
According to Eq. 4.3, the word “Pleasant” from the previous example has the
polarity score 0.46 (2 ∗ 0.73 − 1) and reflects that the word carries positive
sentiment. Sentiment scores of some other words from the AUTO lexicon are
presented in Table 4.7. We can observe that the words “Good” and “Excellent”
have positive polarity scores well above zero, indicating the ”positiveness” of
these words. The word “Bad” has a negative polarity score weel below zero,
as we would expect. The word “Like”, however, has the polarity score very
close to zero, -0.086, indicating its neutrality. One might expect that the word
“Like” should carry positive sentiment. To understand why the polarity score
for the word “Like” is close to zero I investigated possible semantic roles of
this word in English language:
(a) Being a verb to express preference. For example: “I like ice-cream”.
(b) Being a preposition for the purpose of comparison. For example: “This
town looks like Brighton.”
The first sentence has positive sentiment, however can easily be transformed
into a negative sentence: “I don’t like ice-cream”. This demonstrates that the
word “Like” can be used with equal frequency for expressing positive and
negative opinions. In the second example, the word “Like” is playing a role of
a preposition and does not effect the overall polarity of the sentence. Thus, the
word “Like” was correctly assigned a score close to zero using the approach
described above.
In order to exclude words that do not help to classify the text as positive
or negative, I removed all words from the AUTO lexicon with the polarity
score in the range [-0.2; 0.2]. The final AUTO lexicon was comprised of 33,170
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positive words and 19,429 negative words.
4.4.2 Lexicon Performance Results
To evaluate the impact of emoticons, abbreviations and slang on sentiment
classification, as well as the quality of automatically generated lexicon AUTO, I
used OL lexicon as the baseline and created two combinations of lexicons as shown
in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Combinations of lexicons tested in the lexicon approach.
Lexicons Description Positive Negative
combinations tokens N tokens N
OL Classic Opinion Lexicon 2,006 4,783
OL + EMO Opinion Lexicon enhanced with emoticons, 2,248 4,945
abbreviations and slang words, commonly
used in social media
OL + EMO + AUTO Opinion Lexicon enhanced with emoticons, 35,418 24,374
abbreviations, slang and additional words
obtained through automatic lexicon
generation process
For each of the lexicon combinations in Table 4.8 I calculated sentiment scores
for all tweets in the test set following the algorithm described in section 2.1.3 and
using Eq. 2.1. A schematic representation of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 4.3.
If none of the words in a particular tweet appeared in the lexicon, the algorithm
would treat such tweet as objective text and would assign it the sentiment value 0.
Since sentences in the training sets are labelled with categorical values, such
as ”pos”, ”neg” or ”neut”, it is necessary to assign positive, negative or neutral
labels to the tweets in the test set based on the calculated sentiment scores. One
approach to assign the labels would be setting up the thresholds, for example,
sentences with the scores in the range [-1; -0.3] should be labelled as negative,
sentences with the scores in the range [-0.3; 0.3] should be classified as neutral
and sentences that have sentiment score in the range [0.3; 1] should be marked as
positive. However, the choice of the threshold is subjective. As an alternative way
in this study I run a k-means clustering algorithm (MacQueen, 1967) and clustered
sentiment scores into 3 classes using the sentiment score of each sentence as a
feature in the clustering algorithm. I then compared the predicted labels against
the true labels of tweets and calculated the accuracy of classification using Eq. 2.9.
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Figure 4.3: A schematic representation of the algorithm for the sentiment score calculation.
The results of K-means clustering for 2 types of test sets are presented below.
Results for the combined tweets and movies reviews dataset. Table 4.9
presents the results of sentiment classification for the 2-classes combined tweets
and reviews dataset. We can see that when the OL lexicon was used, about
the third of all messages in the test set (2,313 messages) were not classified as
positive or negative. This means that the average sum of sentiment scores in
non-classified messages was equal to zero or that none of the words from those
messages appeared in the OL lexicon. The sentences which were not classified as
”positive” or ”negative” were assigned a ”neutral” label, however this behaviour
should be considered as a classification failure, since all the sentences in the test
data set were carrying positive or negative sentiment.
While the overall accuracy of classification, calculated using Eq. 4.4, was only
46% (row ”Accuracy all” in Table 4.9), the accuracy of distinguishing between
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Table 4.9: Accuracy of 2-class classification for the combined tweets and movies reviews
dataset using different lexicon combinations.
OL OL + EMO OL + EMO + AUTO
Accuracy all 46% 48% 70%
Accuracy 2-classes 69% 70% 72%
Correct predictions N 3,260 3,364 4,953
Incorrect predictions N 1,478 1,461 1,935
Neutral N 2,313 2,226 163
positive and negative sentences was 69% (row ”Accuracy 2-classes” Table 4.9),









When the OL lexicon was enhanced by the EMO lexicon additional 87
messages were assigned sentiment labels and the accuracy increased slightly, to
48% and 70% for overall accuracy and for 2-classes accuracy, respectively. After
the lexicon was enhanced further with the AUTO lexicon, almost all non-classified
messages were assigned a positive or negative label. While the 2-classes accuracy
improved only by 2%, the overall accuracy of classification improved significantly,
by 24% compared to the OL lexicon only. This result indicates that lexicon
enhancement leads to improved classification and that AUTO generated lexicon
can be used for this purpose.
Results for the SemEval-2013 dataset. Sentiment analysis of the SemEval-2013
dataset is a more difficult task than the analysis of the combined tweets and movies
reviews dataset, since it presents a 3-classes classification problem. Using Eq. 2.1,
I calculated sentiment scores for test set based on three different lexicons OL, OL
+ EMO and OL + EMO + AUTO. Fig. 4.4 presents the histograms of scores for all
three lexicons.
As it can be seen from the figure, the sentiment scores range between -1 and
1. The colors of the bars represent the true labels of the tweets: green stands for
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Figure 4.4: Histograms of sentiment scores for different lexicon combinations using the
Simple Average Score. The colors of the bars represent the true labels of the
tweets: green stands for positive messages, blue for neutral messages and red
stands for positive messages.
positive messages, blue for neutral messages and red stands for negative messages.
In the case of perfect classification, a clear separation of the colors would be
obtained, with the green color bar on the right, close to the score ”+1”, representing
positive messages, blue color in the middle around ”0”, representing neutral labels,
and red color on the left, close to the score ”-1”, representing messages classified
as negative. From Fig. 4.4 it can be seen that the biggest mistake for all types of
lexicons was made when classifying neutral messages: the blue color is present
for the sentiment scores of -1 and 1 in all three histograms, indicating that many
neutral messages were classified as positive or negative. This could be explained
by the fact that even neutral messages often contain one or more polarity words,
which would lead to the final score of the message being different from 0 and being
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classified as positive or negative. For example, the sentence:
”When the weather becomes good we are planing to go camping,” does not express
positive or negative opinion, however, it would be labelled as a positive sentence,
since the word ”good” appears in the lexicon as an indicator of the positive
sentiment.
It is important to notice that when comparing the performance of different
lexicons, the OL + EMO + AUTO lexicon had the least number of messages
classified as neutral (2,528 vs. 4,205 for OL lexicon and 4,487 for Ol + EMO lexicon).
Almost half of the messages that were assigned a score ”+1” using OL + EMO +
AUTO lexicon have blue color, indicating that their true label was ”neutral”. For
the lexicons OL and OL + EMO the proportion of neutral messages classified as
positive was much less - about one third of all messages that received a score
”+1”. These results suggest the AUTO lexicon contained words with assigned
to them positive or negative scores that often appear in neutral sentences. This
could happen because the training set from which the AUTO lexicon was generated
was biased, or because the size of the training set was not large enough to allow
correct calculation of the scores for all words. If a neutral word appeared more
often in positive training sentences than in negative training sentences, that word
could have a positive score assigned to it. If this word was then observed in a
neutral sentence in the test set, the whole sentence could have been labelled as
positive based on the positive score of that word. This means that one should aim
to decrease bias or use large enough training sets for generating AUTO lexicons,
especially when the classification problem involves neutral sentences.
As mentioned earlier, to assign a class label based on the calculated sentiment
scores I run a K-means clustering. The accuracy of classification for three different
lexicons after K-means clustering is presented in Table 4.10, row Score Avg. I
also proposed an alternative measure for the sentiment score, calculated as the
logarithm of the average sum score and normalised in the range between [-1; 1],
where -1 indicates the most negative score and 1 indicates the most positive score
(Eq. 4.6). The purpose of the logarithm was to rescale the scores and allow a better
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separation between negative, neutral and positive classes.
ScoreLog =

sign(ScoreAvg) log | 10ScoreAvg |), if | ScoreAvg |> 0.1,
0, otherwise
(4.6)
Figure 4.5: Histograms of sentiment scores for different lexicon combinations using the
Logarithmic Score. The colors of the bars represent the true labels of the tweets:
green stands for positive messages, blue for neutral messages and red stands
for positive messages.
The histogram of sentiment scores in Fig. 4.5, calculated using the logarithmic
approach, demonstrates that scores for positive, negative and neutral classes
became more spread. The accuracy of sentiment classification after K-means
clustering based on the logarithmic score is presented in Table 4.10, row Score Log.
We can see that the accuracy based on the logarithmic score is higher for all three
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lexicons when compared to the average sum score, demonstrating the ability of the
logarithmic scale to provide a better separation of classes.
Table 4.10: Accuracy of classification for SemEval-2013 dataset for different lexicon
combinations.
Accuracy OL OL + EMO OL + EMO + AUTO
Score Avg 57.07% 60.12% 51.33%
Score Log 58.43% 61.74% 52.38%
When comparing the performance of three lexicons against each other, we can
see that for 3-classes classification the OL + EMO lexicon with the logarithmic
score outperformed OL and OL + EMO + AUTO lexicons. The outperformance
over OL lexicon was expected and confirmed that enhancing the lexicon with
emoticons, abbreviations and slang words increases the accuracy of classification.
The decrease in performance when OL + EMO lexicon was enhanced with AUTO
lexicon suggests that the quality of the training set, from which the AUTO lexicon
is generated, has direct impact on final results. If the training set is biased or is not
very large, the AUTO lexicon might contain words’ scores that are not precise and,
thus, decrease the accuracy of classification.
4.5 Sentiment Analysis using Machine Learning Approach
The machine learning approach is based on using a set of training records for
training a classification model, where each record, also called an instance, has a
class label assigned to it. The classification model is able to capture the properties,
also called features, of the training records. A group of features related to one
training record, is called a feature vector. Then, for a new instance of unknown
class, the model can predict a class label for it.
4.5.1 Feature Generation.
In this section I describe the set of features that were constructed for the purpose of
training a classifier.
• n-grams presence. During this step sets of uni-grams (single words)
and bi-grams (two words) were created from the of consecutive words
in each Twitter message. I created a binary feature that indicated the
presence/absence of a particular ngram. Using “n-grams frequency” would
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not be logical in the case of Twitter text, since Twitter messages are very short,
and a term is unlikely to appear in the same message more than once.
• Lexicon score. This feature is a sentiment score obtained during the lexicon
based sentiment analysis, as described in the previous section using Eq. 4.6
and OL + EMO lexicon.
• Elongated words number. This feature represents the number of words with
one character repeated more than 2 times, e.g. ’soooo’.
• Emoticons presence. A binary feature that indicates the presence/absence of
positive and negative emoticons at any position in the tweet.
• Negations number. A numeric feature that represents the number of negated
tokens.
• POS numbers. Numeric features that represent the number of occurrences
for each part-of-speech in the tweet: verbs (posV), nouns (posN), adverbs
(posAV), adjectives (posA), interjections (posI), etc.
• Punctuation marks number. A numeric feature that represents the number
of occurrences of punctuation marks in a tweet.
• Emoticons numbers. A numeric feature that represents the number of
positive and the number of negative emoticons in the tweet.
• Sentiment words numbers. These features represent the total count of tokens
in the tweet that appear in the OL + EMO lexicon and have a score below and
above 0;
• Max and min scores. These features represent the max and the min scores of
tokens in the tweet that appear in the OL + EMO lexicon.
• Last token score. This feature is the lexicon score of the last token in the
tweet. If the last token does not appear in the OL + EMO lexicon, the score is
considered to be zero.
As it can be observed from the list of features above, many features are based
on the sentiment scores of the tokens that appear in the OL + EMO lexicon. The list
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of features also includes a lexicon sentiment score, computed during the lexicon
analysis step, as one of the features. This incorporation of information from the
OL + EMO lexicon makes the proposed method to be a hybrid of the lexicon and
machine learning approaches.
4.5.2 Feature Selection
In the machine learning classification task, the feature selection process is essential
for improving classification accuracy and also providing greater insight into
important class attributes (as described in section 2.1.4). In this study I used
Information Gain evaluation algorithm with Shannon entropy (Shannon, 1948)
measure, as in (Abbasi et al., 2008), and a Ranker search method (Ladha and Deepa,
2011b). Information Gain measures the decrease in entropy when the attribute
A is present vs. when it is absent (see Eq. 2.4). The greater is the decrease in
entropy when considering attribute A individually, the more significant feature A
is for classification. A Ranker was used to sort features based on the information
gain that they provide, from the most informative to the least informative. In
the sentiment analysis only features for which the value of information gain
was above zero were used. As the result, for the 3-classes benchmark dataset
SemEval-2013 (Nakov et al., 2013), a subset of 528 features was selected from the
total number of initial 1826 features. Top 50 selected features are displayed in
Table 4.11.
Table 4.11: Top 50 features selected for SemEval-2013 dataset Nakov et al. (2013) based on
the highest information gain.
1. LexiconScore 11. great 21. fun 31. bad 41. sad
2. maxScore 12. pos V 22. lastTokenScore 32. hope 42. nice
3. posTokensNum 13. happy 23. i love 33. thanks 43. better
4. minScore 14. wait neg 24. don 34. luck 44. sorry
5. negTokensNum 15. excited 25. don’t 35. see you 45. tomorrow neg
6. good 16. can’t 26. amazing 36. looking forward 46. so excited
7. love 17. i 27. f*ck 37. glad 47. proud
8. pos E 18. not 28. love you 38. wait neg see neg 48. even neg
9. pos R 19. pos A 29. can 39. thank 49. congrats
10. pos N 20. pos ElongWords 30. awesome 40. good luck 50. sh*t
From Table 4.11 we can see that the “LexiconScore” feature, calculated using
Eq. 4.6, appeared on the top of the list providing the largest information gain of all
features. We can also see that many engineered features appeared among the most
important features, such as “maxScore” (a lexicon score of the most positive word
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in a tweet), “posTokensNum” (a number of positive words in a tweet), “minScore”
(a lexicon score of the most negative word in a tweet), “pos E” (a number of
emoticons in a tweet), “pos R”(a number of adverbs in a tweet), “pos N” (a number
of nouns in a tweet), among others. Most of the top features were engineered
features or unigrams, however, we also observe some bigrams, for example “i
love”, “love you”, “see you”, “looking forward”, “good luck”, etc.
4.5.3 Classification Models
Each of the sentences from the training set was expressed in terms of its attributes.
As the result, n by m binary matrix was created, where n is the number of training
instances and m is the number of features. This matrix was used for training
different classifiers:
1. Decision Trees (Mitchell, 1996) (section 2.1.5.1). A decision tree text classifier
is a tree in which non-leaf nodes represent a conditional test on a feature,
branches denote the outcomes of the test, and leafs represent class labels.
2. Naive Bayes (Narayanan et al., 2013) (section 2.1.5.2). In case of the sentiment
analysis Naive Bayes classifier will test three hypotheses: one for each
sentiment class. The hypothesis that has the highest probability is selected
as a class of the text.
3. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995, Vapnik, 1995)
(section 2.1.5.3). For the linearly separable two-class data, the basic idea is
to find a hyperplane, that not only separates the documents into classes, but
for which the Euclidian distance to the closest training example, or margin,
is as large as possible. In a three-class sentiment classification scenario,
there are three pair-wise classifications: positive-negative, negative-neutral,
positive-neutral.
4.5.4 Machine Learning Performance Results
Results for the combined tweets and movies reviews dataset. To validate the
importance of the “Lexicon Sentiment” feature and other manually constructed
features, I performed cross-validation tests on the combined tweets and movies
reviews dataset according to two scenarios: i) in the first scenario (Table 4.12), I
trained three different classifiers using only n-grams as features; ii) in the second
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scenario (Table 4.13), I trained the models using traditional n-grams features in
combination with the “LexiconScore” feature and other manually constructed
features: number of different parts-of-speech, number of emoticons, number of
elongated words, etc.
Table 4.12: Scenario 1: 5-fold cross-validation test on a combined tweets and movies
reviews dataset using only n-grams as features.
Method Tokens Type Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score
Naive Bayes uni/bigrams 81.5% 83.1% 81.2% 82.1%
Decision Trees uni/bigrams 80.6% 81.0% 81.0% 81.0%
SVM uni/bigrams 86.6% 86.8% 87.2% 87.0%
Table 4.13: Scenario 2: 5-fold cross-validation test on a combined tweets and movies
reviews dataset using using traditional n-grams features in combination with
manually constructed features: lexicon sentiment score, number of different
parts-of-speech, number of emoticons, number of elongated words, etc.
Method Tokens Type Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score
Naive Bayes uni/bigrams 88.5% 88.6% 83.9% 86.2%
Decision Trees uni/bigrams 89.9% 91.9% 88.2% 90.0%
SVM uni/bigrams 91.2% 90.6% 91.5% 91.1%
As it can be observed from tables 4.12 and 4.13, the addition of the “Lexicon
Sentiment” feature and other manually constructed features allowed to increase all
performance measures for 3 classifies. For example, the accuracy of Naive Bayes
classifier was increased by 7%, accuracy of Decision Trees was increased by over
9%, and the accuracy of SVM improved by 4.6%.
Results for the SemEval-2013 dataset. In this test I used a training set
from SemEval-2013 competition, Task 2-B to train Naive Bayes, Decision Trees
and SVM classifiers. I used features that performed best in the previous test,
including lexicon sentiment score, presence/absence of N-grams, number of
different parts-of-speech, number of emoticons, number of elongated words, etc.
It is important to notice that the training dataset was highly unbalanced with the
majority of tweets having a neutral label. In order to account for this unbalance, I
also trained a cost-sensitive SVM model (Ling and Sheng, 2007). Cost-Sensitive
classifier allows to minimize the total cost of classification by putting a higher
cost on a particular type of error (in this case, misclassifying positive and negative
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messages as neutral).
As the next step, I tested the models on the unseen before test set from the
same competition. While the classification was performed for 3 classes (pos, neg,
neutral), the evaluation metric used in the competition was F-score (Equation 2.13),
calculated for positive and negative classes only. The results of classification for
different classifiers are presented in Table 4.14. We can observe that the Decision
Tree algorithm had the lowest F-score of 62%. The reason may lay in a big size
of the tree needed to incorporate all of the features. Because of the tree size, the
algorithm needs to traverse multiple nodes until it reaches the leaf and predicts
the class of the instance. This long path increases the probability of mistakes and
thus decreases the accuracy of the classifier. Naive Bayes and SVM produced better
scores of 64% and 66%, respectively. The best model was a Cost-sensitive SVM that
allowed to achieve the F-measure of 73%.
Table 4.14: F-score results of sentiment classification using Naive Bayes, Decision Trees,
SVM and Cost-Sensitive SVM classifiers. The test was performed on a test
dataset from SemEval Competition-2013, Task 2-B Nakov et al. (2013).
Classifier Naive Bayes Decision Trees SVM Cost-Sensitive SVM
F-score 64.0% 62.0% 66.0% 73.0%
The results were compared against the results of 44 teams that took part in the
SemEval-2013 competition and their 149 submissions. The top performing teams
and the F-scores they achieved are presented in Table 4.15.
After comparing the results in Table 4.14 with the results of the competition
(Table 4.15), we can conclude that the proposed hybrid algorithm based on the
cost-sensitive SVM would had produced the best results, scoring 4 points higher
than the winner of the SemEval-2013 competition. This is an important result,
providing evidence that accounting for the unbalance in the training dataset allows
to greatly improve model performance.
4.6 Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter I described the implementation process of two main approaches for
sentiment analysis, a lexicon based method and a machine learning method, and
proposed a new hybrid approach that is based on using lexicon approach results as
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Table 4.15: Teams that produced top F-score results in the SemEval Competition-2013, Task















an input in machine learning classification.
In the lexicon based approach I compared the performance of three lexicons: i)
an Opinion lexicon (OL); ii) an Opinion lexicon enhanced with manually created
corpus of emoticons, abbreviations and social media slang expressions (OL +
EMO); iii) OL + EMO further enhanced with automatically generated lexicon (OL
+ EMO + AUTO). I evaluated the performance on two benchmark Twitter datasets,
the combined tweets and movies reviews dataset and SemEval-2013 dataset, and
demonstrated that the OL + EMO lexicon outperformed the standard OL lexicon
in both cases. These results revealed the importance of incorporating expressive
signals such as emoticons, abbreviations and social media slang phrases into
lexicons for Twitter analysis. The results are consistent with the later findings of
Asghar et al. (2017), who also showed the importance of integrating emoticons,
modifiers and domain specific words into sentiment analysis.
The results of my experiment also demonstrated that the OL + EMO + AUTO
lexicon outperformed the OL and OL + EMO lexicons for a 2-classes classification
problem (positive and negative classes), however, it produced the worst accuracy
for a 3-classes classification task that also included a neutral class. These means that
one should be careful when generating lexicons automatically from the training set.
If the training set is not large enough, the scores in AUTO generated lexicon might
be biased.
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In the hybrid approach I used a sentiment score obtained during the lexicon
based classification, along with other lexicon related features, as inputs for training
machine learning classifiers. The ranking of all features based on the information
gain scores during the feature selection process revealed that the sentiment score
feature appeared on the top of the list, confirming its relevance in sentiment
classification. I also demonstrated that in case of highly unbalanced datasets the
utilisation of cost-sensitive classifiers improves accuracy of class prediction, in the
proposed method the improvement of the cost-sensitive SVM over the regular SVM
was 7%.
The proposed hybrid classification method, tested on the benchmark
SemEval-2013 Twitter dataset, allowed to achieve F-score of 73%, which is 4%
higher than the F-score of the winner of semEval-2013 competition.
Chapter 5
Quantifying Predictive Power of Twitter
Events
This chapter presents a a framework for Twitter events detection, differentiation
and quantification of their significance for predicting spikes in sales. A novel
approach for clustering Twitter events based on their shapes is proposed that
demonstrates that some types of Twitter events have the ability to predict spikes
in sales. This chapter also describes a method for automatic identification of the
optimum event window, solving a task of window selection, which is a common
problem in the event study field. The framework is tested on a large-scale
dataset of 150 million Tweets and sales data of 75 brands. Background and
literature review for this chapter are presented in section 2.3
5.1 Introduction
Often, an economic objective of the firm is to increase sales for its products.
However, unexpected increases in sales might be catastrophic for a business. If
a company is not able to deal quickly and efficiently with the increase in demand,
the sudden spike in sales might lead to the loss of customers and a rapid decline in
profits. Therefore, one of the ultimate goals for management and operations teams
of any business is to capture the early signals of growing demand so they could
take necessary actions for optimising the resources.
Outbursts of activity on social media, particularly Twitter, related to a brand,
might be an indication of a growing interest toward brand’s products. In this
chapter, I investigated a few spikes in Twitter sentiment (the results are presented
in Appendix A, Tables 8.1 - 8.5). The results revealed that multiple types of social
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media events can be identified, such as: a) external events with strong brand
association; b) internal brand events; c) social chatter driven by the brand; d) social
chatter driven by people (see Conclusions of Appendix A). This information about
spikes in social media could be beneficial for predicting the probabilities of spikes
in sales. However, not all spikes of activities on social networks and blogs are
associated with purchasing intentions. It has been highlighted by the scholars
that differentiating between different types of events can shed some light on the
problem of identifying the most predictive events. Sprenger et al. (2014), Werner
and Murray (2004), Thompson (1988) performed the distinction between different
types of events based on the topic that is being discussed: initial public offerings,
or earnings announcements, or stock splits. I believe, that in the context of social
media it is important to distinguish different types of events not only based on the
content of the discussion, but also to take into account how information spreads
through the network. Studying the internal dynamics of information diffusion
is a challenging task and requires understanding of the rules of human collective
behaviour. As discussed in section 2.3.1, Sornette, Crane and Sano et. al employed
techniques from the complex systems theory and were able to get insights into
the nature of spikes in blogosphere activities (Sano et al., 2013), views of Youtube
videos (Crane and Sornette, 2008), Amazon books sales (Sornette et al., 2004) by
studying the growth and relaxation signatures of those spikes. In this chapter,
I propose a framework for events detection and differentiation based on their
signatures in order to meet two objectives:
1. Quantify the relationship between Twitter events and sales events. This
objective would allows us to understand whether non-filtered Twitter signal
contains useful information about sales.
2. Quantify the relationship between specific types of Twitter events and sales
events. The goal of this objective is to understand whether different dynamics
of Twitter behaviour (events with different types of growth and relaxation
signatures) have different effect on future sales, and to identify the dynamics
that have significant predictive power.
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Figure 5.1: Signatures of a sales event. The green color represents the growth signature of
the event, the red color represents the relaxation signature and the red circle is
the peak of the event.
5.2 A Framework for Events Detection and Differentiation
To study spikes in sales and Twitter data I leverage the techniques from the event
study field (Dolley, 1933). As outlined by MacKinlay (1997) to perform an event
study it is necessary to identify the event date and finalise the event window
within which the analysis is performed. In the social media era, however, defining
an event date can be a complicated task. When critical information first emerges
through Twitter, an event is not just a simple announcement moment, but a much
broader phenomena which includes the dynamic of opinion propagation through
the social network. In this context, I propose to define an event not by a single
date, but to also consider other features: duration, the peak, growth and relaxation
signatures. In this experiment the event is defined as follows:
Definition. An event is a quantitatively significant change of behaviour of
a dynamic phenomenon over time. A Twitter or sales event is defined as an
anomalous uplift of sentiment on Twitter or an extreme increase in volume of sales,
respectively. Each event can be characterised by its duration (from few hours to
few days), the growth signature, peak and the relaxation signature.
Fig. 5.1 presents an example of an event, where Pstart denotes the start of the
event, Ppeak denotes the peak of the event, Pend represents the end date of the event,
the subset of data points between Pstart and Ppeak is a growth signature, the subset
between Ppeak and Pend defines the relaxation signature.
In this chapter, I propose a framework for events detection, differentiation and
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Figure 5.2: A framework for events detection and differentiation.
evaluation of whether events in one time series can be used to predict events in the
other time series. The framework consists of three steps: (A) events detection; (B)
events clustering; (C) predictive power analysis. To meet two objectives specified
earlier I run the experiment according to two scenarios (schematic representation
of the framework is shown in Fig. 5.2). In the first approach, I evaluate the power
of the aggregated Twitter signal to predict sales events using steps A and D. In
the second approach, I add an additional step B, during which a clustering of
Twitter events based on their shapes is performed. I then calculate the predictive
power of each Twitter cluster individually. The rational behind this process is
to find categories of Twitter events that have a higher predictive power than the
non-clustered Twitter signal.
Suggested framework can be used for analysis of any kind of time series,
however, the necessary conditions for the time series under analysis are the
following:
1. Time series should correspond to the same time period;
2. Time series should have the same aggregation window (1 hour, 1 day, 1 week,
etc.).
In this chapter I demonstrate the application of the framework to retail brands
using the following time series (created as described in section 3.5):
1. Daily Sales Volume time series, related to 75 brands over the period of one
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year, from November 1, 2013, to October 31, 2014. Data was normalised using
a z-score (Eq. 3.6.2)
2. Daily Tweets Sentiment time series that cover the same time period. The
dataset includes sentiments of more than 150 million tweets that mention the
names of selected brands.
In the subsections below I describe the different stages of the framework in
more detail.
5.2.1 Step A: Events Detection
As stated in the definition, each event has a peak and growth and relaxation
signatures. The process of event detection is a process of identifying the peaks
and then extracting the growth and relaxation signatures.
Anomalous Peaks Detection.
The first step of the events detection process is identification of individual peaks in
data that indicate anomalous behaviour. In the current experiment I compared the
performance of three peaks (outlier) detection methods:
1. ESD identifier Rosner (1983) as described in section 2.3.2, Eq. 2.29
2. Hampel identifier Hampel (1971, 1974) as described in section 2.3.2, Eq. 2.31
3. Median and InterQuartile Range (IQR) Tukey (1977) as described in
section 2.3.2, Eq. 2.33
When performing peaks detection it is important to consider that sales and
Twitter time series are non-stationary. I observed the presence of weekly patterns
in data, for example, tweets volume on Fridays and weekends was much higher
than during the other days of the week. If Friday tweets volume was compared
to Thursday tweets volume, the peak detection method would show a spike on
Friday, however, I wanted to detect only special events and not regular bursts. Fig.
5.3 presents revenue data for one of the brands under analysis. Red circles in a
graph indicate Fridays. As can be seen from Fig. 5.3 during most of the Fridays
there is a peak in revenues. From the brand information I know that those peaks
are related to weekly promotions that the company runs and the spikes in revenue
on Fridays should not be considered special events. To account for non-stationarity,
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the three outlier detection measures described above (ESD/Hampel/IQR) were
computed from the observations within a moving window that was comprised
of data points from the same day of the week. For example, if the data point
of primary interest was Friday, a moving window would include the data point
of primary interest and a predefined number K of prior Friday values. In this
way, Friday values were compared to the K previous Fridays only, Saturdays were
compared to K previous Saturdays and so on.
Figure 5.3: Daily revenues for a company A. The red circles indicate weekly Friday sales.
Extraction of Growth and Relaxation Signatures
For each peak Ppeaki that was detected during the first step, the goal is to identify
the data point at which the event starts Pstarti and the data point at which the event
finishes Pendi .
Let us define the points at which the time series change its direction as
change-points, and the time intervals between consecutive change-points as time
segments. In Fig. 5.4 points C = C1,C2, ...,C9 represent change-points. To extract
the growth signature, the immediate left neighbouring point of Ppeaki is analysed
to determine whether the point is a change-point. The procedure is repeated
with consecutive left neighbours until the stopping criterion is met. The first
change-point on the left side from Ppeaki that meets the stopping criterion is
considered to be the start point of the event Pstarti . To extract the relaxation
signature, identical procedure is performed with right neighbours of Ppeaki . The
first change-point on the right side from Ppeaki that meets the stopping criterion is
considered to be the end point of the event Pendi .
The stopping criterion is considered to be met if any one of the following three
conditions is fulfilled:
1. The first condition is fulfilled if the distance between the current change-point
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Figure 5.4: An example of a sales event. C = C1,C2, ...,C9 denote change-points. Dmax and
dist are two measures used in the first and second stopping conditions.
Ck and the peak Ppeaki exceeds the maximum distance Dmax, predefined by the
user. This condition allows to limit the duration of the event. Formally,
(Ck − Ppeaki) > Dmax (5.1)
2. The second condition is fulfilled if the distance between the current
change-point Ck and the next change-point Ck+1 exceeds the distance dist,
predefined by the user. This rule allows to include points of changing
direction, that do not, however, effect the overall trend, as part of the
signature. For example, points C2, C4 and C7 in Fig. 5.4. Formally,
(Ck − Ck+1) > dist (5.2)
3. The third condition is fulfilled if the y value of the current change-point Ck (a
sales figure or a sentiment value that corresponds to Ck) became lower than
the local median (the median calculated over a moving window).
To illustrate, the change-point C5 in Fig. 5.4 became a starting event point Pstart,
since it fulfilled the first condition (C5− Ppeak)> Dmax; the change-point C8 became
the end point Pend, since it satisfied the second condition (C8 − C9) > dist.
All time segments between Pstarti and Ppeaki denote a growth signature, while
all time segments between Ppeaki and Pendi represent a relaxation signature.
The algorithm for extracting the growth signature of the event:
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curr entPo i n t = Xpeak − 1
s t o p p i n g C r i t e r i o n s = FALSE
while ( s t o p p i n g C r i t e r i o n s != TRUE){
isChangePoint = CheckIfChangePoint ( curren tPo in t ) ;
i f ( isChangePoint ){
nextChangePoint = FindNextChangePoint ( currentChangePoint )
s t o p p i n g C r i t e r i o n s = Anal i seS toppingCr i te r ions ( )
i f ( s t o p p i n g C r i t e r i o n s != TRUE)
cur rentPo i n t = nextChangePoint − 1
}
e lse
curr entPo i n t = cur rentPo in t − 1
}
Xstart = cu rrentPo in t
To extract extract the relaxation signature of the event, one should replace ”-1”
with ”+1” in the above code, and Xstart with Xend.
5.2.2 Step B: Events Clustering
One of the objectives of this experiment is to identify different types of Twitter
Sentiment events based on their shapes. This is equivalent to a time series
clustering problem, where members of the same cluster exhibit high similarity
to each other, while members belonging to different clusters exhibit low similarity.
In this experiment, I performed clustering of the events using a distance-based
method (as described in 2.3.3), since spikes represent the sub-sequences of
data which are quite short, excluding the possibility to find patterns that can
be described by features. To calculate the distance between data points of
different events I first smoothed time series using kernel density estimation (KDE)
(Lopez-Novoa et al., 2015), and then used two known methods, Euclidean Distance
(ED), as described in section 2.34, and Dynamic Time Warping Distance (DTW),
as described in section ??. To perform clustering I used hierarchical clustering
algorithm because it does not require to specify the number of clusters a priory
and it allows to use both, ED and DTW similarity measures (it has been shown
that K-means might fail to cluster centres when using DTW (Niennattrakul
and Ratanamahatana, 2007)). I also proposed a new method, Euclidean Slopes
Distance (ESD), that is based on representing the original time series with the
first derivatives (slopes) of selected data points and computing the Euclidean
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Figure 5.5: Schematic representation of time series divided into n stripes of equal width.
Distance between the slopes. For the data base of p time series
{
T1, . . . , Tp
}
, where
Ti = {(x1i ,y1i ), ..., (xni ,yni )}, the proposed algorithm works as follows:
• Each time series Ti is divided into K number of sequential stripes of equal
width along the time-axis Toshniwal and Joshi (2005), where xi is time and yi
is a corresponding value (see Fig. 5.5);
• Slopes Ski for each stripe of time series are calculated as
Ski =









i ) are the start end end coordinates for the k
th
stripe of the ith time sequence and ∆x is the width of each of the stripes and
is a constant;
• The Euclidean distance is computed between the corresponding stripes of
time series;
• Hierarchical clustering is performed based on the distances obtained at the
previous step.
The proposed approach works irrespective of the length of time sequences that
are being compared, since it automatically normalizes all time series to equal length
by dividing each time series into the same number of stripes K. The value of K
should be optimally selected so it is neither too small (excessive computations) nor
too large (loss of details). In this experiment parameter K was chosen to be equal to
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Figure 5.6: Schematic representation of successful Twitter events for the time window of 7
days. Red bars represent sales events, blue bars represent Twitter events, pink
circles highlight successful Twitter events.
one third of the average length of the time series. I consider the proposed algorithm
to be a combination of the distance and feature-based approaches since it operates
on a reduced dimensionality approximation of the original time series, but still uses
the Euclidean Distance as a metric for classification.
5.2.3 Step C: Predictive Power Analysis
Using Twitter sentiment time series and sales time series as a case-study, the null
hypothesis, H0, can be defined as follows: sales events follow Twitter events in a
random manner. To test the hypothesis I propose two significance tests.
5.2.3.1 Statistical Test One
This test evaluates how significant is the number of successful Twitter events. A
Twitter event is considered to be successful if within a specified event window
(7, 14, 21 days, etc.) there is a following it sales event (see Fig. 5.6). By defining
the event window within which the analysis is performed, I follow a traditional
approach of the event study (as proposed by MacKinlay (1997)).
To measure the significance of the observed number of successful events
I randomise the positions of sales events 1000 times, calculate the number of
successful events for each randomised scenario, and then compare the empirical
results to the results after randomisation. The null hypothesis is rejected for a
p-value of less than 0.05. If the number of observed successful Twitter events
is outside of 95% confidence interval for the randomised case, I conclude that
occurrence of Twitter events before sales events is not random.
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Figure 5.7: Schematic representation of sales events together with Twitter events and their
weights. Red bars represent sales events, blue bars represent Twitter events.
5.2.3.2 Statistical Test Two
Selection of the event window, as performed in the first test, is a challenging task.
In the second test, I propose an algorithm that allows to simultaneously measure
the importance of events for all possible event windows and then automatically
identify the windows at which Twitter events have a significant probability to be
followed by sales events.
In this test, I consider that a Twitter event has a power to predict sales if at least
one sales event appears after the beginning of that Twitter event. A sales event Si
might happen after a Twitter event Ti at different distances. For each Twitter event
I store the distance di at which the first sales event happened. In the situations
when multiple Twitter events are followed by one sales event I consider that all
these Twitter events contributed to the appearance of a single sale event. I assign
a weight wi to each Twitter event, which is inversely proportional to the distance
between the Twitter event and the following sales event: the longer is the distance
between a sale and a Twitter event, the smaller is the weight, and vice a versa.
The weights of Twitter events that have one sale following them sum up to one.
This is the most conservative approach, which prevents me from over-counting the
number of predictive events, however may result in under-counting them.
For example, in Fig. 5.7, I observe that a sale event S3 has three Twitter events,
T2, T3 and T4, preceding it. I consider that all three Twitter events contributed to
the appearance of the sales event S3. Each of the Twitter events is being assigned a
weight w2, w3, w4, respectively, with the sum of the weights being equal to one: w2
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+ w3 + w4 = 1. The weights w2, w3, w4 are inversely proportional to the distances
d2, d3 and d4 at which Twitter events occurred. For example, the longest distance
is between the Twitter event T2 and the sale event S3, thus, T2 event will have the
smallest weight assigned to it. Conversely, the shortest distance is between event
T4 and the sales event, thus, it will be assigned the highest weight, assuming that
Twitter event T4 has the highest probability of contributing to the occurrence of the
sale event S3.
In this test, I am interested in analysing the probability of observing at least
one sales event after a Twitter event for each event window. For this purpose I
calculate a cumulative probability for each distance using the following steps:
• Calculate the time interval di between each Twitter event T and the first
following it sales event S.









• Sort Twitter events in the incremental order of distances.
• For each Twitter event calculate the probability to have at least one sales event
following it, by dividing the total number of events for each distance by the
sum of their weights.
• Compute the cumulative probability for every distance by summing up the
probabilities of the previous distances.
To identify the event windows at which Twitter events have significant power
to predict sales events I perform a randomisation test. I randomise positions
of all sales events, preserving their number and duration. The randomisation
is made in a way that events do not overlap. The randomisation process is
repeated 1000 times, and for each run the cumulative probability is calculated.
To quantify the significance I compute the difference between the observed and
randomised cumulative probabilities for each of 1000 runs. I then calculate the
median difference and confidence intervals. I reject the null hypothesis if the 2.5
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Figure 5.8: Results of peak detection for sales data using three different methods: (a) ESD
identifier; (b) Hampel filter; (c) IQR. Red dots denote peaks in time series.
percentile of the differences is higher than zero, which means that 97.5% of all
differences are higher than zero. This allows us to conclude that that the observed
system has a statistically significant advantage over the randomised system, and,
therefore, sales are likely to follow Twitter events in a non-random manner.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Events Detection Results
The first step of events detection process is identifying abnormal peaks in time
series. In the current experiment I used the moving window length of 7 days.
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Figure 5.9: Signatures of Twitter sentiment events for a retail brand. The blue color
represents the growth signature of the event, the red color represents the
relaxation signature and the red circle is the peak of the event.
Fig. 5.8 presents the results of peaks detection for one of the brands using three
approaches: (a) ESD identifier; (b) Hampel filter; (c) IQR. As it can be observed from
Fig. 5.8, ESD identifier missed some of the spikes. The problem with this method
is that often both the mean and the standard deviation are themselves extremely
sensitive to the presence of outliers. In fact, if the level of outliers is higher than
10%, ESD detects no outliers at all. On the contrary, Hampel filter identified even
small increases in sales as anomalous peaks. Hampel filter is much more resistant to
the influence of outliers, however, it can be too aggressive in classifying values that
are not really extreme as outliers. It can be shown that if more than 5% of the data
points have the same value, MAD is computed to be 0, so any value different from
the residual median is classified as an outlier. Comparing to ESD and Hampel filter,
IQR method showed a superior performance. It captured the big spikes in data and
did not suffer from identifying small increases in sales as outliers. I, therefore, used
IQR as the method in the final analysis, since it provided a good balance between
the amount of false-positives and false-negatives.
In the next step, I performed the extraction of events features (growth and
relaxation) as described in section 5.2.1. Fig. 5.9 demonstrates the outcome of
the event detection algorithm for one of the brands. The events of interest are
highlighted with color: blue color represents the growth signature of the event,
the red color represents the relaxation signature, and the red circle is the peak of
the event.
As a result, 810 events in Twitter sentiment and 760 sales events were identified
across 75 brands. I performed fitting of a power law (y = a ∗ xb) and did
exponential fitting (y = a ∗ ebx) to growth and relaxation signatures of spikes after
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Figure 5.10: Examples of sales events with power law and exponential fitting to the growth
and relaxation signatures. The red color means that power law is the best fit,
the blue line means that the exponential fitting is the best.
KDE smoothing, and selected the best fit in order to observe different shapes.
An example of power law and exponential fitting to some of the sales events is
presented in Fig. 5.10. As it can be seen from the figure, different events clearly
exhibit different dynamics of growth and relaxation.
5.3.2 Events Clustering Results
In this section I performed clustering of Twitter sentiment events based on their
growth and relaxation signatures using hierarchical clustering with three different
distance metrics ED, DTW, ESD as described in section 2.3.3. Clustering revealed
interesting results: three distinct clusters of shapes were identified:
• A cluster with symmetric growth and relaxation dynamics (as in Fig. 5.10(a-c,
e));
• A cluster with a short growth signature and a long relaxation signature (as in
Fig. 5.10(d));
• A cluster with a long growth signature and a short relaxation signature (as in
Fig. 5.10(f)).
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Figure 5.11: Twitter sentiment spikes clusters based on ED.
Based on the dendrogram I identified that the optimum number of clusters
for Twitter sentiment was six, allowing to capture the three mentioned dynamics
of events as well as variations in the widths of events. Clustering based on all
three types of distance measures (ED, DTW, ESD) allowed to capture the three main
dynamics of Twitter sentiment events, however, the measure of spread between
cluster objects was different for the three measures:
• Euclidean distance results. Extracted Twitter sentiment events had a
duration in the range between 7 and 42 days. Events of different lengths
might have growth and relaxation signatures of similar shapes and, therefore,
should be clustered into one group. However, clustering based on ED failed
to produce this outcome. Since ED performs linear mapping, in most cases
the ED between the time series of similar lengths was smaller, than the
distance between the time series of varying length. As the result, ED grouped
the time series primarily based on their length (Fig. 5.11). Apart from that,
Euclidean distance doesn’t handle outliers, and it is very sensitive to signal
transformations: shifting, amplitude and time scaling. These drawbacks
made Euclidean inappropriate for current application.
• DTW results. DTW was designed to handle time sequences of varying
length, solving the problem of ED. However, matching the shapes that
do not line up in X-axis introduced a different kind of problem for the
experiment at hand: DTW often grouped together time series only based on
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Figure 5.12: Twitter sentiment spikes clusters based on DTW.
Figure 5.13: Twitter sentiment spikes clusters based on ESD.
the similarity of growth and relaxation signatures, ignoring the position of
the peak of the spike in time (Fig. 5.12). Additionally, a non-linear mapping
is computationally very expensive.
• Euclidean slopes distance (ESD) results. While Euclidean distance reflects
similarity in time and dynamic time warping (DTW) reflects similarity in
shape, the new ESD approach, based on the slopes of the stripes, was
designed to capture both, similarity in time and in shape. Fig. 5.13 shows
that the ESD method improved the quality of clustering results. The proposed
approach has the following advantages:
1. ESD is able to cluster time series of different lengths by automatically
normalising them to an equal number of stripes. This resolves the
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limitation of the Euclidean distance metric.
2. The higher level feature of the first derivative (slope) allows to extract
information about the shape of time-series, thus, allows to capture the
shape of the growth/relaxation signatures similarly to DTW.
3. ESD approach uses linear mapping between points which allows to
capture the location of the peak in time.
4. By taking into consideration only slopes of stripes, the dimensionality of
time series and, thus, noise, is reduced substantially.
5. Since the number of considered points is decreased, the ESD approach
reduces the running time of clustering algorithm when compared to the
other two metrics.
To further check the performance of the ESD clustering method I performed
clustering of the benchmark time series datasets and compared the accuracies to the
ED method. The results of clustering are presented in Appendix B, Figs. 8.1 - 8.4,
and demonstrate that the proposed ESD method has equal or better performance
than the ED. Since the Euclidean Slopes Distance approach outperformed the other
two methods, I used event clusters obtained through ESD clustering for further
analysis.
5.3.3 Scenario 1 Results: Predictive Power of the Non-Clustered Twitter
Signal
In scenario 1, the analysis was performed before clustering Twitter events into
different groups.
Table 5.1: Numbers of successful Twitter events for two event windows, 7 days and 21
days.
Sentiment events Predictive within 7 days Predictive within 21 days
Empirical Results 161 434
Randomised Results 95% CI 137 [135; 139] 418 [415; 420]
5.3.3.1 Statistical Test One
In the first significance test, I calculated the number of successful Twitter events
for both, observed and randomised scenarios, as described in section 5.2.3.1. The
analysis was performed for two event windows: 7 days and 21 days.
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Table 5.1 presents empirical results along with the corresponding randomised
sales intervals. For both event windows the number of empirically observed
successful events appeared to be significantly larger than the number of successful
events after randomisation of sales. It was empirically observed that 161 Twitter
sentiment events had at least one sale event following them within 7 days. In case
when the positions of sales events were randomised, the average number of Twitter
events that had a sales event following them within 7 days was 137 with the 95%
CI [135; 139]. We can see that the empirical result of 161 is outside of the 95%
CI. Similar dynamic was observed for the event window of 21 days: 434 Twitter
sentiment events were observed that had at least one sale event following them,
while in case of randomization, the average number of Twitter events that had a
sales event following them was 418 with the 95% CI [415; 420]. The empirical result
of 434 is also outside of the 95% CI. The results for both, 7 days and 21 days window,
suggest that the cases when Twitter events precede sales events do not happen by
chance.
5.3.3.2 Statistical Test Two
In this test, I calculated a cumulative probability of having at least one sales event
after a Twitter event for both, observed and randomised scenarios, as described in
section 5.2.3.2.
In Fig. 5.14, the green line is the empirical cumulative probability and the
black graphs are cumulative probabilities for the randomised events sequences.
We can observe that the green graph is above the majority of the black graphs
for about 20 days (approximately, 3 weeks). In order to quantify the difference
between empirical and randomised results I calculated and plotted the median
of differences between the observed cumulative probability and each of the
probabilities after randomization, along with 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles (Fig. 5.15). If
there was no underlying relationship between Twitter and sales events, the median
of the differences between the observed cumulative probability and probabilities
obtained after randomisation of sales events would be close to zero. However,
Fig. 5.15 shows that the median is above zero along with 2.5 percentile of
differences for the first 21 days. According to these results I reject the null
hypothesis with the confidence of 97.5% and conclude that sales events follow
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Figure 5.14: Cumulative probability of having a sale event within a specified time interval
after a Twitter Sentiment event. The green line represents empirical results,
the black lines represent randomised results.
Figure 5.15: The median of differences between cumulative probabilities of observed and
randomised data for Twitter Sentiment. The green line represents empirical
results, the black lines represent randomised results and the blue lines
represent 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles.
Twitter events in a non-random manner. The period during which the 2.5 percentile
line is above zero defines the optimum event window. In this scenario it is 21 days,
which means that there is a significant probability to observe a sale event after a
Twitter event within 21 days after occurrence of a Twitter event.
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5.3.4 Scenario 2 Results: Predictive Power of Different Twitter Event
Clusters
In the second method I clustered Twitter events into six classes (Fig. 5.13) and
analysed the predictive power of each Twitter class independently.
Statistical Test One
In this section, I tested the null hypothesis that Twitter sentiment events of different
types appeared before sales events in a random manner. For this purpose I
calculated the observed relative frequencies of successful Twitter sentiment events
of different types (the notion of the successful Twitter event was explained in
section 5.2.3.1). I then performed a randomisation test by randomising positions
of sales events, identifying successful Twitter events within the same time horizon
and calculating proportional representation of different types for the randomised
sales. I repeated this randomisation test 1000 times and then calculated the average
values with 95% confidence intervals (the third column of Table 5.2). I performed
the analysis for the distances of 7 and 21 days after the Twitter event.
Table 5.2: Relative frequencies of successful Twitter spikes for success time horizon of 7
days.
Events Observed Random, 95% CI
Type 1 10.5 10.9 [10.4; 11.3]
Type 2 23.6 20.2 [19.6; 20.9]
Type 3 13.7 16.9 [16.3; 17.5]
Type 4 26.1 22.2 [21.6; 23.1]
Type 5 16.8 20.2 [19.3; 20.7]
Type 6 9.3 9.6 [9.2; 10.1]
Table 5.3: Relative frequencies of successful Twitter spikes for success time horizon of 21
days.
Events Observed Random, 95% CI
Type 1 11.1 10.9 [10.6; 11.1]
Type 2 20.5 20.3 [20.1; 20.5]
Type 3 17.7 16.4 [16.2; 17.1]
Type 4 22.4 22.6 [22.4; 23.1]
Type 5 19.3 19.9 [19.4; 20.1]
Type 6 9.0 9.8 [9.6; 10.0]
The results for a 7-days horizon are shown in Table 5.2, where the second
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column presents observed proportions of successful events of each type, and the
third column presents proportions of each event type after randomisation along
with 95%CI. From the observed 161 Twitter sentiment events, that were classified as
successful within 7-days, the majority of events (26.1%) were classified as events of
type 4, whereas the event type that had the smallest representation appeared to be
class 6 (9.3%). Comparing the observed relative frequencies (the second column in
Table 5.2) with the proportions after randomisation (the third column in Table 5.2),
we can observe that the results for event types 2, 3, 4 and 5 are significantly
different from random results. Specifically, event types 3 and 5 are significantly
under-represented while event types 2 and 4 are significantly over-represented.
Very similar results can be observed for the 434 events that were successful within
21 day (Table 5.3). We can see that the relative frequencies of types 3, 5 and 6 are
significantly different from random.
Comparing the results for different distances, 7 and 21 days, we can observe
that relative frequencies of events types change depending on the time interval.
For example, the event of type 4 is over-represented for the 7 days distance and is
not significant for the 21 days distance. This result is consistent with the analysis
of cumulative probabilities (Fig. 5.17). Indeed, we observe that events of type 4
have significant predictive power during the first 1-2 weeks after the event and no
predictive power on the day 21 and later.
Since we observed significant deviations from random in the success
frequencies of different types of events, we can reject the null hypothesis and
conclude that the occurrence of different types of Twitter events before sales
events is not random. These means that different Twitter clusters have significantly
different power to predict spikes in sales.
Statistical Test Two
As in the first scenario, I calculated the cumulative probability of having at least
one sale event after the Twitter event, however, in this case the probability was
computed individually for every Twitter event type. To compare the predictive
power of each individual Twitter cluster I plotted the cumulative probability of
the aggregated signal along with the results of individual event types (Fig. 5.16). I
observed that for some event types their cumulative probability was higher than
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Figure 5.16: Cumulative probability to have a sale event within a specified time interval
after Twitter Sentiment events of different types obtained using ESD clustering
method. The red lines correspond to the cumulative probability of specific
Twitter type, the green lines correspond to the cumulative probability of the
aggregated Twitter signal, the black lines are the cumulative probabilities
when sales positions are randomised.
the cumulative probability of the aggregated Twitter Sentiment signal for some
periods of time. Calculating the median of differences between the empirical and
randomised results along with 95%CI allowed to gain a better understanding of the
dynamic (Fig. 5.17).
For events types 2, 4, 5 and 6 we can observe that: 1) in the first
few days/weeks, the 2.5 percentile of the differences between observed and
randomised results is above zero, which indicates that sales events follow Twitter
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Figure 5.17: The median of differences between cumulative probabilities of observed and
randomised data for Twitter Sentiment events of different types obtained
using ESD clustering method. The red lines correspond to the median of
differences for the specific Twitter type, the green lines correspond to the
median of differences for the aggregated Twitter signal, the blue lines represent
the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles.
sentiment events of type 2, 4, 5 and 6 in a non-random manner; 2) the median of
differences between observed cumulative probability for a specific Twitter type
and the randomised sequences (red line) is greater than the median of differences
between the observed cumulative probability for the aggregated Twitter signal and
the randomised data (green line), which means that signals of the event types 2,
4, 5 and 6 have better predictive power than the aggregated Twitter signal. It is
interesting to notice that event type 2 has a consistent significant predictive power
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during the first 3 weeks after the event (the 2.5 percentile is continuously above
zero), while event type 4 shows significant predictive power only during the first
two weeks; event type 5 is predictive between 12 and 22 days; event type 6 is only
predictive for a short period of time during the third week after the event.
Figure 5.18: The median of differences between cumulative probabilities of observed and
randomised data for Twitter Sentiment events of different types obtained
using DTW clustering method. The red lines correspond to the median of
differences for the specific Twitter type, the green lines correspond to the
median of differences for the aggregated Twitter signal, the blue lines represent
the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles.
This information can be incorporated into forecasting models that consider the
predictive power of different Twitter events at different distances. For example, the
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Figure 5.19: The median of differences between cumulative probabilities of observed and
randomised data for Twitter Sentiment events of different types obtained
using ED clustering method. The red lines correspond to the median of
differences for the specific Twitter type, the green lines correspond to the
median of differences for the aggregated Twitter signal, the blue lines represent
the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles.
Twitter Sentiment events of type 2 can be used to predict sales events within the
first 3 weeks after the twitter event whereas Twitter events of type 4 can be used to
predict sales events only within the first 2 weeks after a Twitter event.
I also performed the same statistical validation for the classes of events
obtained through the other two clustering methods: based on the ED and based
on DTW. The clusters obtained through DTW clustering (Fig. 5.18) did not reveal
any significant predictive power. The results based on the Euclidean distance
(Fig. 5.19) revealed some clusters of events that were followed by sales events in
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a non-random manner, however, the number of days for which the results were
significant was less than for the results obtained through the ESD clustering. This
analysis confirmed that the proposed method of slopes-based clustering was the
most suitable for the problem.
5.4 Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter I studied the relationships between Twitter sentiment events and
events in consumer sales. For this purpose I defined a framework for automatic
events detection, events differentiation and evaluation of events importance. The
framework was tested on a large dataset of sales for 75 brands and 150 million
tweets. To the best of my knowledge, for the first time events analysis was
conducted on a large scale for consumer products that do not necessarily receive
large social attention.
This experiment presents a contribution to the field of event study. First
of all, I proposed a new definition of the extreme event. I argued that in the
current social media landscape it is important to define events not by a single
date and an event window, but incorporate features such as a peak date, growth
dynamic, relaxation dynamic and the duration of the event. Secondly, I proposed
an approach that does not require to specify an event window a priory. The analysis
of the predictive power of Twitter is performed along a wide range of windows
and the statistical approach of calculating a cumulative probability allows to
automatically identify the windows during which Twitter events have a significant
probability to be followed by sales events. Thirdly, I suggested a novel method for
events clustering based on the slopes of growth and relaxation signatures. The
proposed method revealed that time series can be effectively approximated by
higher level representations while still preserving their shape characteristics useful
in classification or clustering tasks.
The predictive power of Twitter events in this experiment was evaluated using
two scenarios: in the first scenario I performed the analysis of the aggregated
Twitter signal considering only tweets’ sentiment; in the second scenario I clustered
Twitter sentiment events using the proposed approach and then calculated the
statistics of successful predictions separately for every event type. The important
result of the experiment is identification of types of Twitter events that have the
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power to predict events in sales and this predictive power is higher than the
predictive power of the aggregated Twitter signal.
The findings of this chapter can be summarised as follows:
• There is a significant probability that Twitter sentiment events will be
followed by spikes in sales within the next 3 weeks;
• Events can be clustered into categories based on their shapes (position of the
peak, growth and relaxation signatures);
• Different Twitter event shapes are differently associated with sales;
• Some sentiment event types have significantly higher probability to be
followed by sales events than events from the non-clustered Twitter signal.
Chapter 6
Application of Social-Media for Sales
Forecasting
This chapter investigates whether information from social networks, such as
Facebook and Twitter, and search data from Google Trends has the ability to
improve daily sales forecasts. A methodology is proposed that allows to perform
feature engineering, feature selection, stationarity and cointegration checks.
Depending on the outcomes of stationarity and cointegration tests, the most
appropriate model is chosen for the next-day sales forecasting. The models
that are tested in this chapter include multiple linear regression, artificial
neural networks and vector error correction model. Prediction of the next-day
sales direction is also performed using logistic regression and artificial neural
networks. The forecasting performance of different models is compared through
a case study of 18 brands over the period of two years. Background and
literature review for this chapter are presented in section 2.4
6.1 Introduction
Forecasting demand on the daily basis is crucial in the retail industry. It helps
operational management to plan inventory management, place orders at various
times of the day and reduce losses. Social media data such as Twitter messages,
Facebook likes and Google Trends can be extremely useful for obtaining better
sales forecasts. Although existing literature into the effects of Twitter (Souza et al.,
2016, Dijkman et al., 2015, Antenucci et al., 2014, Culotta, 2013, Bermingham and
Smeaton, 2011, Asur and Huberman, 2010), Facebook (Cui et al., 2017, Lee et al.,
2016, Boldt et al., 2016, Du et al., 2015), blogs (Gruhl et al., 2005) and Google Trends
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(Wu and Brynjolfsso, 2015, Preis et al., 2013, Choi and Varian, 2012, Kulkarni et al.,
2012) on predicting different economic variables is vast, the literature is mostly
limited to analysing one social media factor at a time. Also, previous research
in sales forecasting has been mainly performed for products that receive a lot of
social attention such as movies (Asur and Huberman, 2010) or books (Gruhl et al.,
2005), failing to provide answers on the impact of social media for predicting sales
for general retail products. The main objective of this chapter is to explore the
effect of Twitter, Facebook and Google Trends, independently and jointly, on the
sales of 18 companies across different sectors. The goal is also to take into account
the non-stationarity of variables and possibility of non-linear relationships between
them by training three types of models: multiple linear regression, artificial neural
networks and vector error correction model.
To summarise, this chapter sets out to answer the following research questions:
1. To what extent information from social media helps to improve out-of-sample
sales forecasts?
2. Which factors contain more information about future sales, Facebook, Twitter
or Google Trends? Do they compliment each other in effecting sales?
3. Does Vector Error Correction Model allow to produce better forecasts by
taking into account long-run relationship between sales and social media
variables?
4. Does a non linear Artificial Neural Network model increase predictive power
compared to linear models?
6.2 Methodology
The working hypothesis in this chapter is that social media information can be
extremely valuable for short-term sales forecasts by reflecting changes in consumer
demand within hours or days, therefore, the aim is to produce next-day sales
forecasts. To check this hypothesis I suggest a framework as shown in Fig. 6.1.
During the first step of pre-processing I perform data cleaning, data
transformation and normalisation (as described in 3.6.2), feature engineering and
feature selection.
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Figure 6.1: A framework for sales forecasting.
In order to avoid ”spurious regressions” and making wrong conclusions about
the relationships between sales and social media variables, in the second step I
perform stationarity analysis (as described in 2.2.3) and determine the order of
integration for each variable (Turner, 2000). The order of integration is the number
of times that the series has to be differenced in order to make it stationary. If time
series is stationary the order of integration is zero and is denoted as I(0). I use the
notation I(n) to refer to a variable whose nth difference is stationary and the term
”levels” to denote the actual values of time series. I perform the cointegration check
during the third step of the analysis as described in 2.2.6.
Depending on the order of integration of each variable calculated during the
stage 2 and the cointegrating relationship between the variables obtained at step
3, the most appropriate model is chosen following the guidance provided by Giles
(2013):
1. All of the series are I(0), and hence stationary. In this case, modelling of data
can be done at their levels, using Multiple Linear Regression estimated by
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS).
2. All of the series are integrated of the same order, e.g. I(1), but they are not
cointegrated. Granger and Newbold (1974) presented strong evidence that
regressions involving random walks are spurious when performed on the
levels, but not on the differences. Thus, in this scenario a standard regression
model on the appropriately differenced time series can be used.
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3. All of the series are integrated of the same order, and they are cointegrated. In
this case, two types of models can be estimated: (i) An OLS regression model
using the levels of the data. This will provide the short-run equilibrating
relationship between the variables. (ii) A Vector error-correction model
(VECM), estimated by OLS. This model will represent the long-run dynamics
of the relationship between the variables.
4. The last case, which is outside the scope of this chapter, is when some of
the variables are I(0), some may be I(1) or even fractionally integrated, and
there is also the possibility of cointegration among some of the variables. In
this situation an ARDL model proposed by Pesaran et al. (2001) might be
appropriate.
According to the guidance above, during the stage 5 of the forecasting
framework I run Multiple Linear Regression on levels for stationary variables, or
on differenced data for non-stationary and not cointegrated variables; I use Vector
Error Correction Model in case variables are non-stationary, but cointegrated. In
this study, for the cases when VECM is recommended, apart from VECM I also
run MLR in order to answer the question 3 mentioned at the beginning of the
chapter. Also, for all types of time series I run an Artificial Neural Network in
order to compare its performance to the performance of linear models and answer
the question 4. Apart from regression models described above, that are used to
predict the volume of next day sales, I also run classification models to predict the
direction of the next day sales: Logistic Regression (LR) and ANN.
The performance of models is evaluated at stage 6. Since the number of
observations for each brand is limited (only 2 years’ worth of data), I used the
time series cross validation technique described in section 2.4.3.1. To compare
the forecasts of the out-of-sample dataset against a benchmark I used metrics
described in section 2.4.3.2: Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), Median
Absolute Percentage Error (MdAPE), Relative Mean Absolute Error (RelMAE) and
performed the Diebold-Mariano test (Diebold and Mariano, 1995) (DM-test).
6.2.1 Datasets
The time series used for empirical investigation in this chapter were the following
(created as described in section 3.5):
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1. Sales volume. Daily globally aggregated sales for 18 brands for the period of
two years, from November 1, 2013, to October 31, 2015.
2. Twitter. Two kinds of time series were used: (i) Tweets daily volume time
series; (ii) Tweets daily sentiment time series.
3. Facebook. Three kinds of time series were used based on Facebook data:
(i) Facebook daily volume of posts; (ii) Facebook daily volume of likes;
(iii) Facebook daily volume of comments.
4. Google Trends. The time series represent the relative volume of searches that
users performed at Google, related to brands’ names for the period of time
from November 1, 2013, to October 31, 2015.
6.2.2 Feature Engineering
Feature engineering is a process of creating features that might contain information
useful for prediction. In this experiment I created features that reflect volume
and direction of sales; volume, sentiment and direction of social media;
presence/absence of spikes in sales and social media (section 5.2.1 and Kolchyna
et al. (2016)); presence/absence of popular holidays; seasonality, such as day of
the week, month, day of the month. As there is often a delay in time between the
interaction on social media networks and a purchase, I also included the lagged
values of variables. A full table of different types of features used in this experiment
is presented in Fig. 6.2.
Since one of the main goals of this experiment is to compare the impact of
different social media factors on sales forecasts, I combined the above features into
following groups:
1. Sales, seasonality and holidays features (denoted as S)
2. Sales, seasonality and holidays features + Twitter features (denoted as S T)
3. Sales, seasonality and holidays features + Facebook features (denoted as S F)
4. Sales, seasonality and holidays features + Google features (denoted as S G)
5. Sales, seasonality and holidays features + Twitter + Facebook + Google
features (denoted as S AllSM)
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Figure 6.2: A list of constructed features.
6. Seasonality and holidays features + Twitter + Facebook + Google features
(denoted as JustSM)
For every brand a separate model for each feature group was trained. This
separation into feature groups allowed to inference which type of social interaction
could be most useful for forecasting sales. For example, the impact of Twitter on
sales forecasts was measured by comparing the accuracy of S T model vs. the
accuracy of S model. Notice that S model served as a benchmark as it does not
includes any social media factors.
6.2.3 Feature Selection
Among the features in the above sets there might be features which are only
tenuously associated with the target variable, sales volume. These irrelevant or
redundant features might introduce noise. In order to select the most relevant
features I used Random Forest ranking method. Random forest consists of a
number of decision trees. Every node in the decision tree is a condition on a single
feature. The decision at each branching point in the tree seeks to make the biggest
gains towards selecting a final prediction. The ranking of the features was done
based on their importance, where importance indicates the mean decrease in Mean
Squared Error of prediction. For each of the six groups of features described in the
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previous subsection I selected the top 30 features.
Random Forest feature selection process was built into a pipeline in a way that
the best features would be selected for each brand, before the training of any model.
This means that each brand could have potentially different features compared to
other brands, although within a brand, the features used for training of each model
were the same to allow proper comparison between models.
6.3 Experimental Results
With the aim of finding more accurate prediction methods I performed analysis of
18 different retail brands. Data preparation and modelling was done individually
for each brand following the methodology described in the previous section.
Comparative analysis of the results across different brands allowed to answer the
research questions presented at the beginning of this chapter.
6.3.1 Data preprocessing
Data exploration showed that some brands had short periods of missing data
for Twitter activities. This could be related to the server being down for a short
period of time. I performed data imputation for the missing periods as described
in section 3.6.1. I also performed normalisation of all variables using the z-score
and a log-transformation of Sales, Twitter Volume, Facebook Likes and Facebook
Comments variables, as described in 3.6.2.
6.3.2 Feature Analysis
To demonstrate the results of feature selection process, in Figure 6.3 I present
features chosen for brand 1 for feature groups S, S T, S G and S AllSM. %IncMSE
indicates the increase in Mean Squared Error as a result of a corresponding
feature on the y-axis being permuted. The higher is the number, the more
important is the feature. Feature names in Figure 6.3 have the following structure:
FeatureType FeatureAndPreprocessingType LagValue. FeatureType is one of the 6 types
of features presented in Fig. 6.2 (S stands for sales, D for seasonality, T for Twitter,
F for Facebook, G for Google, H for holidays). FeatureAndPreprocessingType
represents the meaning of the feature and the type of pre-processing: logging,
normalisation, both or none. LagValue denotes the lag of the variable, which can
range between 1 and 21 days.
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Figure 6.3: Feature importance for brand 1 for top thirty features of the feature groups: a)
S, b) S T, c) S G, d) S AllSM. S stands for sales, D for seasonality, T for Twitter,
F for Facebook, G for Google, H for holidays.
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Fig. 6.3.a displays 30 features that were selected for a group of features S
(only sales related features and no social media). We see that the value of sales
on the previous day S SalesLogNorm Lag1 is the most important feature for
predicting next day sales. We also observe that the indication of the spike in
sales on the previous day S isPeakS Lag1 and the direction of yesterday’s sales
S DirectionS Lag1 both have high importance for forecasting sales. The second
most important feature is sales on the same day of the week one week before,
S SalesLogNorm Lag7. This indicates that sales have weekly patterns, with some
days of the week being more busy in terms of purchases than others. This
hypothesis is also supported by the highly ranked feature D WeekDay. Selection
of the feature D Month as well as some holiday related features indicates that sales
data is seasonal: indeed, retail sales grow from September through December with
the peak around Christmas, and then decline in January and February.
In Fig. 6.3.b we can see features selected for a group S T (sales and Twitter
features). While the top features are lagged sales features, we can observe that
multiple Twitter features were selected (11 out of 30). This indicates that Twitter
contains information about future sales. Of all Twitter features selected for brand
1, seven were Twitter sentiment features and 4 were Twitter volume features. This
suggests that sentiment might be more informative than Twitter volume. When
looking at the feature group S G (sales and Google features) we see that only 5
out of 30 features were Google features, however, some of them had very high
importance appearing among the top 10 features and comparable to lagged sales
(Fig.6.3.d).
Results of feature selection after combining all possible features (sales, Twitter,
Facebook and Google features) are presented in Fig. 6.3.e. It is important to notice
that all types of features were represented in the top 30 selection (overall, 12 social
media variables were selected). This indicates that Twitter, Facebook and Google
data, all have the ability to explain future sales.
To present the results of different brands in a compact form I calculated the
proportions of social media features selected for each feature group for each brand.
The results are presented in Appendix C Figs. 8.5-8.8. Figs. 8.9-8.12 in Appendix C
present the contributions that features of each type deliver to the reduction in MSE
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Figure 6.4: a) Proportions of selected feature types for different feature groups averaged
across brands, b) Contribution that features of each type deliver to the reduction
in MSE on average across brands.
for each brand.
To summarise the results across brands I calculated proportions of different
feature types for different feature groups (Fig. 6.4.a). For the feature group S F
on average 28% of features were Facebook features, for the feature group S G on
average 28% of features were Google related, for the feature group S T on average
31% of features were Twitter related and for the feature set S AllSM on average 41%
of all features were social media features.
Fig. 6.4.b presents the average contribution across brands that features of each
type deliver to the reduction in MSE. For example, for a group S T, 31% of Twitter
features (6.4.a) contributed to 22% of the reduction in MSE (6.4.b), while 69% of
sales features corresponded to 78% of the reduction in MSE. These numbers mean
that a Twitter feature on average contains less information about future sales than
a sales feature. This outcome is not surprising since past sales are expected to be
the best predictors of future sales.
6.3.3 Stationarity Analysis
In this section I performed stationarity testing for each of the time series:
logged sales volume (S VolLog), Twitter volume (T Vol), Twitter sentiment
(T Sent), Facebook comments volume (F Comm), logged Facebook posts
volume (F PostsLog), logged Facebook Likes volume (F LikesLog) and logged
Google searches volume (G VolLog) as described in section 2.2.3. I first
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Figure 6.5: ACF correlograms for brand 9 for variables: a) S VolLog, b) T Vol, c) T Sent, d)
F LikesLog, e) F PostsLog, f) F Comm, g) G VolLog. Since the ACFs did not
drop from one to zero relatively quickly for all variables, we conclude that time
series are not stationary at levels.
assessed autocorrelation functions (ACF) for each variable. I also applied
Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin Test (Kwiatkowski et al., 1991) in combination
with Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test (Dickey and Fuller, 1979) and Phillips-Perron
Test Phillips and Perron (1988). The null hypothesis of the KPSS test is that time
series is stationarity, while ADF and PP test the null hypothesis of the presence
of a unit root. The presence of a unit root indicates that the process is non
mean-reverting (non-stationary). If the results from at least two of four tests
suggested that time series was non-stationary, I accepted the non-stationarity of
that variable. To demonstrate the approach I present the results of four stationarity
tests for one of the brands.
Fig. 6.5 presents the correlograms of the ACF test for brand 9. We can observe
strong persistent correlations for all variables that do not decline after a few lags.
This means that time series require differencing, and thus, are non-stationary at
levels. After performing first order differencing, correlograms spikes declined in
10 days for all variables and remained within the significance range (blue lines)
(Fig. 6.6). We can conclude that the variables became stationary after the first
differencing, and, therefore, are integrated of order one I(1).
Table 6.1 presents the statistics for all four tests and integration orders obtained
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Figure 6.6: ACF correlograms for brand 9 after the first order differencing of variables:
a) S VolLog, b) T Vol, c) T Sent, d) F LikesLog, e) F PostsLog, f) F Comm, g)
G VolLog. The ACFs declined within 10 days for all variables and remained
within the significance range (blue lines). We conclude that time series became
stationary after first-order differencing, therefore they are I(1).
Table 6.1: Results of stationarity tests for brand 9.
ADF KPSS PP ACF Final
test critical order p- order p- order order order
stats values value value
S SalesLog -2.62 -3.41 1 <0.01 1 0.19 1 1 1
T Volume -4.93 -3.41 0 <0.01 1 <0.01 0 1 1
T Sentiment -5.17 -3.41 0 <0.01 1 0.12 1 1 1
F Comments -4.61 -3.41 0 <0.01 1 0.68 1 1 1
F PostsLog -3.93 -3.41 0 <0.01 1 <0.01 0 1 1
F LikesLog -3.19 -3.41 1 <0.01 1 <0.01 0 1 1
G GoogleLog -2.45 -3.41 1 <0.01 1 0.53 1 1 1
from each test. In ADF test, the test statistic is greater than the respective critical
value for variables S SalesLog, F LikesLog and G GoogleLog, thus, we cannot
reject the null hypothesis of presence of a unit root at 95% confidence level for
these variables. The results of KPSS test for all variables show that p-value is
smaller than 0.01, meaning we should reject the null hypothesis that variables
are level stationary. The results of PP test suggest that S SalesLog, T Sentiment,
F Comments and G GoogleLog have unit roots. The Final order column in Table
6.1 represents the decision on the integration order of each variable based on the
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Table 6.2: Integration orders for different features of each brand.
S Vol T Vol T Sent F Comm F Posts F Likes G Vol
Log Log Log Log
Brand 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
Brand 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Brand 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Brand 14 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
Brand 15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Brand 17 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
Brand 18 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
Brand 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
Brand 20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Brand 21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Brand 22 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
Brand 24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Brand 3 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
Brand 4 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
Brand 6 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
Brand 7 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
Brand 8 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
Brand 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
outcomes of four tests.
Following the described approach I found integration orders for different
variables of each brand (Table 6.2). We can see that most of the variables are
integrated of order one I(1).
6.3.4 Cointegration Analysis
According to the approach discussed in section 6.2, if for any brand all variables
are integrated of order one and are cointegrated I can use a Vector Error Correction
Model on levels of data. To check for cointegration I run Johansen test using trace
statistics as described in Section 2.2.6. The features were grouped by the type of
social media so I could compare their ability to improve sales forecasts.
As an example, results of Johansen test for brand 9 and feature groups S T
and S G are presented in Table 6.3. Testing using Johansen procedure proceeds
sequentially for r = 1,2, etc., and the first non-rejection of the null is taken as an
estimate of r. Let’s look at the feature group S T. The first hypothesis, r = 0, tests
for the presence of cointegration between sales and Twitter variables. Since the test
statistic exceeds the 1% level significantly (75.89 > 41.07) there is a strong evidence
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Table 6.3: Results of Johansen test for brand 9: test statistics and critical values for feature
groups S T and S G.
S T S G
Test 10pct 5pct 1pct Test 10pct 5pct 1pct
r <= 2 | 4.53 7.52 9.24 12.97 |
r <= 1 | 31.54 17.85 19.96 24.60 | 4.96 7.52 9.24 12.97
r = 0 | 75.89 32.00 34.91 41.07 | 11.94 17.85 19.96 24.60
Table 6.4: Optimal lags for different feature sets for each brand
S AllSM S T S F S G
Lag Coint Vars Lag Coint Vars Lag Coint Vars Lag Coint Vars
Order N Order N Order N Order N
Brand 10 7 6 7 7 2 3 7 3 4 9 1 2
Brand 12 3 6 7 3 2 3 7 3 4 8 1 2
Brand 15 8 5 7 14 2 3 8 2 4 15 0 2
Brand 17 7 3 6 4 2 3 3 3 3 15 1 2
Brand 18 9 4 5 7 1 2 13 2 3 15 1 2
Brand 2 8 5 6 7 2 3 14 2 3 15 0 2
Brand 20 7 5 7 4 2 3 7 3 4 16 1 2
Brand 21 2 6 7 8 2 3 2 3 4 15 1 2
Brand 22 8 4 6 7 2 3 16 1 3 15 1 2
Brand 24 8 3 7 4 2 3 2 3 4 15 1 2
Brand 4 9 3 6 7 1 2 14 3 4 16 1 2
Brand 6 8 3 5 7 1 2 7 2 3 15 1 2
Brand 7 7 3 6 7 1 3 8 2 3 15 1 2
Brand 8 7 2 5 14 1 2 15 1 3 16 1 2
Brand 9 3 5 7 7 2 3 9 3 4 16 0 2
to reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration. The second test for r <= 1 against
the alternative hypothesis of r> 1 also provides clear evidence to reject r<= 1 since
the test statistic exceeds the 1% level significantly (31.54 > 24.60). The final test for
r <= 2 against r > 2 does not allow to reject the null hypothesis that r <= 2 since
test statistic is smaller than critical value even at 10% level of significance (4.53 <
7.52). I conclude that the cointegration rank between sales and Twitter variables is
2. Following the same procedure I conclude that there is no cointegration between
sales and Google variable (11.94 < 17.85 < 19.96 < 24.60).
Table 6.4 presents the number of lags, cointegration order and number of
variables for all brands. The most appropriate number of lags was found by
minimizing Akaike’s information criterion (AIC). The lag k, i.e., means that lagged
variables up to k should be included in the cointegration relationship. If the order
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of integration is higher than zero, all of those lagged variables should be used
in estimating the VECM. Sales data for brands 1, 14 and 3 is stationary at levels,
therefore, they were excluded from cointegration analysis. For the mentioned
brands only MLR and ANN were trained. For other brands, in order to satisfy the
requirement of having all variables of the same order, I excluded those variables
that have the integration order of zero. For example, the variable F Comm for
brand 17 is I(0), and, therefore, it was excluded from the cointegration analysis and
from the VECM modelling.
According to Table 6.4 the cointegration ranks for all brands are higher than
zero and less than the number of variables. This indicates that the series are
cointegrated among the variables for all brands and a VECM can be used to
estimate the long-run relationship between variables.
6.3.5 Modelling
To answer the questions stated at the beginning of the chapter I performed the
following steps:
1. Used the autoregressive model trained on lagged sales data only as a
benchmark for each brand (see example set of features in Fig. 6.3.a).
2. Compared MLR vs. VECM using the Feature Set 1 for brands that have social
media variables cointegrated with sales. The Feature Set 1 consists of features
that are all lagged of the same order, selected through the lag selection process
(see Table 6.4 for optimal lags oders). For example, if selected lag equals five
for the feature group S T, it means that sales, Twitter volume and Twitter
sentiment variables all were lagged 5 times and included in the model.
3. Compared MLR vs. ANN using the Feature Set 2 for all brands. The Feature
Set 2 consists of the variables selected by Random Forest as described in
section 6.3.2.
4. Selected the best model for each brand from the models generated during
steps 1 - 3. The best model is the one that has the biggest relative MAPE
reduction compared to the benchmark. Reduction in MAPE is calculated as
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Figure 6.7: Percentage of brands for which performance improved when using social
media features compared to the benchmark based on MAPE for a) Feature Set 1,
b) Feature Set 2. Different feature groups are presented along X-axis. Bar colors






Since predicting the actual sales figure is a very complex task I also predicted
the target times series’ immediate direction, that is, whether the next day sales
value is higher or lower than the last observation. For this binary classification task
I compared the accuracy of classification of logistic regression and ANN using the
Feature Set 2.
In the current experiment I used the standard forward ANN with three layers,
one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. The thirty features selected
through Random Forest ranking process served as the input nodes. The hidden
layer was comprised of twenty nodes and the output layer had one neuron, the
value of sales time series at t + 1 time moment. I used a linear activation function
for the input and output layers and a sigmoid function for the hidden layer.
6.3.6 Forecasts of Sales Volume
MLR vs. VECM on Feature Set 1. Table 6.5 presents the results of MAPE
calculations for brands that have cointegrating relationships between the variables.
The first column of the table is the MAPE for the benchmark. The table allows to
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Table 6.5: MAPE results of predicting sales volume using MLR and VECM on the feature
set 1. The first line for each brand presents MAPE results for different features
groups (%), the second line presents relative percentage improvement over the
benchmark. Light and dark colors represent improvements by more than 1%
and 3%, respectively.
Multiple Regression Error Correction Model Best
S S T S F S G S All S T S F S G S All Model
Brand 10 18.3 18.1 17.5 17.8 18.0 18.2 17.4 17.9 18.2 VECM F
(1.2) (4.6) (2.7) (1.7) (0.8) (4.9) (2.4) (0.5)
Brand 12 51.0 50.5 47.2 47.6 51.4 52.6 44.9 47.4 48.2 VECM F
(1.0) (7.5) (6.8) (-0.7) (-3.0) (12.0) (7.2) (5.5)
Brand 15 21.2 25.0 25.4 23.5 24.3 25.3 26.9 - 25.4 MLR S
(-17.9) (-19.8) (-10.9) (-14.6) (-19.3) (-26.9) - (-19.8)
Brand 17 22.9 26.5 22.1 23.0 20.6 22.2 21.4 21.7 20.6 VECM All
(-15.7) (3.8) (-0.5) (10.0) (3.2) (6.6) (5.1) (10.3)
Brand 18 25.3 25.9 29.3 25.6 29.1 23.0 28.5 23.9 22.5 VECM All
(-2.3) (-15.8) (-0.9) (-14.9) (9.4) (-12.3) (5.8) (11.2)
Brand 2 16.3 16.7 15.8 15.6 15.8 17.2 16.4 - 16.1 MLR G
(-2.4) (2.8) (4.1) (2.9) (-5.6) (-0.6) - (1.0)
Brand 20 26.3 26.1 27.6 25.6 27.8 25.2 24.4 22.9 27.7 VECM G
(0.8) (-4.9) (2.8) (-5.6) (4.1) (7.4) (13.2) (-5.3)
Brand 21 151.5 158.4 155.4 154.4 149.9 153.4 148.9 155.5 142.3 VECM All
(-4.5) (-2.6) (-1.9) (1.1) (-1.2) (1.7) (-2.6) (6.1)
Brand 22 25.7 27.0 24.2 25.0 27.4 27.0 23.5 24.3 26.9 VECM F
(-5.2) (5.6) (2.7) (-6.8) (-5.0) (8.3) (5.3) (-5.0)
Brand 24 24.3 25.0 24.7 25.3 25.5 25.1 26.9 25.0 25.7 MLR S
(-3.0) (-1.6) (-4.1) (-4.8) (-3.1) (-10.7) (-2.7) (-5.6)
Brand 4 14.4 15.2 15.5 14.3 14.5 14.2 15.1 14.0 14.3 VECM G
(-5.4) (-7.4) (1.1) (-0.3) (1.4) (-4.8) (3.1) (1.0)
Brand 6 40.6 38.0 37.9 40.1 40.9 36.8 38.2 37.6 36.1 VECM All
(6.3) (6.5) (1.1) (-0.9) (9.4) (5.8) (7.4) (11.0)
Brand 7 7.8 9.6 8.6 7.6 9.6 9.7 8.6 7.5 9.5 VECM G
(-22.9) (-10.0) (2.3) (-22.3) (-23.3) (-9.7) (3.9) (-21.9)
Brand 8 520.0 547.7 507.6 476.8 421.4 530.4 492.1 467.6 429.3 MLR All
(-5.3) (2.4) (8.3) (19.0) (-2.0) (5.4) (10.1) (17.4)
Brand 9 14.4 12.9 14.1 13.6 14.6 13.5 14.0 - 15.0 VECM T
(10.5) (1.7) (5.4) (-1.2) (6.2) (2.8) - (-3.9)
Average 65.3 68.2 64.9 62.4 59.4 66.2 63.1 61.3 58.5
MAPE (-4.3) (0.76) (4.6) (9.2) (-1.2) (3.5) (6.3) (10.6)
compare how adding additional variables changes the performance of the models
as well as comparing MLR model vs. the VECM for different feature groups. The
first row of values for each brand indicates the actual MAPE, while the numbers in
the brackets in the second row present a relative percentage improvement over the
benchmark using Eq. 6.1 (larger values indicate greater improvement). The light
grey color highlights models that have relative percentage improvement of MAPE
of at least 1% and the dark grey color highlights the models that improved the
MAPE by more than 3% compared to the benchmark. The last column in the table
shows the model and feature group that performed best in terms of MAPE.
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Table 6.6: MdAPE results of predicting sales volume using MLR and VECM on the feature
set 1. The first line for each brand presents MdAPE results for different features
groups (%), the second line presents relative percentage improvement over the
benchmark. Light and dark colors represent improvements by more than 1%
and 3%, respectively.
Multiple Regression Error Correction Model Best
S S T S F S G S All S T S F S G S All Model
Brand 10 15.5 15 14.7 14.2 14.2 14.8 15.0 14.8 15.7 MLR G
(3.4) (5.1) (8.7) (8.6) (4.8) (3.7) (4.5) (-1.4)
Brand 12 37.2 34.3 31.5 33.3 34.6 34.2 32.4 31.4 32.1 VECM G
(7.8) (15.4) (10.6) (7.1) (8.2) (13.1) (15.7) (13.8)
Brand 15 15.2 17.2 19.4 16.3 17.4 17.6 20.7 - 18.2 MLR S
(-13.0) (-28.0) (-7.2) (-14.5) (-15.8) (-36.1) - (-19.8)
Brand 17 18.9 18.1 16.1 18.0 16.3 16.8 16.4 18.7 16.0 VECM All
(4.2) (14.7) (4.8) (14.0) (11.2) (13.3) (1.2) (15.7)
Brand 18 20.7 18.9 21.7 20.7 21.2 18.3 22.0 19.9 18.2 VECM All
(8.5) (-4.8) (0.0) (-2.7) (11.4) (-6.2) (3.9) (11.8)
Brand 2 11.7 10.9 10.3 10.5 10.4 10.5 10.7 - 10.2 VECM All
(6.5) (11.7) (9.7) (11.2) (9.9) (8.1) - (12.4)
Brand 20 18.9 20.3 21.3 20.5 19.6 19.6 19.‘ 17.2 20.0 VECM G
(-7.6) (-12.9) (-8.7) (-3.6) (-3.7) (-1.2) (8.6) (-5.9)
Brand 21 12.7 12.8 11.9 12.0 13.3 12.5 12.2 12.3 14.8 MLR F
(-1.2) (6.4) (5.5) (-4.8) (1.5) (3.9) (3.2) (-16.7)
Brand 22 19.4 21.2 18.3 20.2 18.8 21.1 17.3 19.9 18.2 VECM F
(-9.3) (5.7) (-4.1) (3.2) (-8.9) (10.8) (-3.0) (5.8)
Brand 24 18.0 15.9 17.1 17.5 16.5 15.9 18.8 16.6 17.5 VECM T
(11.4) (5.0) (2.5) (8.0) (11.6) (-4.7) (7.6) (2.9)
Brand 4 13.5 13.1 12.2 10.0 11.0 11.4 10.6 10.3 11.0 MLR G
(3.2) (9.5) (25.9) (18.4) (15.6) (21.5) (23.9) (18.3)
Brand 6 17.7 13.7 14.0 16.7 16.2 14.5 14.8 16.0 13.9 MLR T
(22.6) (21.2) (5.7) (8.8) (18.2) (16.6) (9.7) (21.7)
Brand 7 6.2 7.3 6.4 5.9 6.9 7.6 6.4 5.6 7.3 VECM G
(-16.5) (-2.0) (6.1) (-9.9) (-21.2) (-1.9) (10.6) (-17.3)
Brand 8 36.0 38.7 37.7 36.0 41.1 36.0 38.1 36.6 41.4 MLR S
(-7.4) (-4.7) (0.2) (-14.0) (0.1) (-5.8) (-1.5) (-15.0)
Brand 9 10.1 9.4 10.9 9.2 11.1 9.3 11.0 - 11.7 MLR G
(7.1) (-8.1) (8.5) (-9.5) (8.3) (-8.6) - (-15.8)
Median 17.7 15.9 16.1 16.7 16.3 15.9 16.4 16.1 16.0
MdAPE (10.1) (9.0) (5.7) (8.2) (10.3) (7.5) (9.0) (10.0)
From Table 6.5 we can see that the VECM part of the Table has more cell
coloured in grey color than the MLR part of the table. This suggests that the
improvement over the benchmark occurs more often for the VECM rather then
for MLR. Also, the improvements achieved by VECM are higher (over 3%) for
the majority of the brands. For example, for brand 17 we can see that S F and
S All feature groups performed better than the benchmark for the MLR model by
3.8% and 10.0%, respectively. When the VECM was used, the improvement can
be observed for all four feature groups, including Twitter and Google. Moreover,
the improvement for Facebook group and combined social media features group is
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higher than that for MLR model, 6.6% and 10.3%, respectively. Similar conclusion
can be derived when looking at the average MAPE (the last row in the table). We
can see that on average across the brands, there is an improvement in MAPE for
S F, S G and S All groups and the improvement is higher for the VECM model. We
do not observe the improvement for the S T group when the results are averaged
across different brands. Overall, for 8 out of 15 brands the improvement by more
than 3% was achieved by adding social media features when using MLR, and for 12
out of 15 brands the MAPE was reduced when using the VECM with social media
variables.
For brands number 21 and 8 MAPE values are very high. This is related
to the occurrence of large spikes in sales data. In this case Median Absolute
Percentage Error (MdAPE) is a better metric than MAPE. The results of MdAPE are
presented in Table 6.6. In terms of MdAPE the difference in performance between
the benchmark and models enhanced by social media features is even greater, for
both, MLR model and VECM. The median MdAPE across brands (the last row of
Table 6.6) shows that all social media feature groups (including S T) improve the
MdAPE, with the improvements ranging from 5.7% to 10.3%. The median MdAPE
for VECM showed higher improvements over the benchmark compared to MLR.
The performance of both models and different feature groups across brands
is summarised in the plot of histograms in Fig. 6.7.a. The bars represent the
percentage of brands for which the MAPE was reduced by adding social media
features when compared to the benchmark. Green color indicates the MLR model
and the blue color represents the VECM. The performance is also separated for
different feature groups. For example, the green bar in Fig. 6.7.a in a Twitter group
with the number 27 indicates that the MLR model with Twitter features performed
better than the benchmark for 27% of brands. We can see that the bars for VECM
are higher than those for MLR for S T and AllSM feature groups. This means that
the VECM lead to improved results more often than MLR for those feature sets.
Also, we can see that bars in the S G group are higher than the bars in other groups
for both models, indicating that adding Google features helps to model sales more
accurately than when using other social media features.
Based on the Feature Set 1, we can conclude that including Twitter, Facebook
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Table 6.7: MAPE results of predicting sales volume using MLR and ANN on the feature
set 2. The first line for each brand presents MAPE results for different features
groups (%), the second line presents relative percentage improvement over the
benchmark. Light and dark colors represent improvements by more than 1%
and 3%, respectively.
Multiple Regression Artificial Neural Networks Best
S S T S F S G S All JustSM S S T S F S G S All JustSM Model
Brand 1 16.9 16.8 15.1 15.8) 16.5 34.6 16.7 18.0 16.5 16.6 17.7 46.5 MLR F
(0.7) (10.9) (6.3) (2.3) (-104.5) (-7.8) (1.3) (0.8) (-6.2) (-178.3)
Brand 10 18.2 18.7 17.5 16.7 17.3 25.9 17.5 23.5 20.9 21.6 24.8 44.5 MLR G
(-2.4) (4.0) (8.2) (4.9) (-41.9) (-34.0) (-19.1) (-23.4) (-41.8) (-154.5)
Brand 12 51.0 46.3 48.2 48.3 48.9 82.8 48.4 45.4 50.7 51.4 93.8 223.1 ANN T
(9.3) (5.4) (5.2) (4.1) (-62.4) (6.3) (-4.6) (-6.2) (-93.7) (-360.8)
Brand 14 12.6 12.4 12.3 11.2 12.8 13.6 12.8 13.5 12.5 12.1 11.4 79 MLR G
(1.6) (2.4) (11.1) (-1.6) (-7.9) (-5.5) (2.3) (4.8) (10.7) (-519.3)
Brand 15 24.3 21.8 21.8 21.8 21.6 41.0 24.3 28.2 42.5 23.1 43.2 104.9 MLR All
(10.2) (10.3) (10.4) (11.0) (-68.9) (-15.8) (-74.9) (5.0) (-77.9) (-331.5)
Brand 17 22.7 26.8 22.9 22.3 25.1 24.1 23.3 47.9 36.0 22.5 40.4 194.4 MLR G
(-17.8) (-0.9) (2.0) (-10.6) (-6.2) (-105.6) (-54.5) (3.5) (-73.1) (-734.0)
Brand 18 24.7 23.5 23.8 23.9 25.9 39.6 25.5 34.3 32.6 28.2 27.5 95.7 MLR T
(4.8) (3.9) (3.3) (-4.7) (-60.3) (-34.6) (-27.9) (-10.7) (-7.7) (-275.2)
Brand 2 15.8 14.9 15.0 15.3 15.6 23.2 16.4 18.2 19.6 22.3 26.3 63.7 MLR T
(5.5) (5.2) (3.1) (0.8) (-46.8) (-11.3) (-19.9) (-36.4) (-60.5) (-289.4)
Brand 20 23.4 25.8 27.4 23.7 25.3 25.9 26.2 25.4 49.6 26.2 28.9 87.8 MLR S
(-10.4) (-17.0) (-1.3) (-8.3) (-10.7) (3.1) (-89.4) (-0.1) (-10.4) (-235.2)
Brand 21 136.1 147.1 142.9 136.0 160.0 187.4 100.9 135.4 151.3 300.4 236.3 221.1 ANN S
(-8.1) (-5.0) (0.1) (-17.3) (-37.7) (-34.2) (-49.9) (-197.8) (-134.2) (-119.2)
Brand 22 24.2 24.6 21.9 22.7 23.1 23.1 23.8 25.9 23.8 23.4 24.6 33.4 MLR F
(-1.6) (9.53) (6.08) (4.66) (4.63) (-9.06) (-0.28) (1.62) (-3.41) (-40.34)
Brand 24 25.2 26.2 24.2 25.0 26.5 29.2 30.1 27.3 26.6 36.7 25.9 329.9 MLR F
(-3.8) (3.9) (0.6) (-5.4) (-15.9) (9.4) (11.6) (-22.0) (13.8) (-996.3)
Brand 3 18.5 19.5 32.0 18.9 162.2 21.5 18.7 19.9 31.6 18.9 36.2 44.8 ANN S
(-5.4) (-73.0) (-2.2) (-776.8) (-16.2) (-6.4) (-69.0) (-1.1) (-93.6) (-139.6)
Brand 4 14.0 13.3 13.7 12.8 13.8 16.0 15.4 15.3 16.3 15.4 13.9 143.5 MLR G
(5.0) (2.1) (8.6) (1.4) (-14.3) (0.7) (-5.5) (0.2) (9.7) (-831.7)
Brand 6 43.9 40.1 40.8 39.8 39.5 82.5 50.9 49.1 54.0 46.1 57.1 130.9 MLR All
(8.6) (7.0) (9.3) (10.0) (-88.3) (3.6) (-5.9) (9.5) (-12.0) (-157.0)
Brand 7 7.5 7.4 7.6 6.8 7.0 11.6 6.7 7.6 9.1 7.2 7.5 24.4 MLR G
(1.3) (-1.3) (9.3) (6.7) (-54.7) (-13.4) (-35.8) (-7.5) (-11.9) (-264.2)
Brand 8 474.0 456.5 493.8 524.7 508.7 332.5 378.1 352.4 644.3 284.3 366.2 487.1 ANN G
(3.7) (-4.2) (-10.7) (-7.3) (29.9) (6.8) (-70.4) (24.8) (3.2) (-28.8)
Brand 9 14.2 13.7 14.5 13.1 13.1 40.8 13.6 28.7 16.0 31.6 28.0 47.5 MLR G
(3.7) (-1.5) (8.3) (7.8) (-186.1) (-112.1) (-17.8) (-133.5) (-106.9) (-250.3)
Mean 53.8 53.1 55.3 55.5 64.6 58.6 47.2 50.9 69.7 54.9 61.7 133.5
(1.3) (-2.8) (-3.2) (-20.1) (-9.1) (-7.8) (-47.7) (-16.4) (-30.7) (-182.9)
and Google features adds useful information to the model and allows to improve
sales forecasts. VECM often performs better than a simple MLR indicating that
there is a long-run relationship between sales and social media variables.
MLR vs. ANN on Feature Set 2. A Feature Set 2 generated by Random Forest
is used to compare the performance of the MLR against the ANN. The results of
MAPE are presented in Table 6.7. As in Table 6.5, the light grey and dark grey colors
indicate the relative percentage improvement of MAPE compared to benchmark by
more than 1% and 3%, respectively.
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We observe that all types of social media features lead to improvements of
MAPE, separately or jointly, for all brands except brands number 20, 21 and 3, for
which the benchmark model is the best performing model. We can see that MAPE
values are in general lower for the Feature Set 2 than those for the Feature Set 1. For
example, the average MAPE for the benchmark (the first column) is 53.8% for the
Feature Set 2, while it is 65.6% for the Feature Set 1. We can also see that when
MAPE is decreased after adding social media information, the improvement is
generally higher for Feature Set 2 when compared to the Feature Set 1. This means
that the Random Forest feature selection method is more effective in choosing the
most informative features.
The results indicate that the MLR model performs better than the ANN for
most of the brands. This is a surprising result since ANN was expected to capture
non-linear relationships between sales and social media variables. The worse
performance of ANN compared to MLR might be related to the over-fitting in the
neural network due to the small number of training data (between 532 and 732
points).
While the feature group JustSM on average generates larger errors than models
trained with other features, for many brands performance of a model trained
only on social media data is comparable with performances of other models, for
example, this is true for brands 10, 14, 17, 2, 20, 3, 4 and 7. Interestingly, for brand
22, the model trained only on social media data produced forecasts even better than
the autoregressive model (MAPE of 23.1% vs. MAPE of 24.2%). As an example, I
plotted forecasts for brands 22 and 4 in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, respectively. From the
figures we can see that models trained only on social media performed almost as
good as the best performing model.
I also provide the results for MdAPE metric that is more stable to the impact
of outliers in the data. The results are presented in Table 6.8 and are very
similar to those of MAPE. We can see that on average, the models based on sales
data enhanced by Facebook and Google, jointly or independently, achieve lower
MdAPE than the models only trained on sales data (median of MdAPE across
brands).
Table 6.9 shows the results for RelMAE metric. The values below 1 indicate
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Table 6.8: MdAPE results of predicting sales volume using MLR and ANN on the feature
set 2. The first line for each brand presents MdAPE results for different features
groups (%), the second line presents relative percentage improvement over the
benchmark. Light and dark colors represent improvements by more than 1%
and 3%, respectively.
Multiple Regression Artificial Neural Networks Best
S S T S F S G S All JustSM S S T S F S G S All JustSM Model
Brand 1 13.1 12.56 11.03 12.27 10.81 20.38 12.59 14.21 11.51 11.29 11.77 39.87 MLR All
(4.13) (15.81) (6.34) (17.47) (-55.54) (-12.9) (8.56) (10.33) (6.56) (-216.65)
Brand 10 13.2 16.4 15.2 12.9 13.7 24.8 14.4 20.4 17.9 16.3 21.1 39.4 MLR G
(-24.0) (-15.3) (2.1) (-4.0) (-87.4) (-41.4) (-24.0) (-13.2) (-46.7) (-173.7)
Brand 12 37.8 36.8 36.8 38.2 36.0 51.3 32.5 31.2 35.3 35.8 57.3 67.4 ANN T
(2.6) (2.7) (-0.9) (4.7) (-35.6) (3.8) (-8.8) (-10.2) (-76.6) (-107.7)
Brand 14 9.2 10.5 9.9 9.5 10.1 9.4 11.0 11.3 10.7 10.7 9.4 12.0 MLR S
(-14.3) (-7.3) (-3.5) (-9.0) (-2.3) (-2.8) (2.8) (2.3) (14.2) (-9.3)
Brand 15 15.7 14.7 14.5 14.9 15.8 37.5 17.8 21.4 37.2 15.4 38.0 65.6 MLR F
(6.8) (7.9) (5.5) (-0.4) (-138.1) (-20.3) (-109.6) (13.2) (-113.9) (-269.0)
Brand 17 17.7 18.8 20.2 16.6 18.4 16.8 18.0 33.84 43.2 15.6 30.3 51.4 ANN G
(-6.1) (-14.4) (6.3) (-3.9) (5.2) (-87.6) (-139.7) (13.7) (-68.0) (-184.9)
Brand 18 20.6 21.2 21.1 17.9 23.5 33.9 22.3 25.1 24.8 22.9 19.6 54.1 MLR G
(-2.6) (-2.2) (13.1) (-13.8) (-64.5) (-12.6) (-11.1) (-2.7) (12.3) (-142.6)
Brand 2 11.0 10.4 9.3 9.6 10.2 19.1 11.7 12.8 14.0 17.0 21.3 25.8 MLR F
(6.3) (15.7) (12.7) (7.3) (-73.3) (-10.2) (-19.7) (-45.6) (-82.7) (-121.3)
Brand 20 18.7 21.8 21.3 18.1 20.4 22.7 19.2 19.8 30.4 19.9 20.5 33.7 MLR G
(-16.5) (-13.5) (3.4) (-8.7) (-21.0) (-3.3) (-58.5) (-3.8) (-7.0) (-76.0)
Brand 21 12.3 12.6 12.0 13.0 11.5 24.6 11.8 15.8 15.6 27.1 15.6 30.3 MLR All
(-2.7) (2.5) (-5.6) (6.6) (-100.5) (-33.8) (-31.7) (-128.7) (-31.6) (-155.8)
Brand 22 17.3 17.2 15.5 16.7 14.1 20.5 16.8 20.9 18.8 19.9 19.3 28.2 MLR All
(0.2) (10.5) (3.5) (18.2) (-18.7) (-24.9) (-11.9) (-18.6) (-14.9) (-68.5)
Brand 24 20.8 19.3 18.3 18.8 17.8 24.0 21 18.7 19.9 21.5 20.4 39.5 MLR All
(7.1) (12.1) (9.6) (14.2) (-15.8) (11.0) (5.2) (-2.6) (3.1) (-88.0)
Brand 3 16.5 17.1 17.1 17.2 16.7 18.9 16.1 17.8 21.8 15.5 17.9 39.2 ANN G
(-4.2) (-4.0) (-4.7) (-1.3) (-14.8) (-10.2) (-35.2) (3.8) (-10.6) (-142.6)
Brand 4 9.2 10.4 10.1 9.8 9.7 15.2 13.9 12.4 12.8 13.8 11.6 20.8 MLR S
(-13.0) (-9.7) (-6.1) (-5.3) (-65.4) (11.0) (8.0) (0.3) (16.7) (-50.2)
Brand 6 20.6 20.5 21.3 22.6 21.1 39.7 16.3 20.7 18.5 16.4 20.5 63.2 ANN S
(0.5) (-3.5) (-9.4) (-2.2) (-92.3) (-26.6) (-13.5) (-0.6) (-25.8) (-287.4)
Brand 7 5.6 5.7 6.2 5.3 5.5 10.2 5.5 6.4 7.7 5.4 5.7 12.3 MLR G
(-1.2) (-10.3) (6.1) (2.0) (-80.8) (-15.7) (-38.3) (2.2) (-3.6) (-121.5)
Brand 8 36.9 38.5 35.9 37.1 40.5 55.9 38.5 40.3 52.5 43.2 41.2 56.2 MLR F
(-4.4) (2.6) (-0.4) (-9.7) (-51.6) (-4.6) (-36.4) (-12.2) (-6.9) (-46.0)
Brand 9 11.1 11.9 11.2 9.3 9.0 40.8 10.8 22.6 12.8 28.0 24.1 47.9 MLR All
(-6.8) (-0.9) (16.6) (18.9) (-267.2) (-110.0) (-18.8) (-160.6) (-123.4) (-344.3)
Median 16.1 16.8 15.3 15.7 15.0 23.4 16.2 20.1 18.6 16.7 20.4 39.4
(-4.1) (6.7) (2.3) (7.1) (-45.1) (-23.8) (-14.8) (-2.8) (-25.9) (-143.0)
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Figure 6.8: Plots of original sales data and sales forecasts for brand 22.
Figure 6.9: Plots of original sales data and sales forecasts for brand 4.
improved forecasts compared to the benchmark. We can see, that for the majority
of the brands there is an improvement of forecasts when adding Twitter, Facebook,
Google and their combination, and that the MLR model performs better than the
ANN.
Fig. 6.7.b summarizes the results for MLR and ANN models and different
feature groups across all brands based on MAPE. We can see that for the majority
of brands Twitter, Facebook, Google and their combination allow to improve the
predictions of sales. We can also see that Google are the most helpful features,
followed by Facebook and then Twitter (the size of the bars for different feature
groups).
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Table 6.9: RelMAE results of predicting sales volume using MLR and ANN on the feature
set 2. The first line for each brand presents RelMAE results for different features
groups, the second line presents relative percentage improvement over the
benchmark. Light and dark colors represent improvements by more than 1%
and 3%, respectively.
Multiple Regression Artificial Neural Networks Best Model
S T S F S G S All JustSM S T S F S G S All JustSM
Brand 1 0.98 0.92 0.95 0.98 1.70 1.08 1.00 1.01 1.05 2.54 MLR F
Brand 10 1.04 1.00 0.94 0.99 1.60 1.29 1.30 1.22 1.49 2.62 MLR G
Brand 12 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.22 0.99 1.05 1.03 1.54 8.61 MLR T
Brand 14 1.10 1.07 0.98 1.14 1.24 1.05 0.95 0.94 0.92 3.94 ANN All
Brand 15 1.05 1.01 1.02 1.01 1.95 1.13 1.59 1.11 1.66 3.62 MLR S
Brand 17 1.11 1.10 0.98 1.15 1.09 2.04 2.06 0.98 1.79 8.14 MLR/ANN G
Brand 18 1.05 1.03 1.01 1.10 1.53 1.28 1.25 1.05 1.15 3.50 MLR S
Brand 2 0.98 0.97 0.99 1.00 1.50 1.10 1.13 1.27 1.46 3.91 MLR F
Brand 20 1.08 1.11 1.00 1.07 1.12 0.97 1.62 0.98 1.10 2.73 ANN T
Brand 21 0.95 0.99 1.01 1.02 1.73 1.12 1.12 1.64 1.14 2.19 MLR T
Brand 22 1.02 0.94 0.87 0.99 0.92 1.04 1.07 0.99 1.02 1.37 MLR G
Brand 24 1.01 0.97 0.99 1.01 1.12 0.93 0.89 1.20 0.90 6.85 ANN F
Brand 3 1.10 1.58 1.05 6.18 1.16 1.10 1.52 1.03 1.68 2.18 MLR S
Brand 4 1.01 1.03 0.98 1.03 1.24 0.95 1.00 0.97 0.93 6.87 ANN All
Brand 6 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.92 1.46 1.08 1.08 1.03 1.13 2.42 MLR T/G/All
Brand 7 1.05 1.04 0.94 0.98 1.64 1.12 1.33 1.07 1.12 3.52 MLR G
Brand 8 0.99 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.25 1.10 1.42 1.34 1.09 1.58 MLR F
Brand 9 0.98 0.99 0.89 0.92 2.58 2.13 1.31 2.44 1.85 3.21 MLR G
Table 6.10: Best model for each brand and a best feature set based on MAPE.
Benchmark Best MAPE Relative DM Best Best
MAPE Model reduction MAPE test Model Feature
MAPE reduction Name Set
Brand 1 16.9 15.1 1.8% 10.9% ∗ MLR Facebook
Brand 10 18.2 16.7 1.5% 8.2% ∗ MLR Google
Brand 12 51.0 44.9 6.1% 11.9% ∗ VECM Facebook
Brand 14 12.6 11.2 1.4% 11.1% ∗ MLR Google
Brand 15 21.2 21.2 - - - MLR No SM
Brand 17 22.7 20.6 2.1% 9.4% ∗ VECM All SM
Brand 18 24.7 22.5 2.2% 9.0% ∗ VECM All SM
Brand 2 15.8 14.9 0.9% 5.5% MLR Twitter
Brand 20 23.4 22.9 0.5 % 2.2% . VECM Google
Brand 21 136.1 100.9 35.2% 25.9% ∗∗∗ ANN No SM
Brand 22 23.8 21.9 1.9% 8.2% . MLR Facebook
Brand 24 25.2 24.2 1.0% 3.9% . MLR Facebook
Brand 3 18.5 18.5 - - - MLR No SM
Brand 4 14.0 12.8 1.2% 8.3% MLR Google
Brand 6 43.9 36.1 7.7% 17.6% ∗∗ VECM All SM
Brand 7 7.5 6.7 0.8% 10.7% ∗ ANN No SM
Brand 8 474.0 284.3 189.7% 40.0% ∗∗∗ ANN Google
Brand 9 14.2 12.9 1.4% 9.6% ∗ MLR Twitter
∗∗∗p <0.001, ∗∗p <0.01, ∗p <0.05, and .p <0.1
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.10: a) Feature sets of best models; b) Best models by type.
Best Performing Model and Feature Group In this section I choose the best
performing model for each brand in terms of MAPE. The results are presented in
Table 6.10. From the table we can see that the benchmark outperformed models
with social media features only for two out of eighteen brands, brands 15 and 3.
The relative MAPE reduction for different brands ranges between 2% and 40%.
To understand how significant is the difference between the benchmark
forecasts and ”enhanced” models forecasts I performed a Diebold and Mariano
(DM) test. The test statistics, with the stars indicating the level of significance is
reported in column DM statistics. The results are based on ”greater” principle,
meaning that the forecast of the proposed model should be better than the
benchmark. According to the results, 11 out of 18 selected models are significantly
different from the benchmark at least at 5% level in out-of-sample forecasting.
Fig. 6.10 summarises the outcomes of best selected models. In 6.10.a we see
the distribution of the best feature groups: 28% of best performing models were
based on using Google features; Facebook features came second comprising 22% of
all models; Twitter was successful in 11% of the cases. It is interesting to notice that
when Facebook, Twitter or Google improve sales forecasts individually it is not
always the case that the joined effect of those features reduces the overall MAPE
(this only happens in 17% of the models).
From 6.10.b we see that the MLR model performed best in 55% of the cases.
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The VECM model showed improvement over the MLR for 28% of brands, and
ANN was selected as the best model only in 17% of cases.
I also performed a multi-hypothesis Friedman test with a post-hoc Holm
correction (Derrac et al., 2011, Demsˇar, 2006) in order to determine the best model.
The results of comparing MAPEs of MLR vs. VECM on Feature Set 1 are presented
in Table 6.11. The second column shows the average rank for each model, showing
that the VECM with Google features was the best performing model followed by
the MLR model with Google features. The performance of the winning model was
significantly better than the benchmark (MLR S) as confirmed by the p-value and
Holm correction. The results in Table 6.11 also demonstrate that MLR and VECM
models with Facebook features also outperformed the benchmark model, while the
model enhanced with Twitter produced the worst results.
Model Average Rank Z-score p-value Holm Correction
MLR T 6.4 3.2 <0.01 0.006
MLR All 5.8 2.6 <0.01 0.007
VECM All 5.5 2.267 0.023 0.008
VECM T 5.4 2.2 0.028 0.01
MLR S (benchmark) 5.3 2.067 0.0396 0.013
MLR F 5.1 1.933 0.053 0.0167
VECM F 4.3 1.067 0.286 0.025
MLR G 4.1 0.867 0.386 0.05
VECM G 3.2 - - -
Table 6.11: Results of comparing MAPEs of MLR vs. VECM on a Feature Set 1 using
Multiple hypothesis Friedman test with a post-hoc Holm correction for α= 0.05.
The results of comparing MLR vs. ANN on Feature Set 2 are presented in
Table 6.12. Similarly to the results based on Feature Set 1, the MLR models with
Google features significantly outperformed the benchmark. We can also see that
MLR models enhanced with Facebook and Twitter features were ranked higher in
terms of their MAPE performance than the benchmark model trained only on sales
data. It is interesting to see that MLR models had a higher rank than ANN models.
6.3.7 Forecasts of Sales Direction
Since prediction of the actual values of future sales is an extremely complicated
task I also predict the direction of future sales. The results of accuracy of prediction
for Logistic Regression (LR) and ANN are presented in Table 6.13.
Higher values indicate higher accuracies. Values that are improved by more
than 1% or more than 3% are highlighted by light and dark colors, respectively.
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Model Average Rank Z-score p-value Holm Correction
ANN JustSM 11.6 7.488 <0.01 0.005
MLR JustSM 8.8 5.177 <0.01 0.005
ANN All 8.3 4.761 <0.01 0.006
ANN F 8.2 4.669 <0.01 0.006
ANN T 7.3 3.929 <0.01 0.007
ANN G 6.5 3.236 <0.01 0.008
ANN S 5.4 2.334 0.02 0.01
MLR S (benchmark) 5.1 2.080126 0.038 0.013
MLR All 5.1 2.034 0.042 0.017
MLR T 4.7 1.71 0.087 0.025
MLR F 4.3 1.41 0.159 0.05
MLR G 2.6 - - -
Table 6.12: Results of comparing MAPEs of MLR vs. ANN on a Feature Set 2 using
Multiple hypothesis Friedman test with a post-hoc Holm correction for α= 0.05.
Figure 6.11: Percentage of brands for which performance improved when using social
media features compared to the benchmark based on Accuracy metric.
Different feature groups are presented along X-axis. Bar colors represent
different model types.
For 12 out of 18 brands the accuracy of direction prediction was improved after
including social media variables. Fig. 6.11 summarises the results across all brands.
We can see that the accuracy was improved more often when Google variables were
used, in 39% of brands for LR and in 56% of brands for ANN. For S T and S G
feature groups ANN allowed to improve predictions for more brands than LR.
The column JustSM in Table 6.13 presents the results of direction prediction
for ML and LR using only social media variables. Notably, for 2 out of 18 brands
(brands 10 and 9) the models trained only on social media data produced better
forecasts than the model trained on historical sales. Along with prediction accuracy
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Table 6.13: Results of prediction sales direction using LR and ANN. The first line for
each brand presents prediction accuracies for different features groups (%), the
second line presents relative improvement over the benchmark. Light and dark
colors represent improvements by more than 1% and 3%, respectively.
Logistic Regression Artificial Neural Networks Best
S S T S F S G S All JustSM S S T S F S G S All JustSM Model
Brand 1 68 64 63 65 69 63 61 64 58 65 69 61 LR All
(-5.2) (-6.3) (-3.1) (2.1) (-7.3) (4.6) (-5.8) (6.9) (12.6) (-1.2)
Brand 10 60 64 68 68 62 63 55 60 62 55 56 56 LR G
(7.1) (12.9) (14.1) (3.5) (5.9) (9.0) (12.8) (0.0) (1.3) (1.3)
Brand 12 70 63 61 66 51 60 67 56 53 67 49 58 LR S
(-10.1) (-13.1) (-5.1) (-27.3) (-14.1) (-16.8) (-21.1) (0.0) (-26.3) (-12.6)
Brand 14 77 80 78 76 77 76 73 74 72 74 73 71 LR T
(3.7) (1.8) (-0.9) (0.0) (-0.9) (1.9) (-1.0) (1.9) (0.0) (-1.9)
Brand 15 73 65 66 67 68 64 64 62 65 67 59 61 LR S
(-11.5) (-9.6) (-8.7) (-6.7) (-12.5) (-3.3) (1.1) (4.4) (-7.7) (-5.5)
Brand 17 69 69 67 65 70 54 61 65 63 63 62 51 LR All
(0.0) (-3.1) (-6.1) (1.0) (-22.5) (7.0) (3.5) (3.5) (2.3) (-15.1)
Brand 18 69 68 65 67 65 68 68 64 66 61 63 59 LR S
(-2.0) (-5.1) (-3.1) (-5.1) (-2.0) (-6.2) (-3.1) (-10.3) (-7.2) (-13.4)
Brand 2 65 67 68 63 64 62 61 60 61 63 65 59 LR F
(3.3) (4.4) (-2.2) (-1.1) (-4.4) (-2.3) (-1.2) (2.3) (5.8) (-3.5)
Brand 20 63 66 70 69 70 58 67 68 61 70 63 57 LR F
(4.4) (11.1) (8.9) (11.1) (-8.9) (2.1) (-8.4) (5.3) (-6.3) (-14.7)
Brand 21 75 70 72 73 72 62 65 65 64 68 68 58 LR S
(-6.6) (-3.8) (-1.9) (-3.8) (-17.0) (0.0) (-2.2) (4.3) (3.2) (-10.8)
Brand 22 88 85 87 84 88 77 78 78 76 75 74 70 LR S
(-4.0) (-0.8) (-4.8) (0.0) (-12.0) (0.0) (-2.7) (-4.5) (-5.4) (-10.8)
Brand 24 56 56 67 61 60 55 58 55 59 53 56 50 LR F
(0.0) (18.8) (8.8) (6.3) (-2.5) (-4.9) (2.4) (-8.5) (-2.4) (-13.4)
Brand 3 69 68 58 70 62 54 63 59 61 63 58 51 LR G
(-1.0) (-16.3) (2.0) (-10.2) (-21.4) (-5.6) (-2.3) (0.0) (-7.9) (-19.1)
Brand 4 76 73 74 75 73 70 70 67 69 73 70 61 LR S
(-3.7) (-2.8) (-1.9) (-4.6) (-8.3) (-5.0) (-2.0) (4.0) (0.0) (-14.0)
Brand 6 63 61 60 65 58 54 63 51 56 58 49 54 LR G
(-3.4) (-4.5) (3.4) (-6.7) (-13.5) (-18.9) (-12.2) (-7.8) (-23.3) (-14.4)
Brand 7 80 81 80 82 80 80 73 69 73 77 69 68 LR G
(0.9) (0.0) (2.6) (-0.9) (-0.9) (-4.9) (1.0) (6.8) (-4.9) (-6.8)
Brand 8 65 65 58 65 66 59 69 59 59 62 59 59 LR All
(0.0) (-10.8) (0.0) (1.1) (-9.7) (-14.3) (-14.3) (-10.2) (-14.3) (-14.3)
Brand 9 62 61 61 64 63 63 54 61 61 63 56 65 ANN SM
(-1.1) (-1.1) (3.4) (2.3) (1.1) (11.7) (11.7) (16.7) (3.7) (20.1)
Mean 69 68 68 69 68 63 65 63 63 66 62 59
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I calculated a 95% binomial confidence interval, which ranges between 5% and 7%.
It is important to notice, that the 95% confidence interval for JustSM accuracy for
almost all brands (apart from brands 17, 24, 3 and 6) is above 50%, to be more
precise, on average 63.4% ±6.7 for LR and 59.4% ±6.8 for ANN. Since the whole
interval is higher than 50% for the majority of brands I conclude that Twitter,
Facebook and Google Trends contain information about future sales, moreover,
social media data without sales information can be used to predict the direction
of next day sales of a brand.
6.4 Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter I investigated whether information from social networks, such as
Facebook and Twitter, and search data from Google Trends have the ability to
improve daily sales forecasts. The forecasting performance of linear and non-linear
forecasting models was compared through a case study of 18 world-known brands.
As a general result across brands, I found that incorporation of Twitter, Facebook
and Google Trends data into models leads to improvements of forecasts compared
to the autoregressive model of past sales only, thus, highlighting the ability of
consumer sentiment and brand perception to effect future sales. Moreover, I
identified that social media data alone, without sales information, can be used to
predict sales direction with 63% accuracy. I also found that imposing cointegrating
restrictions between sales and social media variables and using Vector Error
Correction Model yields a relative forecasting improvement of MAPE ranging from
8% to 17% versus a simple autoregressive model.
The results of the findings are listed as answers to the research questions stated
at the beginning of the chapter, and can be summarised as follows:
1. Models that had at least one of the social media factors included,
outperformed models trained only on past sales data in 78% of the cases
for predicting sales volume and in 67% of brands for predicting next day
sales direction. This result indicates that social media contains information
about future sales and management of companies should consider collecting
Twitter, Facebook and Google data and including it into their forecasting
models. The results also showed that it is possible to predict next day sales
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direction with the accuracy of 63% using only social media features. This
means that the change in volume and sentiment of online chatter during the
past few days is a direct indicator of future sales direction.
2. MAPE results across brands reveal that approximately 28% of the best models
contained Google features; 22% contained Facebook features; 11% contained
Twitter features and 17% included the combination of all three types of
social media variables. Google Trends variables consistently appeared to be
indicators of future sales allowing to improve forecasts for most of the brands
across different feature sets and different models, while Twitter features were
successful in reducing MAPE just for a few brands. It is interesting to observe
that when at least one social media indicator helps to improve forecasts for
a particular brand, other social indicators also have an impact. For example,
for brands 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 10, 21, 22 and 24 at least two social media variables
helped to improve forecasts (as judged from Table 6.9, MLR part). This might
be related to the fact that if a brand is engaged in social media marketing and
building the relationship with its fans online, it is likely to do so across all
types of media.
3. Johansen test revealed that there is a cointegrating relationship between sales,
Twitter and Facebook for all analysed brands, and between sales and Google
Trends for some brands. Incorporation of the long-run restriction through
an error correction model yielded superior forecasts in comparison with first
difference model in 40% of cases when Twitter data was considered; in 53%
when Facebook variable were included; in 67% when Google features were
added and in 40% of cases when a combination of social media variables
was included in the model. Among the best models across all brands, the
VECM performed better than other models in 28% of cases. The cointegrating
relationship between sales and consumers’ response (expressed through
Twitter sentiment, Facebook likes, volume of Google searches) means that
as people feel more positive about some products, they are more likely to buy
those products. In other words, there is a long-run equilibrium relationship
between sales volume and consumers’ social response. If negative opinion
about a company or product spreads through the web, the sentiment of social
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media will decrease. The effect of how quickly or slowly sales would drop in
response to negative news can be estimated using VECM. In this experiment
we observe that the estimated lag between changes in consumers’ social
response and reaction in sales is, on average, 7 days for Twitter, 9 days for
Facebook and 14 days for Google.
4. ANNs outperformed MLR and VECM only in 17% of cases across all brands,
however, the performance of ANN should be investigated further on a
larger dataset, since current dataset lacked a sufficiently large number of
observations to avoid over-fitting.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter presents the main findings of the thesis. The limitations of the
research are also discussed followed by suggestions of possible improvements
and suggestions for further development of this research topic.
7.1 Conclusions
Sales forecasting is an important topic in many business and economic settings.
Previous research have shown that by understanding consumer demand and
by producing better sales forecasts for products, a company can improve the
efficiency of its supply chain, and, thus, gain competitive advantage over its rivals.
In the context of growing impact of online social networks, a question arises,
whether information from online user-generated data be used by manufacturers
to understand and forecast product demands better?
In this thesis I aimed to answer this question by conducting a large scale
study of 75 brands from the retail sector, including apparel, footwear, accessories,
body care, furnishings, equipment and games. Differently from the previous
literature, I measured the impact of social media on sales utilising two different
approaches: 1) by analysing the power of Twitter events to predict spikes in sales;
2) by comparing sales forecasts from models trained on historical sales data only
and models trained on sales data combined with Twitter, Facebook and Google
Trends information. The findings and conclusions obtained by two approaches are
summarised below:
• Events Analysis. The majority of existing works, that studied the effects
of social media on sales, used regression models to perform explanatory
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Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of the main thesis conclusions.
or forecasting analysis of social media variables. This thesis presents a
contribution to the field by proposing to study events in Twitter and measure
their sales predictive power (Chapter 5).
As part of this research, a framework for data collection, sentiment analysis,
events detection and events clustering was developed (Figs. 3.1, 4.1, 5.2).
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During the first step, I performed the analysis of all Twitter events without
clustering them into different groups. The results of analysis indicated that
when a spike in Twitter sentiment is observed for a particular brand, there
is a significant probability to observe a spike in sales for that brand in the
following 3 weeks (see Fig. 5.15). I investigated the reasons behind some
of the spikes in Twitter using text analytics (Appendix A, Tables 8.1 - 8.5)
and discovered that spikes can occur due to: a) external events with strong
brand association (exogenous); b) internal brand events (endogenous); c)
social chatter driven by the brand (exogenous); d) social chatter driven by
people (endogenous). To study the predictive power of different events’
dynamics, as the second step, I performed clustering of events based on the
slopes of their growth and relaxation signatures. Through the clustering
process distinctive shapes of Twitter events were detected (see Figs. 5.10,
5.13): a) events with symmetric growth and relaxation signatures; b) events
with a long growth signature and a short relaxation signature; c) events
with a short growth signature and a long relaxation signature. Within each
group a variation of events’ width was observed resulting in six clusters of
events. By analysing the predictive power of each Twitter event cluster I
identified that different types of Twitter events appear before sales events in
a non-random manner (Tables 5.2 and 5.3). Moreover, four clusters of events
(types 2, 4, 5 and 6, Fig. 5.17) have a significant probability to be followed
by spikes in sales within the following 2 - 3 weeks, and that probability is
higher than the one calculated for non-clustered Twitter signal. This result
demonstrates that events clustering can be used as part of signal filtering,
allowing to distinguish types of social media events that have significant
predictive power.
• Forecasting Sales Volume and Direction. Following the traditional
approach, I also performed forecasting of sales volume and direction.
However, differently from previous works, I compared the impact of three
types of online data, Twitter, Facebook, Google Trends and performed
short-term, rather than long-term forecasting.
According to the results of feature selection process, multiple social media
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variables were selected among the 30 most important features for all brands
(see Fig. 6.4.a), indicating that Twitter, Facebook and Google Trends variables
have the ability to explain future sales. When comparing the performance of
models with and without social media indicators based on MAPE, the models
that had social media information included outperformed the benchmark
model in 78% of cases (see Table 6.10 and Fig. 6.10). The relative improvement
of MAPE ranged between 2% and 40% and was confirmed to be significant
based on the Diebold and Mariano test.
In terms of the best performing indicators, Google Trends showed to be the
most consistent predictor of sales volume: it allowed to improve forecasts for
67% of brands (Fig. 6.7.a) and the improvement was the largest compared
to other indicators in 28% of cases (Fig. 6.10.a). A better performance of
Google Trends compared to Facebook and Twitter might be related to the
fact that people do Google search when they have a strong intention to buy
something, while the discussion on social networks might happen without
a purpose to purchase, as a response to other people’s comments or as a
reaction to messages posted by a brand itself. The effect of Twitter and
Facebook on sales performance showed to be rather complex and differed
from brand to brand. Models that included Facebook features improved sales
forecasts for 53% of brands and outperformed other models in 22% of cases;
for Twitter these numbers were 27% and 11%, respectively (see Figs. 6.7.a and
6.10.a). To understand the key factors which lead to Facebook and Twitter
to be predictive of sales one should dive deeper into brand’s social media
strategies. Some companies might be very active in promoting new products
and responding to their consumers’ sentiment, while other brands might still
have a very low level of engagement with its followers. Overall, this means
that simply adding Twitter or Facebook information to a model will not
necessarily improve its accuracy. The relevance of including this information
should be considered on a case by case basis.
Very positive results were achieved for all social media data sources when
predicting the direction of sales. The accuracy of direction prediction was
improved for 67% of brands when at least one type of social media variables
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was included. More importantly, for 14 out of 18 brands the direction of sales
was predicted with the average accuracy of 63% even when historical sales
data was not part of the model. These findings demonstrate that by observing
the change in opinion through online user-generated content companies can
predict the change in sales direction within just a few days, and take the
necessary actions to adjust the supply.
In terms of models performances, the VECM performed better than other
models in 28% of cases, reducing the relative MAPE by 8% to 17% and
demonstrating the importance of considering the cointegrating relationships
between variables. ANNs outperformed linear models only for 17% of
brands, however, the performance of ANNs should be investigated further
with bigger datasets.
To summarise, as a general result across brands, the findings of these thesis
demonstrated that Twitter, Facebook and Google Trends data allows to achieve
improvements of sales volume forecasts. Moreover, the direction of sales can be
predicted based on social media data only, and events in social media can be used to
predict spikes in sales. These results have serious implications for both, academia
and practitioners:
• Implications for Academia. This thesis contributes to the field of social
media analysis by providing empirical evidence that consumer sentiment
expressed online effects future sales. For the first time a large scale analysis
of 75 brands was conducted for ”non-trending” products, generalising
the findings for retail industry. The outcomes of this research also allow
to generalise the conclusions across multiple online data sources, Twitter,
Facebook and Google Trends.
Through research process a few theoretical contributions were made: 1) a
hybrid method for sentiment analysis was developed, combining the benefits
of the lexicon-based approach and the machine learning approach; 2) a new
events clustering method and an approach for automatic detection of the
optimum event window were proposed, extending the event study field.
Moreover, I suggested a ’SMIA’ framework that contains all the steps
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necessary for evaluation of social media impact: data collection, sentiment
analysis, feature engineering, feature selection, non-stationarity testing,
cointegration testing, and possibility for training different types of models:
multiple linear regression, artificial neural networks and vector error
correction model. This framework can be directly adopted by researchers
who seek to measure the predictive power of social media in different
research settings.
• Implications for Industry.
This study also provides practical implications for business managers.
Previous research has illustrated that investment by companies in social
media provides a strong return on investment in long term (Hudson and
Thal, 2013). However, the evidence of the impact of social media in short
term, such as relationship with next-day sales, is very scarce. The research
at hand fills this gap and provides empirical confirmation that social media
information can be used to predict next-day sales and, in many cases, predict
sales spikes. Based on these findings, companies should reconsider their
social media strategies in order to have the capacity to develop day-to-day
communication with their online communities, monitor the level of customer
satisfaction daily and respond to consumer requests appropriately and
timely. The managers could increase the customer satisfaction by delivering
positive experiences on a regular basis, for example, by providing discounts,
organising events, offering gifts to the most loyal customers. According to
Brandwatch1 96% of the people that discuss brands on social media do not
follow those brands’ official profiles. This means that in order for companies
to ”stay on the pulse” of what is happening online and truly understand
their customers’ needs, companies should go beyond their own channels
and monitor all conversations online related to their brand. Such approach
requires a strategy and development of a framework for integrating the
social media at every step of the process. The framework for social media
analysis proposed in this thesis is an attempt to illustrate the practical value of
1Brandwatch provides insights to brands based on social media data: https://www.
brandwatch.com/
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bringing together behavioural theories, models, and latest technologies. This
framework creates a basis for the design and development of social media
applications, and can help companies and system developers to formulate
and implement their own social media application strategies.
To conclude, it is important to mention that before a firm gets into the social
media arena, it should define the appropriate objectives it wants to achieve
through social media engagement. These objectives should consider not just
the firm, but also benefit the customer, since social media is predominantly
about engagement and collaboration. If planned well, social media has the
potential to transform the organisation by making it more agile and able to
respond quickly to changing consumer demand. Agility in the market place
normally equals sales, higher revenue and competitive advantage.
7.2 Limitations and Future Work
This study has several limitations that need to be addressed in future research.
The first limitation is related to data quality. While social media data presents a
great source of information for academics and practitioners, it is also important to
acknowledge that a lot of this data might be erroneous or irrelevant. The popularity
of social networks made them particularly attractive for spammers, who spread
advertisements and viruses (Zheng et al., 2015, Zhu et al., 2012), phishers, who
aim to attend sensitive users’ information, or individuals, who pollute the content
by spreading rumours or trying to compromise brands’ reputations (Benevenuto
et al., 2010). Another issue that effects data quality is the keyword ambiguity. The
retrieval of social media data is usually performed by specifying search keywords.
If a keyword, for example, a brand name, is also a commonly used word, such as
”Apple”, the returned data will contain a lot of irrelevant information. Therefore,
a major challenge when analysing social media data is to separate meaningless
messages from the relevant content that could contain valuable information. Data
filtering performed in this thesis is limited to minimizing the ambiguity of search
keywords by selecting only the brands that have distinct names, for example,
Adidas. Procedures, such as spam detection or rumours detection were not
performed at this stage of research, because traditional text analysis techniques are
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not suitable for short social media messages that contain a lot of grammatical and
spelling errors, mixed languages, slang and abbreviated words. Addressing spam
filtering problem presents a challenging research topic in its own right and was
not the objective of this thesis. However, improving data quality is an essential
requirement for producing reliable results and should be performed during the
future work on this research topic.
Another limitation is related to the aggregation level of data. Sales time series
analysed in this study were generated by aggregating the revenues across different
products categories on a global scale. While this approach allows to reflect the
overall sentiment of online community towards a brand, predicting performance
of individual products in different geographies would require to perform product
based aggregation and taking into account spatial information. Evaluating the role
of social media data for product sales presents an objective for the future research.
The events study performed in this research is limited to identifying different
types of social media events based on their shapes. However, understanding
the meaning/reasons behind different events could shed even more light on
consumers’ intentions and different mechanisms of information dissemination.
One of the main directions for future research is to interpret what different
events’ shapes represent in terms of social media dynamics (persistence of news,
importance, endogeneity/exogeneity, etc.). To address this problem one could use
topic detection techniques in order to understand the content of conversations
during the spikes. Incorporation of information about marketing campaigns
would also be extremely useful for identifying whether a particular type of spike
accrues due to promotions or as a result of natural consumer interest to a product.
Additionally, by combining traditional features for events clustering, such as
textual, spatial, temporal, and network information with the shape based features
proposed in this thesis, one could obtain even more meaningful clusters. As
the next stage of future work it would be beneficial to incorporate the extracted
knowledge about different event types into forecasting models for consumer sales.
In terms of models, methods used in this thesis were limited to Multiple Linear
Regression, Vector Error Correction Model and Artificial Neural Network. As it
has been mentioned earlier, the performance of ANN was not conclusive due to
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the limited number of data points available for each brand. To further investigate
the non-linear relationships between sales and social media indicators more data
should be obtained. As part of future research, it is promising to also evaluate
the performance of Extreme Learning Machine, a neural network that learns much
faster than traditional feedforward NN, and a Long Sort-Term Memory algorithm,
a recurrent neural network specifically designed for time series prediction.
One more constraint that I would like to acknowledge, is that data collected
and analysed in this thesis is limited to textual information (Twitter messages,
Facebook posts and comments). During the last three years, visual information,
such as images and videos, became an essential part of social media content. Some
social media experts would say that we shifted from social media to visual social
media (Moritz, 2016). People use images and video to express their preferences,
and companies use visual content to communicate more easily with their followers.
According to Cisco, by 2019 video content will make up 80% of all internet traffic
(Guta, 2016). In this context, a combined analysis of textual and visual information
becomes a necessity. Future studies in this area should generalize the findings
in social media impact analysis by including Youtube, Instagram and Pinterest
platforms in the pipelines for data collection.
Finally, as the future development, the ’SMIA’ framework proposed in this
thesis can be further developed not only for the purpose of sales forecasting, but
for many other applications, such as accurate consumer profiling, new products
design and price planning.
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Chapter 8
Appendices
A. Twitter Events Exploratory Analysis
The first step of time series analysis is displaying the time series and trying to drive
any insights from the basic graphs. While performing such analysis, I identified
the presence of events (outbursts of activity) in sales and social media time series.
In this section, I performed exploration of potential reasons for such spikes using
as an example time series of Twitter sentiment data for some of the brands. The
analysis of spikes was performed using the following steps:
1. Identifying the time frame when the spike happened.
2. Identifying the most popular tweets and re-tweets by performing text
analysis.
3. Analysing the content of the most popular re-tweets in order to identify the
potential reason for a spike.
4. Using Google search to identify potential events related to the brand during
the ”spike period”.
Tables 8.1 - 8.5 provide examples of sentiment spikes for some brands with
identified reasons. For the purpose of data protection I do not mention brands’
names, instead, I use numerical identification in order to distinguish between
different brands.
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Brand1
Event dates: 30.06.2013 - 07.07.2013
Description:
• A spike in positive sentiment.
• On average, the number of tweets per day was
not exceeding 500 tweets.
• During the event more than 8,000 tweets were
posted and the positive sentiment ratio of
messages was about twice higher than usual.
• Almost all of the messages were re-tweets of the
following tweet: ”RT BringingAdvert: #fashion
#new #best #seller Have a look at the latest
”trend” jeans!! http://t.co/mFLdlxEBSd
#news #CNN #BBC #Brand1”.
The reason:
The spike was related to the release of a new jeans collection. Originally, the
message was posted by BringingAdvert, an advertising company. The message
caused interest of the wide range of people and got re-tweeted by them. This
demonstrates, that the information about new product lines can be spread using
Twitter and reach wide audiences. In this sense, Twitter can help brands to increase
brand awareness.
Table 8.1: Brand1 event description.
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Brand2
Event dates: 14.05.2013 - 29.05.2013
Description:
• A spike in positive sentiment;
• During the event about 38,000 tweets in English were published.
• 22,514 tweets among 38,000 were re-tweets.
• Almost 15,000 messages contained words ”League” or ”Soccer”.
• Half of the re-tweets contained the following message: ”RT SoccerBible: If
Bayern Munich win the Champions League we’ll give away a pair of Brand2
Predators! Follow & RT to enter. http://www.nottinghamforest.co.
uk/news/article/forest-team-up-with-Brand2-878245.aspx”.
The reason:
25th of May 2013 was the day of the UEFA Champions League Final. Brand2
was one of the sponsors of the event. Few days before and after people were
discussing the event and were re-tweeting the message regarding the pair of
Brand2’s shoes that was given away as a present in case Bayern Munich won. This
spike demonstrates, that major social or cultural events are reflected on Twitter
through the increase in Tweets volume and change of sentiment. It also shows that
encouragement of brands to re-tweet their messages can help to increase brand
awareness.
Table 8.2: Brand2 event description.
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Brand3
Event dates: 15.05.2013 - 21.05.2013
Description:
• Multiple draw-downs of sentiment ratio;
• Sentiment dropped below 0.5 multiple times during the event, indicating that
more negative tweets during each day were posted than there were positive
tweets.
• The value of sentiment ratio below 0.5 is unusual since on average the volume
of positive tweets is higher than than the volume of negative tweets.
The reason:
Google search for possible reasons of sentiment change revealed that on the 15th
of May a video was published online, in which a man was distributing Brand3’s
clothes to homeless people. The video caused a resonance in public and a few
articles were published next day, recalling the speech of Brand3’s CEO that he gave
months ago and which did not receive social approval. In that speech the CEO
highlighted that Brand3 was exclusive for a specific type of people only. During
the next days many more articles were published online related to Brand3’s CEO
speech, causing new waves of negative response on Twitter and other social media.
The analysis performed few months after the event revealed that sales for the
brand dropped dramatically and the CEO had to step down from his position.
After the resignation of the CEO shares of the company went up. This event
demonstrates, that Twitter sentiment score is a strong indicator of peoples attitude
towards brand’s actions and brand’s values.
Table 8.3: Brand3 event description.
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Brand4
Event dates: 05.07.2013 - 10.07.2013
Description:
• Brand4 is a Japanese fashion retailer.
• A spike in positive sentiment was detected.
• 2259 tweets about Brand4 were posted during
the event period.
• 2007 of messages were re-tweets.
• The most popular re-tweets included URL links
to a funny T-shirt and an apron (see picture on
the right)
The reason:
The spike in sentiment was a result of people actively re-tweeting links to some of
the products offered by Brand4. This spike seems to have an endogenous nature
and demonstrates that Twitter can serve as a platform for genuine discussions of
brand’s products by consumers. The content and sentiment of these discussions
can be used by brands to make further decisions regarding its product lines.
Table 8.4: Brand4 event description.
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Brand5
Event dates: 28.05.2013 - 04.06.2013
Description:
• A spike in positive sentiment.
• During the spike in positive sentiment, on
average 3000 tweets were posted per day, which
is about 70% more tweets than the average
amount of tweets for Brand4 per day.
• From those tweets about one third of messages
mentioned ”Launching Party”.
The reason:
On the 1st of May 2013 Brand5 opened a new boutique in Soho and hosted a
launching party. The spike in Twitter data demonstrated that big events, in which
a brand participates, get reflected through the volume and sentiment of Twitter
messages.
Table 8.5: Brand5 event description.
Conclusions. The analysis of some events in Twitter signal demonstrated that
Twitter sentiment and Twitter volume allow to capture people’s perceptions of the
brand, analyse reactions to brand’s activities and determine an aggregated opinion
about new products. Overall, four distinct types of event were discovered (it is
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import to keep in mind that further investigation might uncover more dynamics):
• External events with strong brand association. For example, brand
participating in sponsoring of large sport events (Brand2 example). This
event type is described by high Twitter activity that does not necessarily
result in sales increase. However, the event contributes to increase in brand
awareness.
• Internal brand events. Examples include opening a new store (Brand5) or
expressing brand’s values and future goals (Brand3). This event type receives
strong reflection through Twitter sentiment in conjunction with the tweets
volume. It is expected to see an impact on sales as well, but still to be proven
with additional sales data.
• Social chatter driven by the brand, such as a new product line release
(Brand1), sales, promotions, marketing campaigns. The spike in twitter
volume or sentiment is likely to be followed by a spike in sales. The opposite
can also be true, when a spike in sales is followed by an increase in Twitter
volume and sentiment.
• Social chatter driven by people (Brand4). This event type is described by high
volume of Twitter discussions that related to some of brand’s products and
that were not initiated by the brand. The event in Twitter might be preceded
or followed by a spike in sales and provides an opportunity for the brand to
evaluate people’s opinions about some of the products. This information can
be used to adjust value proposition or produce more accurate sales forecasts.
B. Clustering of Benchmark Datasets
Figs. 8.1- 8.3 present the results of clustering for the benchmark datasets: mallet
dataset, synthetic dataset and the wheat dataset. Since all time series in datasets are
of equal length, I only compared the performance of hierarchical clustering based
on Euclidean Distance and based on Euclidean Slopes Distance. The clustering
results for mallet and synthetic datasets produced accuracy of 100% for both
methods (Fig. 8.1, Fig. 8.2). The clustering results for the wheat dataset using
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Euclidean Slopes Distance approach were higher (78%, Fig. 8.3) than the results
achieved based on Euclidean Distance (56%, Fig. 8.4).
Figure 8.1: Clustering results for the mallet dataset. Both approaches, hierarchical
clustering based on Euclidean distance and based on Slopes based Euclidean
distance produced accuracy of 100%.
Figure 8.2: Clustering results for the synthetic dataset. Both approaches, hierarchical
clustering based on Euclidean Distance and based on Euclidean Slopes Distance
produced accuracy of 100%.
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Figure 8.3: Clustering results for the wheat dataset for hierarchical clustering based on
Euclidean Slopes Distance produced accuracy of 78%.
Figure 8.4: Clustering results for the wheat dataset for hierarchical clustering based on
Euclidean distance produced accuracy of 56%.
C. Histograms of Proportions of Social Media Features
Selected for Different Brands
The proportions of social media features selected for each feature group for each
brand are presented in Figs. 8.5-8.8. We see that for all brands social media features
were selected among the important. For example, for brand 5, group S T (Fig. 8.5,
40% of features were Twitter related; for brand 11, group S AllSM (Fig. 8.8, 50% of
features were a mix of different social media features.
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Figure 8.5: Proportions of selected feature types for the feature group S T.
Figure 8.6: Proportions of selected feature types for the feature group S F.
Figure 8.7: Proportions of selected feature types for the feature group S G.
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Figure 8.8: Proportions of selected feature types for the feature group S AllSM.
Figs. 8.9- 8.12 present the contribution that features of each type deliver to the
reduction in MSE for each brand.
Figure 8.9: Contribution that features of each type deliver to the reduction in MSE for the
feature group S T.
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Figure 8.10: Contribution that features of each type deliver to the reduction in MSE for the
feature group S F.
Figure 8.11: Contribution that features of each type deliver to the reduction in MSE for the
feature group S G.
Figure 8.12: Contribution that features of each type deliver to the reduction in MSE for the
feature group S AllSM.
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E. Implementation of the Social Media product for Certona
As part of this research work I designed and participated in implementation of a
Social Media product for Certona. The purpose and implementation process are
described below.
Scope
The purpose of the project was to develop a Social Media product that could be
offered to clients as a standalone tool or as a complimentary value proposition
to the existing reporting tool. The product should allow to monitor and collect
relevant social media information, such as Twitter messages and their sentiment,
Facebook posts, Google trends, and present it to clients in the form of signals.
Clients should have a possibility to overlay social media signals with other relevant
signals, such as revenue, transactions volume, etc. Clients would also be able to
view individual messages related to their brand and obtain available information
about the people who posted them.
Benefits for Certona
General Outcomes:
• Development of a new revenue stream or an additional value proposition to
attract clients;
• Expanding the area of expertise for the business;
• Creating a data asset ;
• Utilising existing expertise (data handling and storage using Hadoop, social
media research, reporting tools). The development of the product is therefore:
– Cost efficient;
– Time efficient;
– Requires low effort, but gives high output (added value to clients,
possibility to attract more new clients).
Partial Outcomes (during the usage of the product):
• Creating a framework to test clients expectations and needs in social media
space;
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• Determining the features and direction for future development that have the
most impact;
• Qualitative and quantitative feedback of users on product.
Final Outcomes (after 6 months of implementation):
• Impact on attracting new clients;
• Impact on developing new business lines.
Benefits for Clients
• Monitoring relevant social media information related to the brand;
• Monitoring social activity of competitors;
• Monitoring the sentiment related to the brand and possibility to respond
quickly;
• Possibility to correlate social media signal with other signals in the report
(revenue, transactions, etc.) and create more accurate forecasts;
• Possibility to measure the impact of promotions and marketing campaigns
by monitoring social impressions;
• Detection of the most popular tweets/Facebook posts and the most
influential users.
• Understanding the demographics of the audience
Implementation in Hadoop
The project consists of the following components (see Fig. 8.13):
1. Twitter Streaming API, as the data source;
2. Apache Flume, for streaming data into HDFS;
3. HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System), for storage of data;
4. Apache Hive, for transformation and querying of data;
5. Apache Oozie, for automating the data processing.
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Figure 8.13: Implementation diagram of Twitter streaming.
How it works:
1. Twitter data in JSON format continually streams from the Twitter Streaming
API into HDFS via Flume by subscribing to a set of keywords;
2. A Java code invokes Flume to send each tweet to the ’Memory Channel’ as an
’event’;
3. The Flume channel aggregates and holds these tweets;
4. The Flume sink requests data from the Flume channel at a certain interval;
5. Every interval, a preset number of events gets transferred and placed in an
open file in HDFS by the sink;
6. The Flume sink stores the data in HDFS based on the hour of day;
7. An Oozie coordinator job runs hourly, processing the previous hours’ JSON
data into relational Hive tables for analyst use (see Fig. 8.14 for database
design);
Future Work
• Analyse performance metrics to understand clients needs;
• Adjust the value proposition after receiving clients feedback;
• Expand data range to include Facebook, Google Trends, Pinterest, Instagram;
• Generate forecasts based on available data.
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Figure 8.14: Schema for Hive database.
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